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ERIKA SCHNEIDER
ABSTRACT

...

In the last fifteen

years,

techniques have been developed

Nuc Iear Magnet Ic Resonance (NMR)
which al low

Investigation

of the

propert Ies of po Iycrysta I I Ine so II ds, amorphous mater Ia Is, and sensitive biological samples In addition to expanding the capabilities
of IIqu Id state spectroscopy.

Th Is thes Is descr Ibes some recent

app I Icat Ions of so I Id state and high temperature NMR spectroscopy
to the Investigation of molecular structure and dynamics of molten,
glass, and crystal line aluminosilicates.
The nuc Iear sp In Interact Ions and the assoc Iated quantum mechanical dynamics which are present In solid state NMR are Introduced.
A brief overview of aluminosilicate structure Is presented and crystal line structure Is then reviewed, with emphasis on the contributions
made by 29 51 NMR spectroscopy.

The local structure of glass alumlno-

silicates as observed by NMR, Is presented with analysis of the Information content of 29S1 spectra.
A high temperature (to 13000 C) NMR spectroscopic Investigation
of the local environment and dynamics of molecular motion In molten
a Iurn Inos I I Icates Is descr Ibed.

A compar Ison

liquid, glass,

local

and

crystal line

Is made of s I I Icate

structure.

The atomic and

molecular motions present In a melt are Investigated through relax-

2

ation time <T1 and T2 ) measurements as a function of composition
and temperature for 23Na and 29Si.
In Appendix A, magic angle spinning is reviewed, with emphasis
on the interpretation of spinning sidebands.
computer simulations which

Appendix B contains

are capable of predicting the effects

of multiple pulse sequences in solid systems.

The effect of several

composite pulse sequences which compensate for magnetic dipole-dipole
and electric quadrupole coupl ings in sol ids are shown by comparison
of theoretical predictions and experimental results.

The novel high

temperature, high resolution NMR apparatus is described in Appendix C.

..
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CHAPTER I:
INTRODUCTION

[

2

In the

past

fifteen

years

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

(NMR)

spectroscopy has evolved Into a powerful technique capable of probing
the magnetic and electronic Interactions present In a wide variety of
materials.

In this thesis, the capabilities of NMR have been uti Ilzed

to explore the high temperature properties of molten aluminosilicates
and the local structure In glass and crystal line minerals.
The chem Ica I and phys Ica I Interact Ions of a Ium Inos III cates are
of Interest In many Industries, as wei I as In the geochemistry communIty.

Ceramics, glass products, Insulation, and catalysts are a few

products encountered In da II y I I fe wh Ich are composed of s I I Icate
mater Ia Is.

For the geo log Ist, however, s I II cates are the bu I Iding

materials of the earth.

The Interactions and physical properties of

a Ium I nos I II cate mInera Is are Invest Igated to better understand the
format Ion, weather Ing and subsequent decompos It Ion of the planetary
crust.

Furthermore, because minerai structure Is strongly dependent

upon the thermal history of the material as wei I as minor variations
In the chemical composition, detailed studies of these minerals can
be used to understand magmatic processes.
NMR Is one of the most powerful techniques available for the
Investl gat Ion of mater Ia Is wh Ich Iack long range order.

Po Iymers,

glasses, resins, surface Immobilized species, and liquid crystals are
some of the materials which do not have crystalline order and cannot
be Invest Igated us Ing diffract Ion techn Iques.

Crysta I II ne a Ium Ino-

s I I Icates can undergo high temperature and/or high pressure phase
transitions which cause the reorientation of a material

which has

long range order to become a high IY tw inned crysta I wi th mu It i pie

3

defect sites.

These phase trans it ions can cause some crysta I line

mater ia Is to have regu Iar Iy spaced reg ions of short range order,
and from an x-ray pattern, the material wil I appear to be disordered.
NMR, however, can identify the different regions with local ordering
and can provide quantitative information about defect sites.
29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy has proven invaluable in the determination of silicon-aluminum local ordering.

X-ray diffraction techni-

ques have difficulty, even in single crystals, distinguishing alumInum atoms from silicon atoms because their atomic radii are almost
Ident Ica I and they can occupy the same structura I pos It ions.

The

on Iy different iat i ng feature Is that tr Iva Ient a Ium i num atoms have
s light IY shorter A1-0 bond
bond lengths.

Iengths than tetrava lent s II Icon-oxygen

The difference

distinguish in many
complex rotations,

In AI-O distance is not possible to

Important geologic crystal
displacements,

and

structures because

twlnnings

easi Iy at the high temperature formation conditions.

occur

relatively

The sensitivity

of 29Si NMR to irregularities In crystal I ine si I icate structure is
presented in Chapter IV.
Properties of alumlnosilicate glasses have been investigated by
geochem i sts In an attempt to understand more about these mater ia Is
in the high temperature me' ten states (i n magmas, for examp Ie) •
glass Is presumed to be the quenched equivalent of a melt.

A

That is,

the structure of the me Its at the g Iass trans it ion temperature is
retained In the glass state, except that the molecular motions are no
longer present.

However, the validity of this presumption has never

been directly tested.

Thermodynamically,

a melt

Is

substantially

4

different from

the

glass

molten state.

No technique,

the electron I c

structure of a II

and molten state.

because

of

the

dynamics

other than NMR,

In

the

Is capable of probing

three phases:

In Chapter V, the local

present

crysta I I I ne, g I ass,

ordering and the effect

of the network modifying cations on glass structure Is presented.

In

Chapter VI, results from a high temperature (to 13000 C), high resolution NMR experiment on
are compared

to the

several

structure

alumlnosl Ilcate composition melts

found

I n the

g I ass

and

crysta I I I ne

states.
The dynam i cs

present

Investigated by NMR.

In

mo I ten

a I um I nos II I cates

may

a I so

be

Two types of techniques are available to detect

and characterize molecular

motions.

One

class

of techniques,

In-

cluding NMR as wei I as neutron scattering and dielectric measurements
(of molecules with a permanent dipole moment),
detect mot Ions of mo I ecu I es.
traction and heat capacity
motion, but

I nstead

Is able to directly

Other techn I ques,
measurements, are

measure the

disorder

such as x-ray d I f-

not

sensitive to the

I ntroduced

by

mo I ecu I ar

motlons. 4

Thus, static and dynamic disorders cannot be distinguished

us I ng the

second type of techn I que.

are comp I ementary,

The two types of exper I ments

together they are capab Ie of character I zing the

mo I ecu I ar mot ions present

I n most mater I a I s.

Chapter

VI

compares

the melt dynamics as Investigated by NMR, to the macroscopic properties of the molten state.

..
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CHAPTER II:
SPIN INTERACTIONS

6

11.1.

Nuclear Spin Interaction Hamiltonians

Nuc I ear Magnet I c Resonance
electron I c and magnet I c

(NMR)

spectroscopy

I nvest I gates the

I nteract Ions of nuc I ear sp I n systems.

The

under I y I ng power of NMR spectroscopy stems from the fact that over

.. 90% of the

known nuc I e I

possess nonzero nuc I ear magnet I c moments

which al low tor Interaction with magnetic fields.

.l!. Is proport I ona I

to the

nuc I ear

where y Is the gyromagnetlc ratio.

The magnetic moment

sp I n angu I ar momentum

vector

The value of y Is characteristic

for each nucleus.

11.1.1.

Zeeman Interaction

Application of a magnetic fleld!b produces an Interaction energy
for nuclei

with nonzero spin angular momentum.

The laboratory ref-

erence frame Hamiltonian which governs this situation Is

;K Lab = - .l!. •

I n the presence of
direction of!:!o.

~ •

(2 )

a magnet I c

fie I d, the

sp I ns precess about the

In a large static magnetic field, the spin Inter-

actions (the wavefunctlons) are time dependent.
ton I an rema I ns t I me
I n ad d I t I on to

I ndependent
I nteract Ions

However, the Hamll-

I n the Schroed Inger representat I on.
with the stat I c externa I magnet I c

field, Interactions of the spin with other spins may also be present
with i n the
;JC I nt,

system.

Examp I es

of these

I nterna I

sp I n

I nteract Ions,

I nc I ude coup II ng of the sp I n magnet I c moment to the electrons

7

orbiting the nucleus (chemical shielding), coupling of one magnetic
moment to another (magnetic dipole-dipole and scalar coupling), and
Interaction of the nuclear quadrupole moment with the electric field
grad lent present at the nuclear

site.

All

the;K int

contr Ibute to the appearance of the NMR spectrum.

Interactions
The re Iat i ve

strengths of the Interna I Interact ions are 'ocated In Tab Ieland
compared to the Zeeman Interaction strength.
In a so I Id samp Ie, some of the Interna I sp In Interact Ions are
anisotropic functions of orientation In the external magnetic field.
For liquid or solution samples, the anlsotroples of Xlnt are averaged
by random molecular tumbling which occurs on a much faster timescale

« 10 nsec) than observab Ie by NMR.

In so lid or or i ented systems,

Isotropic motion usually does not occur, hence the spin interactions
cause the spectral features to be dependent upon orientation of the
external magnetic field with respect to molecular or crystal axes.
If IHol

»

I;K inti

(the high field approximation), then the

Zeeman Ham i Iton Ian dom Inates the spectra I appearance and in angu Iar
frequency terms, Is given byl,2,6
X

z=

o Is the precession

W

(3)

- Y ~H • I = - Y H0 I Z = - w0 I z •

(or

Larmour)

frequency

and

is approximately

180 MHz and 362 MHz for protons (lH) in the 42 kG and 85 kG, respectlvely, superconductlng magnets which presently

inhabit the Pines

laboratory.
The eigenvalues for the Zeeman Hamiltonian are the eigenvalues
of I z , hence the (21 + 1) al lowed Zeeman energy levels are

8

Table 1:

Relative Strengths of X

Interaction
Zeeman

Strength (Hz)
10 6 - 109
10 5

Dipolar Coupling

oo-

Scalar Coupling

o-

104

Quadrupolar Coupling

o-

10 9

Chemical Shift Anisotropy

10 5

.)

9

=-

m

(4)

where m = I, 1-1, ••• , -I.

The Zeeman elgenstates are equally spaced

E

y ~ Ho

In energy, dIfferIng by
(5)

Wo

Is the nuclear Larmour frequency.

The magnetIc spIn energy level

splIttIng by a large external magnetIc fIeld Is the strongest Interactl~n

whIch wI II be encountered In thIs thesIs.

11.1.11.

Radlofrequency Pulse InteractIons

To observe the trans It Ions between energy e Igenstates, Four Ier
transform (FT) NMR technIques requIre applIcatIon of an oscIllatIng
rad Iofreq uency (r f)

fIe Id orthogona I to the stat Ic fIe Id

tIme dependent rf fIeld

~l(t)

.!:!o.

The

Is applIed In square pulses of amplItude

(Rabl frequency) wl and phase ,.

SettIng

~

=

1, and allowIng the rf

pulses to be gIven along the x axIs, the representatIon of the laboratory frame Zeeman, r f and Interna I Interact Ion Ham II ton Ian j( Int Is
j(Lab

=-

o Iz + 2 w1 Ix cos( w t + , ) + j(lnt •

W

The XI nt term conta Ins a II

of the other

(6)

Interact Ions wh Ich are

present In the nuclear spIn system.
11.1.111.

RotatIng Reference Frame TransformatIon

In general, the InteractIons of Interest In NMR spectroscopy are
those whIch perturb the well characterIzed Zeeman energy levels.

To

emphasIze j(lnt, a transformatIon Is made to a reference frame whIch

10

rotates at the Larmour frequency about the direction of the applied
field

lb.

The transformation to the rotating reference frame par-

t I a I I Y removes
we I I as

the

I nteract I on

with

the

osc I I I atory

t I me dependence

causes

field to vanlsh. 2

the

stat I c

externa I
of the

fie I d as

app I led

rf

The transformation to the rotating reference frame

(Interaction representation) Is given by

K RF

=KRotatlng

Frame

= U(t) K Lab

where the transformation U(t) = exp (-I

K RF

= exp ( - I

00

I z t) [-

00

0

+Klntl exp(+1

KRF =

(00 -

00

0

)

00

Iz 00

I z t).
00 1

00 -

00

0

= lioo

I x cos (00 t + cjl)

(8)

I z t)

I z + 2 oo1(t) [Ix cos oo t + I y sin ootl

• cos(oo t + cjl) + U(t) K

where

(7)

U(t)-l

I s the resonance

lnt

frequency

U(t)-l

(9)

offset term.

I n the

rotating frame, both the rf Interaction and U(t) K lnt U(t)-l consist
of a sum of terms,

some of wh I ch are constant and others osc I II ate

at multiples of oo.

Since

00

Is much larger than

001

and

IKlntl, It Is

a good approximation to retain only the nonoscll latory terms of K RF •
Th I s truncat I on

I s known as the 'h I gh

fie I d approx I mat I on'

because

the time dependent, nonsecular terms of the Hamiltonian wi I I not perturb the energy levels to first order and can be Ignored.

where

Then,1,2,6

11

. (0 ) ' I z I =
Ix Int

o,

and

..
In NMR, spectrometers are configured such that measurements are
made in the rotating frame.

For this reason,

~F

will henceforth be

refered to as 3C and the nuclear spin interactions present in Xint
wi II be introduced in this interaction representation.
II.l.lv.

Chemical Shielding Hamiltonian

Electrons In a molecule partially

shield a nucleus from the

effect of an applied external magnetic field.

Local magnetic fields

lilocal are Induced by the electron orbital currents and reflect the
loca I el ectron ic env ironment of the

nucl eus.

Thus, the magnet Ic

field at the nucleus is the sum of two terms
!!nucleus =

!io

( 11)

+ lilocal •

The variations In local magnetic field cause chemically or crystallographlcally Inequivalent nuclei to have different frequencies which
satisfy the resonance condition.
If the nuc leus is part of a mo lecu Ie, the el ectrons are not
"

able to

freely

parallel to.!::!o.

precess

about

The chemical

!:!O, and lilocal Is not necessarily
shielding

In nonmetallic solids

is

represented by the anisotropic tensor ~1,6

Jfcs = - y .!::!o •

~

• 1. •

If the molecular motion present in

( 12)
liquids

Is

Isotropic and

12

occurs on a timescale much

faster than NMR Is able to detect «

nsec), the screening tensor

S
-=:

less constant value SZZ.
and in

the

z direction,

10

is averaged to an isotropic, dimension-

Wlth.!:!o large (high
then the. liquid

field approximation)

state

chemical

shielding

Hamiltonian simplifies to

=-

XCS

y Ho Szz I z

=-

azz I z

( 13)

•

Incorporating the Zeeman Interaction In the rotating frame

( 14)

Xo = KZ+CS = ( 1 - azzl I z ,
as Illustrated In Figure (1).

Hence for positive values of

a zz, the resonance Is sh i fted to lower fie I ds (lower freq uenc I es) •
A low field shift

Impl ies that the nucleus

from the

applied

constant

electrons.

If

magnetic

field

Isotropic rearrangement

to average the an I sotrop I c
chemical shift

aZ,

part

of

is equal to aiso.

Is effectively screened

!b

by

the

surrounding

Is

fast enough

In a sample

g to

zero,

then

the

I sotrop I c

In practice, measurements are

made re I at I ve to a I so for some standard compound rather than a bare
nucleus.
An

NMR experiment measures the differences in chemical shielding

between nuclear electronic environments.
several chemically or

If

the

nucleus

crystallographlcally different

contains

sites,

j, the

liquid Hamiltonian becomes,

)( 0

= - I j

a i soj I zj •

( 15)

In a sample containing two chemically distinct types of nuclei and In

13

ms - -1/2

---or---"

,- "

"0 + Au

"0
.......... .....

+1/2

.......... .....

10--

B

A

XBL 857-10630

Figure 1:

Energy I eve I diagram for a sp I n 1/2 nuc I eus I n a strong
static magnetic
I eve I s.

(B)

field.

(A)

Perturbat I on

The
of

nuclear

the Zeeman

chemical shielding term represented by Aa.

to

Zeeman

energy

I eve I s

by the
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the absence of any interact ions between them, two resonance I Ines
wI I I be observed.

The re Iat ive peak areas are

ind icat ive of the

re Iat i ve popu Iat Ions of the two sites, and the re Iat i ve chem i ca I
shift, in

frequency
001 - 002

units,

= 2w

between nuclei

and

2

is given

by

y IHlnuclear - H2nuciearJ

( 16)

H1nuclear and H2nuclear are the magnetic fields influencing nuclei 1
and 2, respectively.

The resonance frequency values are proportional

to the strength of the constant magnetic field.

Thus, all chemical

shift differences (if measured in Hertz) increase if Ho Is increased.
It is therefore usua I (and usefu I) to report a fie Id independent
chem Ica I sh i ft difference measurement

In parts per mil I ion (ppm).

Relative to a standard reference the chemical shift of nucleus 1 Is
given by (the 6 notation)
6 (ppm) = --'&.l~ef x 10 6 •
OOref

( 17 )

In a solid, molecular motion Is slow and the magnetic shielding
Interact ion is descr i bab Ie by a second rank tensor.

The chem Ica I

shift anisotropy (CSA) tensor Is dependent upon the molecular orientat ion with respect to the externa I magnet ic fie Id.

From the CSA

tensor, the three dimensional shielding of the nucleus by the surrounding electrons can be determined.

The eigenvalues of the aniso-

tropic chemical shift tensor 0 (0"'022' 033), define several

=

15

experimentally measurable quantities.

The isotropic chemical shift

0iso, shielding anisotropy bo, and shielding asymmetry factor n are
def i ned
oiso
bo

= 1/3

= 033

(all + 022 + 033) ,

( 18)

- 1/2 (all + 022) , and

( 19)

(20)

n = (022 - 011)/(033 - Oiso) •

In a powdered sample, al I possible orientations of crystal lites
are present and a resonance wi I I be observed for each orientation of
a particular nucleus in the external field, resulting in a broad peak.
The spectral

appearance

of

a

powdered

sample

depends

upon

the

shielding tensor principal axis elements, as I I lustrated in Figure 2.
II.l.v.

Magnetic Dipole-Dipole Hamiltonian

The truncated magnet Ic d Ipo Iar

Interact Ion Ham I Iton i an

In the

rotating frame for homonuclear (I-I) nuclear spin pairs I and j In a
solid is given byl,2,6
j(11

= 1 LI<j

'Y I

2

r Ij

-3

(1 - 3cos

2

e Ij )

2

• ( 31 z I Izj - ..!.I·..!.j )

(21)

where rlj Is the Internuclear distance, and elj Is the angle between
"

~Ij

and

~

the static magnetic field.

Equation (21) Is not the ful I

dipolar Hamilitonlan, terms which contribute to absorption frequenc Ies near zero and 2w o have been om i tted because they correspond to
second order perturbations of the Zeeman energy levels.
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0'11 =0'22 =O'.L.

1
A

B
0'22

1

IlL 857-2987

Figure 2:

Orientation dependent Interactions, such as the CSA tensor,
perturb the nuclear Zeeman energy levels and result In a
character Ist Ic pattern of I Ine broaden Ing.

The chem Ica I

shift anisotropy patterns are affected by molecular
motions.

A nonaxially symmetric

can be averaged
symmetric (n

= 0)

(n

> 0)

CSA tensor (A)

by pure rotations to give an
pattern (B).

axially
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oI po I e-d I po I e
nuclear distance,

I nteract Ions
rlj'

(e.g.

strong I y dependent

and are more

prox I mI ty to each other.
dilute nuclei

are

upon

Important for nuclei

In

close

The average d I stance between I sotop I ca II y

natural

abundance 29S1 and 13C) Is

large enough

such that the homonuclear dipolar coupling Is unimportant.
eronuc I ear d I po I ar

I nter-

For het-

I nteract Ions (between sp Ins with different gyro-

magnet I c rat I os: "1 I , "1 j ),

the

cou p I I ng

I s often

removed by multlpulse 'decoupllng' techniques.

strong

but

can

be

The truncated hetero-

nuclear (I-S) magnetic dipole-dipole Interaction Hamiltonian Is given
by 1,2,6

(22)
(Szj Is the projection of the j

nuclear spin angular momentum vector

along the z axis.)
When molecular motions are present, the angle between the Internuc I ear vector and the externa I

fie I dis averaged.

I f the mot Ions

are rapid and Isotropic, as In a liquid sample, both of the dipolar
I nteract Ions wI II

be averaged to

zero

because the

of the term containing the angular dependence

I sotrop I c

Is <cos

2

elj>

va I ue

=

1/3.

A sca I ar coup II ng, :JeJ' often ar I ses from the I nd I rect coup II ng
of a pair of nuclear spins I and j through the surrounding electrons.
Homo- and heteronuclear spins may be coupled In this manner.

:JeJ Is

field Independent and usually much smaller than the other Interactions
present In :Jel nt.
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11.1.vi~

Electric Quadrupole Coupling Hamiltonian

In a molecule, the charges of surrounding valence electrons and
other nuclei produce a large electric field gradient at each nucleus.
A nucleus

with spin greater than 1/2 has a nonspherical

nuclear

charge distribution, and as a consequence interacts with electric
field gradients, even in the absence of an external magnetic field.
In sol ids, the NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei are usually dominated by the nuclear quadrupole interactions.
The Interaction energy between the nuclear quadrupole moment of
spin I and the local electric field gradient can be described by the
quadrupole Hamiltonian 1

J<Q
~(t)

= 1. •

~(t)·

(23)

1. •

is a tensor with elements proportional to the nuclear quadrupole

moment Q and the electric field gradients (fJ2V/fJx 2 , fJ 2 V/fJxfJY, etc.)
~(t)

= __
e.. :. Q__ vet) •
21<21 - 1)

The components of

~(t),

(24)

the electric field gradient (EFG) tensor,

descr i be comp Iete Iy the or ien tat ion and magn itude of the EFG.
the principal axis coordinate system,

~(t)

In

is a diagonal matrix with

elements Vxx(t), Vyy(t), Vzz(t) which uniquely describes the EFG in
terms of the asymmetry parameter
e2 qQ.

Tl

and quadrupo Ie coup ling constant

If a nucleus is at a site of cubic symmetry, Vxx=Vyy=Vzz,

the quadrupole coupling vanishes because the EFG's are all equal.
Molecular rotations and diffusion

cause changes

in

~(t),

and for

19

nuclei with spin greater than 1/2 (quadrupolar nuclei) this is often
the dom Inant cause of re Iaxat Ion.

By convent Ion, In the pr Inc Ipa I

axis coordinate system of the EFG several definitions have been made 4

vzz = eq

= (V xx

n

, hence

(25)

where 0 ( n ( 1 •

- Vyy)/V zz ,

(26)

In the principal axis system of the EFG tensor,

3fQ

=.-!2 g0
131 2 - 1(1+1) + 1 n (1 2 + 1_ 2 »)
4l(2·~1-""'-:1:'"'":".)z
'2
+

(27)

1+ and 1_ are the quantum mechanical raising and lowering operators

defined by
I± = 2- 1/2 1 Ix ± I I y ) •

(28)

I± connect the spin transitions (wavefunctlons) of magnetic quantum
number Am = ± 1.
Ouadrupolar nuclei
23Na;

and 1=5/2:

with

17 0, 27AI)

non Integer spins

(e.g.

1=3/2:

11B,

are effected by quadrupole Interactions

differently than nuclei with Integer spins.

Because the Investiga-

t Ion of a Ium Inos I I Icate propert Ies ut I I Izes the propert Ies of nonInteger spin

quadrupolar

nuclei,

I I lustrated In Figures 3 through 5.

their

Important

properties

are

20
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ms = -3/2

-1/2
+1/2
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••,
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l1

a
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,

,,
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11
0

lie

B

A

XBl 857-10629

Figure 3:

The energy level diagram for a spin 3/2 nuclear magnetic
dipole moment is shown interacting with a magnetic field.
(A)

In the absence of quadrupolar effects, four equally

spaced energy levels with transition frequency Vo exist.
(8)

If a smal I electric quadrupole interaction ( Q <

Z)

Is present, the energy levels are shifted and three transitions are possible (va, Vb

= vo,

and vc).
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Figure 4:

A typ Ica I

N~

spectr um of a po Iycry sta I I Ine or powdered

1=3/2 sample Is shown.

For most samples, only the central

(m = +1/2 to m = -1/2) transition Is observed.
quadrupolar nuclei

with non Integra I spins,

transition Is not affected

by

first

For all

the central

order quadrupolar

effects, but only by the much smaller second order effects.
The transition

frequency

Is unaffected to first

order

because the m = +1/2 to m = -1/2 levels are shifted by
the same amount.
Due to the randomly oriented crystal lites, the Intensity of the 3/2 to 1/2 and the -1/2 to -3/2 transitions
are spread out over the entire range of possible frequencies.

The resonances of such transitions are normally too

broad to be observed In solid state NMR spectra unless the
quadrupolar Interaction Is very small.

The solid state

spectrum depends on the va Iue of the quadrupo Ie coup ling
constant and asymmetry parameter, and must be averaged
over the random nuclear orientations present In a polycrysta I line samp Ie.

The change In trans It Ion f req uency Is

given by4 A1 = (4 e 2qQ/h)-1.
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+

+ 3/2 - + 1/2

"0 -

1/2 - -1/2
-1/2 - -3/2

2A1

XBl. 157·10625
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"0+ ~

"0

XBLI57·10628

Figure 5:

An examp Ie of the second order nuc Iear quadrupo Ie Interaction Is shown where the first order broadening (Al) has
been removed by mag Ic ang Ie sp Inn Ing (see Append i x A.3).
The centra I trans It Ion I i neshape for sp In 3/2 and n
(V xx

= Vyy '

an axially symmetric EFG) Is shown.

a more complicated
wll I result.

(though stili

calculable)

=

0

If n # 0,
Iineshape

A2 Is the second order quadrupole broadening

and Is defined by4 A2
order quadrupolar

=~2s2-.
64

Interaction

to the magnetic field

The width of the second

Vo

Is

strength,

Inversely proportional
hence the

spectra of

quadrupolar nuclei wi I I be much narrower at higher fields.
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11.2.

Density Matrix

The density
space must be

matrix p and

I ntroduced

superoperator

notation

In

Llouvll Ie

before the coherent man i pu I at Ions of

sp I n

space In Appendix B can be described.

11.2. I.

Applicability of the Density Matrix

The basic tool

of dynamic spin system quantum mechanics Is the

dens i ty matr I x (dens I ty operator).
nect I on between
sp I n system

ensemb I e averaged

quantum mechan I cs.

present I n a mu I t I sp I n

Th I s operator prov I des the constat I st I ca I mechan I cs and

The

system

stat I st I ca I

I ends

I tse I f

mixture of

to th i s

fin I te
states

descr I pt I on. 5

Initially the spin system Is assumed to be in thermal equIlIb-

rum, and

Is

pB

where B

described

=

by

the

Boltzmann

spin

density

operator 6

exp (- B;J(' )
,
Trlexp(- B;J(' »)

(30)

= 1/kT.

The I nit i a I

state

I soften

T > 1 K, that Is ;J('« liS.

ser I es expanded and truncated

for

Accordingly, this truncation is called

the high temperature approximation

PB = { Trlexp(- S;J(' ») } -1 ( 1 - B ;J(')

In this

limit,

the

partition

function

Trlexp(- S;J('»)

(31 )

can

undergo

another series expansion and truncation to yield the number of states
I n the system.
I,

I n a system wh I ch conta I ns N sp I ns of the same type
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Tr [exp (- l3:J(')

J =

(21 +

1) N

•

(32)

In the laboratory frame, the Zeeman Hami Itonian (the dominant term.

o Iz) is usually

W

Thus,
(33)

Under a unitary transformation the unit matrix

1 does not evolve,

=

and only contributes a constant factor to the NMR spectrum, hence It
can be removed without affecting the spectral results.

The labora-

tory reference frame reduced equilibrium density operator Is written
Po =

The form of

Po

w

~

(34)

Iz •

Is unchanged by rotat Ion about the z ax Is (transfor-

mation to the rotating frame), hence the reduced equilibrium density
operator In the rotating
11.2.11.

frame

Is also given

by equation (34).

Time Evolution and Pulsed NMR

Fourier transform

NMR requires application

described in section 11.1.11.

of rf

pUlses as

In equation (6), t Is the pulse dur-

at Ion, hence wt Is the ang Ie subtended by the magnet Izat Ion due to
a rf pulse along the x axis.

In a shorthand notation, when wt =

n/2, the pulse Is known as a 90 0 x (or n/2 x )' where x Is the axis In
the rotat Ing frame about wh Ich the pu Ise Is g I'len.

If wt = n, then

the pulse Is an 1800 x •
After application of a n/2 pulse In the y direction of the rotating frame
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p (t=O) =

Wo.-.

-..,...(2~1-=-+ .. 1) N k T

Ix •

(35)

This state now evolves via the spin interactions present In 'JC int(t)
according to the Liouvi I Ie-von Neumann equation

.&....

= -I

pet)

(36)

['JC Int(t), pet) J

dt

which has the solution

pet) = U(t) p(O) u+(t)

(38)

U(t) = T exp [ -I fot'JC int(t') dt' •

(39)

where

T is the Dyson time ordering operator 7 and U+(t)
U(t) with U+(t)

Is the adjoint of

= U- 1(t), because :l)nt(t) is a Hermitian operator.

Hence, evolution

under 'JCint(t)

is a unitary transformation

of the

density operator.
Experimental observation
decay Is made In the

of

rotating

the

magnetization

evolution

frame along the x and yaxis.

and
The

NMR observables are the amplitude and phase of the magnetization as
a function of time.
<Ix(t»

The magnetization at time t

Is proportional to

or <Iy(t», given by

< I x (t) > = Tr [ I x p (t) J ,
and simi larly

for

<Iy(t».

observed macroscopic
two terms.

The free

magnetization

Neg I ect i ng

(40)

re I axat Ion,

Induction decay

decay)
the

may

be

(FID,

or the

decomposed

form of the

Into

F I Dis pure I y
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sinusoidal, oscillating at the resonance offset frequency;
presence of re I axat i on, the FlO

can be decomposed

into a

in the
s i nuso I d

term multiplied by an exponential decay term.
This technique of manipulating the spin system via the density
matr i x a I lows rea I I stl c numer I ca I s Imu I ati ons of NMR exper iments to
be performed via matrix or Irreducible tensor calculations.
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CHAPTER I I I:
ALUMINOSILICATE STRUCTURE
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111.1.

Crystal line Silicates

Pure 5102 occurs In many forms, quartz, trldymlte and crystobaII te are three examp Ies.

Ins I II ca, the s II icon atom

Is a Iways

tetrahedrally bound to four oxygen atoms, and the 51-0 bonds have a
considerable amount of ionic character. 30

Alkali metal

may be fused wi th sill ca to dr Ive off

and produce a range of

alkali silicate compositions.

C~

carbonates

Si I icates which have a high alkali

metal content (also known as alkali rich) are water soluble.

With

low alkali content, si I Icates can become very water Insoluble.

Most

silicates are composed of silicon atoms tetrahedrally coordinated to
four oxygen atoms, although a few 5- or 6-coordlnated compounds are
known to exist.

The Investigations presented In this thesis Involve

species which have tetrahedral si I Icon coordination.
I I 1.1.1.

Silicate Structure

°

The bas Ic s I II cate structura I un It i s the 5i 44- tetrahedron.
AI I units are known as Q-type (quaternary units), because each silicon
atom Is bound to four oxygen atoms.
pounds the Si04 4- tetrahedra occur as

In crysta I II ne s II Icate comindividual

structural

units

(orthosilicates, or nesosilicates), or bound via oxygen atoms shared
with other tetrahedra.

.

Condensation of sll icate anions occurs through

combining two or more tetrahedra by sharing oxygen atoms (or forming
oxygen atom 'bridges')

In pairs (sorosilicates),

in

smal I cyclic

groups (cyclosi Ilcates; Figure 6), In infinite chains (metasilicates,
or ionosilicates;
Figure 8),

or

in

Figure 7),
three

in

Infinite sheets (phyllosilicates;

dimensional

structures

(tectosiI icates).

30

0-0
0-Si
XBl857·10631

FIgure 6:

Examp I es

of crysta I II ne eye los III cate un Its, a s I x mem-

bered rIng and a three membered rIng.
bollzed by a
the s III con
cIrcle).

large,
atoms

open cIrcle)
(des I gnated

by

Oxygen atoms (sym-

form "brIdges" between
a dot

enc losed

by

a

The 51-0-51 bond angle and 51-0 bond length can

dIffer for varIous sIlIcate materIals.

31

XBL 857·10626

Figure 7:

A crystal line chain (meta- or iono-) silicate.

32

XBL 857·10627

Figure 8:

A crystal line sheet silicate (phyllosilicate) composed of
interconnected six membered rings.
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Polymerization of

silicate anions can produce a range of SI-O-SI

bond ang Ies and S1-0 bond lengths.

For examp Ie, In a soros Ilicate,

the SI-o-SI bond angle may range from 133 0 to 180 0 • 29 ,74
AI I silicate anions can be described In combinations of On units,
where the superscript n refers to the number of second coordination
sphere silicon

atoms

(or other tetrahedral

oxygen bridges to the central

sl I Icon atom.

units)

linked through

SI I Icon

In

Isolated

silicate (SI044-) tetrahedra are known as 00 groups, pairs are 0 1 ,
rings and cha In end groups (0 2 ), cha In branch Ing sites and sheet
silicates (0 3 ), and

fully

crosslinked three dimensional

framework

sites are 04 polymerization specles. 96
To balance the framework charge, cations, Mn+, are present and
occupy Intersltlal

sites.

If a II oxygen atoms are assumed to be

coordinated with only one or two cations, then the degree of polymerIzat Ion can, In genera I, be ca Icu Iated from the compos It Ion of the
sill cate a lone.

Many

sheet s III cates (phy I 'os III cates)

together by the cat Ions wh Ich I Ie between the 'ayers.

are bound

The cat Ion Ic

bonds between tetrahedra I IY coord Inated s 1'1 cate sheets are fa Ir Iy
weak.

Examples

of

phyllosilicate

structure are

these minerals are easily cleaved Into thin sheets.
slonal silica polymorphs,

every

oxygen

atom

found

In micas;

In three dlmen-

bridges

between

two

silicon tetrahedra, and no cations are required for electroneutral Ity.

34

I II.l.li.

Aluminosi Ilcate 5tructure

51 I Icon tetrahedra
(AI0 5- ).
4

may

be

replaced

with

aluminum

tetrahedra

The negative charge of the framework (equal to the number

n
of constituent aluminum atoms) Is balanced by cations M +, typically
sodium, potassium, or calcium.
coord,lnatlon of

aluminum

In many aluminosilicates, tetrahedral

atoms

by

four

oxygen

atoms

will

occur,

although aluminum can also occupy a change a charge balancing or neTwork modifying site.

In a tectosl I Icate, each silicate or aluminaTe

tetrahedron I s linked, through oxygen br I dges, to four other tetrahedra.

However,

AI-O-AI

I inkages are known to be thermodynamically

less favorable than AI-O-51 or 5i-O-51

bonds (Loewenstein's aluminum

avoidance prlnclple).132

Other elements

substitute for 51 and AI

In the si Ilcate framework if charge balan-

clng cations

are

also

a II Y d I verse

and

are

included.
very

such as Ga,

Aluminosilicates

va I uab I e

commerc I a II y

Ge, and B may

are

as

structur-

zeo lites

and

ceramics.
A common

property

of

zeo I I tes

pores In a three dimensional

I s the presence

framework (Figure 9).

of ml croscop Ie

The wide variety

of long range order possible In aluminosilicate structure makes "the
dimensions, configurations and properties of these pores vary considerably for different types

of

zeol ites.

Most pores,

channels,

or

cavities are of molecular size and allow diffusion of various small
molecules and water to occur.

The diversity of pore configurations,

comb i ned with the se I ect I v I ty and ease of synthes i s or mod If i cat ion
make zeolites useful as ion exchangers, molecular
lysTs.

sieves, and

caTa-

35

FAUJASITE
XBL 8511-4713

Figure 9:

The structure of Na-Y, a faujasite zeolite.
of the three d Imens Iona I po Iyhedron

are

The vertices

s iii con atoms.

The lines connecting the vertices are composed of SI-O-SI
bonds.
present.

In most zeolites,

large pores and cavities are

36
I I 1.2.

Glass Silicate Structure

Silicate glasses are Interesting not only due to their commerc Ia I Importance, but a Iso because they prov Ide a snapshot v Iew of
the molten state.

In a melt, the molecular and atomic motions that

are most obv lous In d I ffus Ion and v Iscous f low a Iso contr Ibute to
the bulk properties such as entropy, heat capacity and denslty.64-66
As a melt is quenched, the local liquid structure at the glass trans It Ion temperature

(T g)

Is preserved.

ture has been observed

The quenched In I Iqui d struc-

In g Iasses by Infrared and Raman spectro-

scopy,54-57,60,68,70,101 x-ray and neutron scatterlng,52,53,71 x-ray
photoe Iectron spectroscopy 75,88 and 29 5I mag Ic ang Ie sp Inn Ing (MAS)
NMR spectroscopy. 17,35,62,63,85,89
111.2.1.

Glass Formation

The slow cooling of molten silica (5102) will yield a glassy
mater! a I•

Different s I II cate compos It Ions mayor may not form a

glass structure, dependent upon the rate of cooling from a molten
state.

Rap Id coo II ng or quench Ing at the rate of thousands of deg-

rees centigrade per second Is often required to produce a homogeneous
glass.
I I 1.2.11.

Silicate Speciation

The dynam Ics and disorder present In a mo Iten silicate cause
the corresponding glass to have much less long range order, and much
greater variations In 51-0-51 bond angles and 51-0 bond lengths than
are present In crystals.

From Raman spectroscopic evidence, a range

37
of silicate species have been hypothesized to exist In a glass. 56 ,60,
101
For a dis III cate (Q3) g Iass such as Na25 12° 5 , the nature. of
sll icate polymerization can be described by76

°

5·12 5 2-

(41)

where 5i 2052-, 51°3 2-, and 5102 refer to structural units wl~h sheetI Ike, chain-like, and three dimensional framework environments, respectively.

For any Q3 glass, Equation (41) can be rewritten In more

general terms:
(42)

where on Iy the re Ia~i ve number of br Idg i ng and nonbr Idg Ing oxygen
atoms are spec Ifled.

For metas III cate g Iasses, equ I , Ibrl a such as
and

(43)

(44)

have been proposed as mechan isms to descr Ibe changes In po Iymer 1zatlon state.

In most silicate compositions, It Is assumed that some

of each species is present In glasses and melts.

General polymeri-

zatlon state changes can be described using Qn notation In the following equi Ilbrlum
(45)

The type of equilibrium which can be affected by the identity
of an a Ika I I or a Ika I Ine earth cat Ion now Invo Ives 5 I-A I d Istr i-
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butions instead of variations in On populations.
izes a three dimensional

If 04[k AI) symbol-

framework si I icate tetrahedra I inked via

oxygen atom br i dges to k a Ium i nate tetrahedra

(0 (

k ( 4), then the

proposed equilibrium expression describing the distribution of aluminum in a glass is 87
2 04 [k AI )

Ii;'!:

04 [( k+ 1) AI) + 04 [( k-l) AI) •

(46 )

Different network modifying cations are expected to shift these
glass equi Ilbria to the left or to the right.

To the left impl ies

the same type of sl I Icate polymerization as found In the corresponding
crystal, with an approximately even distribution of network modifying
cations.

An equilibrium shifted to the right implies a bunching of

cations near those si licate units with extra nonbridging oxygens and
a depletion of cations near si I icate units with fewer nonbridging
oxygen atoms.

An inhomogeneous cation or aluminum atom distribution

in the glass state implies that domains with different compositions,
structures and electronic characteristics have formed.
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CHAPTER IV:
NMR SPECTROSCOPY OF CRYSTALLINE SILICATES
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The InformatIon obtaInable usIng NMR spectroscopIc technIques Is
complementary to data derIved from other types of measurements.

NMR

Is a sensItIve probe of the local envIronment of nonzero spIn nucleI·,
whereas x-ray dIf fract Ion, and neutron scatter Ing exam Ine the long
range order of the ent Ire samp Ie, and Raman and IR spectroscop Ies
are sensItIve only to specIfIc bonds.
29 51 NMR has proven to be a powerful technIque for InvestIgatIng
the local structures of amorphous phases, glasses and varIous polycrysta I I Ine mater Ia Is such as clays and zeo I Ites.

These mater Ia Is

have Ioca I order Ing wh Ich can not be read II y determ Ined by sIng Ie
crystal dIffractIon

technIques.

QuantItatIve

InformatIon

on

the

types of sItes present and the extent of order or dIsorder present
at a gIven sIte Is easIly (and quIckly) obtaIned wIthout loss or
destructIon of

the

sample.

The acquIred

chemIcal shIeldIng anIsotropy tensors,

data

(chemIcal

or electrIc fIeld

shIfts,
gradIent

tensors) can be Interpreted In terms of types of chemIcal bondIng
(e.g. electron dIstrIbutIon,

bond angles,

and

bond

lengths).

In

addItIon, NMR may be used to determIne the rates of motIon, reorIentatIon and chemIcal reactIon of the varIous specIes present.
IV.l.

29 51

ChemIcal ShIft

SIlIcon Is

second only

to oxygen

In

weIght

percent of the

earth's crust (,. 21%) ,30,121 and Is found In an enormous dIversIty
of mInerals.

The local

electronic envIronment surroundIng sIlIcon

Is conducIve to InvestIgatIon by NMR because 29 51, the only naturally
occurlng NMR-actlve

Isotope of

sl I Icon,

possesses a spIn angular

41

momentum of 1/2.

An . Isotop Ic abundance of 4.7% c Iass If Ies 29S I as

a rare spIn nucleus, hence most of the NMR technIques developed for
use on

natural

abundance 13C samples are dIrectly applIcable for

InvestIgatIon of sIlIcon contaInIng compounds.
IV.l.l.

29S1 ChemIcal ShIfts In Aqueous SIlIcate SolutIons

The fu II

range of 29 SI chem Ica I sh Ifts Is over 500 ppm, 4 but

most compounds are found In a range of • 120 ppm.
(TMS) Is the accepted reference compound.

Tetramethylsllane

The range of 29S1 chemIcal

shIft anIsotropy Is smal1 8 « 200 ppm) and shows contrIbutIons from
the bondIng electrons
sphere. l17

In d orbItals and the fourth

coordInatIon

HIgh resolutIon 29S1 NMR has been used to determIne the

structure of varIous sIlIcate anIons present In solutIons.

In sl I 1-

cate so Iut Ions the typ Ica I range of Isotrop Ic 29S I chem Ica I sh Ifts
Is -60 to -120 ppm from TMS, thIs dIstrIbutIon Is dIvIded Into ranges
for s 1I Icon In var lous d Itterent po Iymer Izat Ion states and a Ium Inum
coordInatIon sltes. 16 ,17
The spectrum of an aq ueous s I I Icate so Iut Ion changes dramatIcally as a functIon of pH and the sodIum to sl I Icon ratIo.

When

thIs ratIo Is small, more polymerIc sIlIcate anIons are present.

As

sodIum or water (to change the pH) Is added, the hIgher polymerIzed
structures decrease
an Ions rema In. 47
labeled sIlIcon

In

concentration

untIl

only the monoslilcate

R. Harr Is and coworkers have used
and hIgh

fIeld

(99 MHz

NMR technIques to unequIvocally assIgn

for

Isotop tca I IY

29SI) two-dImensIonal

IndIvIdual

resonance

to specIfIc sl I Icate specIes based on the 29SI-29S1 scalar

lInes
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couplings.'25-'27
IV.1.ii.

29Si Chemical Shifts in Crystal line Si I icates

In 29Si NMR spectroscopy, isotropic chemical shifts vary systematically as a function of silicate structure.

Lippmaa et al. 31 first

observed the existence of distinct 29Si chemical

shift ranges for

different types of si licate structural units in crystal line materials.
The 29 Si nuc Ieus becomes desh ie Ided (IS, re Iat i ve to a TMS standard,
becomes less negat i ve)
decreases. 31

as the number of Si-o-S i br i dg i ng oxygens

Also, si I icon-29 chemical shifts are affected by the

number of adjacent aluminate tetrahedra.

In all aluminosi I icates,

s iii con nuc lei become desh i e Ided (6 less negat ive) as the number of
neighboring aluminate tetrahedra increases from zero to four.

The

reasonably good separation in these shift ranges has greatly facilitated the study of Si-AI ordering in zeol ites. 9 ,32,67

In Table 2,

the published isotropic 29Si chemical shifts of crystal line si licates
and aluminosilicates (non-zeol ites) are presented.
29Si NMR has proven to be particularly useful in mineralogy for
structure determination, since data on the local silicon environments
is very difficult (or impossible) to determine using other techniques.
However, rigorous calculation of the NMR spectra of solids of known
structure and composition is not yet possible.

Due to the complexity

of the effects of chemical bonding and electronic configuration on
nuclear spins, spectral

interpretation

chemical shift correlations.

is limited to empirical 29Si

Progress is being made, however, in the

theoretical prediction of NMR chemical shifts.128-130
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Table 2:

Isotropic 29S1 chemical shifts of crystal line silicates.

Composition
(Minerai Name)

Spectral
Assignment

Peak Posltlon+
(ppm from TMS)

Reference

NaH3 SI04

QO

-66.4

9

Na 2 H2SI04 ·8.5H 2O

QO

-67.8

9

(CaOH) CaHS I04

QO

-72.5

9

CaNaHSI04

QO

-73.5

9

L1 4 S104

QO

-65*

91

L1 4 S104

QO

-64.9

89, 118

Mg 2 SI04
(forsterlte)

QO

-62

28

Mg 2 S104
(forsterlte)

QO

-61.9

118

MgrFerS 104
(0 Iv ne)

QO

-62

118

Ba 2 SI04

QO

-70.3

118

CaMgS104
(monticeillte)

QO

-66

28

a-Ca2S104

QO

-70.3

89, 118

s-Ca 2S104

QO

-71.4

118

y-Ca 2S104

QO

-73.5

118

AI 2 SI0
(kyanlfe)

QO

-82.9

118

AI 2 S10 5
(kyanlte)

QO

-83

28

Mg SI 8 • F" H2O

°
(c~on~rodlte)

QO

-60

118

Ca3SI05

QO

-69 to -75**

118

44
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Table 2, continued
Composition
(Mineral Name)

Spectral
Assignment

Peak Position+
(ppm from TMS)

Reference

BeSi04
(phenacite)

QO

-74.2

118

ZrS i04
(zirkon)

QO

-81.6

118

AI 2 Si05
(andalusite)

QO

-79.8

118

AI 2 Si05
(andalusite)

QO

-80

AI 2 [F2/Si04 )
(topaz)

QO

-85.6

118

AI~Si05

QO

-87.1

118

Na 4 Si04

Ql
QO

-68.9
-65

89

Ca3Si~07

Ql

-74.5, -76.0

89, 118

Ca 2 A'2 S i07
(gehlenite)

Ql

-72

28

Ca~MgSi207

Ql

-73

28

CaAI2Si~07(OH)·H20

Ql

-81

28

Ql
Ca 6 Si207 (OH)6
(tricalcium silicate
hydrate, TCSH)

-84

122

Zn4(Si207)(OH)·H20
(hemimorphite)

Ql

-80

28

Zn 4 (OH)2Si 20 7 ·H 2O
(hemlmorphite)

Ql

-77 .9

9

Ca 6 (OH)6 S i207

Ql

-82.6

9

28

(s I I I iman i te)

(ranklnite)

(a ermanite)

(lawsonite)
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Table 2, continued
Composition
(Minerai Name)

Spectral
Assignment

Reference

SC2 S 12°7
(thortveltlte)

Q1

-95.3

74, 118

e- Y2S1 207

Q1

-92.9

74, 118

In2 S I20.,

Q1

-87.7

74, 118

a- La 2 S I207

Q1

-83.2

74, 118

Ca3S I20.,

Q1

-74.5

74

Li 6 Si 207

Q1

-72.4

74

Li 6 Si 207

Q1
Q1
QO?Q1

-74.6
-72.4
-65.5

89

Na 6 SI207

Q1

-68.4

74

Na 6 Si207

~
Q

-77.0
-68.4

89, 118

AI n(OH, F)16F2 5020 /CI
(zunylte)

Q1**

-96.7

74

Li 2Si03

-80*

91

-75

90

Li 2 Si03

Q2
Q2
Q2

-74.5

89, 118

Na2S i03

Q2

-76.8

89, 118

BaTISi 309
(benitoite)

Q2

-94.2

BaTI SI 309
(benitoite)

Q2

-93

90

K4H~Si4012

Q2

-88

31

(Me~N)8S I~OfO

Q2**

-99

122

Li 2 Si03

"

Peak Posltion+
(ppm from TMS)

118

(po asslum cyclotetrasiI Icate, KCTS)

(te ramet y ammonium
si Ilcate hydrate, TMAS)

-

-
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Table 2, continued
Composition
(Minerai Name)

~

Spectral
Assignment
2

Peak Posltlon+
(ppm from TMS)

Reference

MgSI03
(enstatite)

0

-81, -83

28

MgS103
(c' Inoenstat Ite)

02

-81, -83.5

17

Mg 2 S1 206
(orthoenstatlte)

02

-82

118

Mg 2 SI04

02

-62

13

CaMgS I 06
(dlopsfde)

02

-84

28

02

-82

63

CaMgSl 06
(dlops de)

r

02

-84

118

CaSI03
(wollastonite)

02

-89

28

CaSI03
(wo II aston Ite)

02

-88.5

17

CaSI03
(wollastonite)

02

-88.0

9

a-Ca 3s1 30
02
(psuedowo lastonlte)

-83.5

118

a- Ca 3S 13°9
(a-wollastonite)

02

-89.0

118

CaMgS103

02
02
02

-84

17

-85

28

-80

28

Ca SIO ·(OH)
(hflle5randlte)

02

-86.3

89, 118

Ca S10 • (OH)
(hflle5randlte)

02

-86.3

CaMgSI~06

(dlopslde)

1

SrS 103
BaS103

9

.

-
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Table 2, continued
Composition
(Minerai Name)

Spectral
Assignment

Peak Posltion+
(ppm from TMS)

Reference

"
Ca2NaHSI309
( pecto I Ite)

Q2

-86.3

118

Ca2NaHS If09
(pectoll e)

Q2

-86.3

9

r

Ca 4 (OH) ZS I 09
(foshaglte

Q2.

-84.8, -86.4

9

ca4Si30~(OH)2

Q2.

-84.8, -86.4

118

Ca6S i~OF (OH)2
(xono I te)

$

-86.8
-97.6, -98.1

Ca6 (OH) ZS I~017
(xonot II te

$

-86.8
-97.8

9

Ca2Mg5(SI4011)2(OH)2
(fibrous tremollte)

Q2tt
Q3tt

-87.8
-92.2

118

ca2Mg5si~0~2(OH)2

Q2

-91, -88

LIAI[S12°6 )
(spodumene)

02

-91.6

LI AI[ 5I 20~ )
(spodueme

02

-92

NaA I [ 5I206 )
(jadeite)

Q2

-91.8

118

A' 2BeTs i6018
(bery )

Q2

-102.6

118

Q2

-87

28

02
02

-87.5

(foshag te)

118

28

(tremoll e

A'~Si05
(5111

118
28

imanite)

K4H4Si4012
(Li 2O)0.4(SI02 )0.6

Q3
Q4

-75*
-90*
-110*

9
91

-
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Table 2, continued
Spectral
Assignment

Composition
(Mineral Name)
A'13°4 COH,
ISI 50 16 JCI
(zunylte)

F)

16F2-

02**
4**
0

3
(LI 2O)0.33(SI02 )0.67 0

Peak Posltion+
(ppm from TMS)
-91.3, -96.7
-128.2

Reference
29

-85*

91

-92.5

17

-93

28

-94.5

17

-95

28

-94.4

89

-91.5, -93,
-94.5

17

Na2Si205

03
03
03
03

a-Na2Si205

03

K2 Si205

cr

BaSi 20 5

03

-93.5

17

KCa 4 1S1 4OlO /FJ
·8 H °

03

-92

89

Li 2 Si 205
Li 2S i205

Na2S1205

(apo~hyllite)

-92.0

KCa4 (SI 4OlO )2·F·8H °
(apop~y I lite)

118

Mg 3 SI 4 OlO (OH)2
(talc)

03

-98

M9 3 (OH)2 S1 40 1O
(talc)

03

-98.1

Mg 3 Si 4 OlO (OH)2
(talc)

03

-97

M9 3 S14 ° 10 (OH)2
(talc)

03

-98.1

31, 118

saponlte

03
03
03

-95

31

-95

31

-92

31

lectorlte
llano vermiculite

~

-

28
9
122

49
Table 2, continued
Composition
(Mineral Name)

Peak Posltlon+
(ppm from TMS)

Spectra.'
Assignment

Reference

AI 2 Si 40 (OH)2
(pyrophy19 lite)

Q3 10 AI I

-95

AI 2 1Si 40 1(OH)2
(pyrophy 19 Ite)

Q3 10 AI I

-95.0

118

A12Si4019 <OH)~
(pyrophy lite

~10 AI)

-94

122

~

-92, -95,
-98.5

143

Mg~A 12 SI ~02Q

~10 AI I

-92, -98

143

(AI, Mg)8-

~

-93

28

CaBSI04 (OH)
(datal ite)

~

-83

28

CaA121A12S120101<OH)2
(margarlte)

~13 All

-75.5

118

CaA121A12S120101(OH)2
(margarlte)

~13 All

-73

122

L1AI (Si 4 OlO l
(peta lite)

~

-87

118

KMgAI (SI 1010 I
(phlogop te P8)

~10 All
0311 All

-91
-86

122

KMgAI (Si 3010 I
(F; OH)2
(phlogoplte)

~11 All

-84

118

KAl (AISI 30 10 1<OH 2
(muscovite)

Q3(

-86

118

Mg 8 Si 12030
(OH 2 )4(OH)4· 8H20
(sepiolite)
(0 f)4 (0 ), 4H 2O
(pa ygorsklte)

(Si4010)1(OH)]~·12H20

28

(montmor Ilonl e)

r

Alit

50

=
-

~

=

Table 2, continued
Composition
(Mineral Name)

Peak Position+
(ppm from TMS)

Spectral
Assignment

KAI2[AISi30101(OH)2
(muscovite)
KLi 2AI[AISi 30 10 1(F; OH)2
( Iep i do lite)

Reference

0;[0 All
[1 AI I
03[2 AI I

-89
-85
-81

122

03[

-89

118

o

AI It

03**
( Me4N) 8Si8 0 o
(tetramethy T ammonium
silicate hydrate, TMAS)

-99.3

9

(Et4 N)8 Si 6015

3
0

-90.4

9

AI 4 [Si40iO I (OH)8
(kaol in 1 e)

03

-91.5

118

AI 4 [Si 40 10 1(OH)4·4H °
(en~ell ite)

03

-93.1

118

03

-94.0

118

3

-94.4

118

-92
-88
-83.5

122

M965i40iQ(OH)8
(serpen Ine)
a-Na4S1401O

0

verm 1cu I Ite

~[O AI I
03[ 1 AI I
03 [2 All

5i02
(quartz)

04

-107.4

31

Si02
( low quartz)

04

-107.4

9

5i02
(a-quartz)

04

-107.4

89

Si02
(quartz)

04

-108

28

51°2
(coesite)

04

-143.4, -152.8

13

51°2
(coeslte)

04

-108.1, -113.9

144

51

Table 2, continued
Composition
(Minerai Name)

Spectral
Assignment

Peak Position+
(ppm from TMS)

Reference

SI02
(low crlstoballte)

-109.9

9

SIO~

-109.9

31

SiO
(trTdymlte)

-109.3

13

SIO~

-111

98

04

-111

63

04 [1 All
All
All

-106.0, 101.8
-98.6
-96.0

93

04 [1 All
04 [2 All

93

?

-103.5, -98.0
-96.0
-92.3

igoclase

0 4 [1 A II
04 [2 All
04 [4 All

-105.3, -97.2
-93.2
-87

93

labradorite

04 [1 All
04[ 2 All
04 [3 All
04 [4 All

-107, -101
-94
-88
-83

93

bytownite

044 [1

All
0 [2 All
04 [4 All

-101
-95
-89, -84

93

NaAISI 0e
( low alb! te)

04 [1 A II
04 [2 All

-105, -97
-93

28

NaAI Si 30e
( I ow alb I te )

04 [1 All
04 [2 All

-96.3, -104.4
-92.2

93

04 [2 A II
04 [1 All

-93.0
-97.0, -105.0

17

(cr I stoba lite)

(trldymlte)

SI02

ml croc line
perthite
cryptoperthlte

01

(K,Na)AISI 3 08
(m Icroc I Ine)

04[ 2
04 [4

04 [1 A II
04 [2 All

-100, -97
-95

28

52
Table 2, continued
Composition
(Mineral Name)

Spectral
Assignment

Peak Posltlon+
(ppm from TMS)

CaAI 2 S1 208
(anorthite)

Reference

-83, -85, -90

28

KAISI 308
(K-feldspar)

Q4(2 AI)
Q4(1 AI)

-95.0
-98.0, -101.0

17

NaAISI04

Q4(4 AI)
Q4[3 AI)
Q4(2 AI)

-85.0
-88.5
-92.5

17

Q4(4 AI)

-82.5, -84.5,
-89.5

17

SIO

Z
(stlshovlte)

-191.3

119

S 10Z

-191.1

13

SiOZ
(stlshovite)

-191.1

(stlshovite)

-89

28

sandine

-101, -97

93

holdstite

-108.9, -115.0,
-119.4

17

64.2CaMgSI04:35.8SI02
PbSi03
(alamosite)

__ tt
__tt
__ tt

-71

63

-84.1
-86.5
-94.3

62

*

Interpolated from the spectrum.

+

The chemical shifts are reported to the precision given by the
Individual authors.

t

Not specl fled.

53

Table 2, contInued
. 2 : 1 ratIo of lIne IntensIties.
?

Occasionally, spectral assIgnments were not classIfied by the
IndIvIdual authors.

tt

1:1 ratio of line IntensIties.

••

7 lInes:

-69.3 ppm (twIce the IntensIty), -73.7 ppm (also twIce

the IntensIty), -72.0 ppm, -73.0 ppm, -73.9 ppm, -74.2 ppm and
-74.a ppm.

**

DIfferent spectral assIgnments by dIfferent authors:
3 versus 02 for (Me4N)aSla020' and 02 versus 01 for zunylte.

0
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IV.2.

Crystal line Silicate Structure

The pr Imary Impact of 29 SI NMR In so I Ids has been In the determInat Ion of a Ium Inos I II cate structures (spec Iflea I Iy, the s I I Iconaluminum ordering In zeolites).

L1ppmaa and coworkers 31 ,32,116,118

have shown that Isotropic 29S1 chemical

shifts

and In solutions are generally the same.

In

solid sll icates

The main

Influence on

chemical shift Is clearly the degree of condensation of the silicate
tetrahedra.

If al I other variables are held constant, and the sili-

cate polymerization state Is changed, 6(29SI) wll I shift 10 to 15 ppm
lower Infrequency for the formation of each additional oxygen atom
bridge as shown

In Figure 10. 118

In solids the Influence of the

cation type and degree of Ionization can also been seen.

29S1

chemical shifts are also capable of distinguishing crystallographlcally as well as chemically distinct si I icate groups In polycrystalline and noncrystal line materials.
IV.2.1.

Correlation of 6(29SI) with SI-O Bonding

Isotropic 29S1 chemical shifts have been correlated with several
general crystalline structural parameters;

6(29SI) becomes more neg-

ative when the SI-O bondlength decreases,69,100,124 the total cation
oxygen bond strengths for all the oxygen atoms In the Si04 tetrahedra Increases, 28 and for an
angle. 13 ,18,72,73,98
S1 2076- anions,

In a

Increase In the average Si-O-S I bond
series of

sorosilicates with

distinct

It was found that 6(29SI) can change by as much as

25 ppm depending upon the SI-O-SI bond angle. 74
Smith and Blackwel,13 have found

strong correlations between

55

Q1(Si-O-Si _ 1800)

Q1

C===::::::J'Ql
-70

-60

-so

I

,

-90

-100

-110

-120

6(29Si) ppm from TMS

XBL 857·10633

Figure 10:

The

Isotropic 29 51 chemical

shift ranges

for

Isolated

silicate (51°44-) tetrahedra (QO), pairs and chain end
groups (Q1), rings and chains (Q2), chain branching sites
and sheet (Q3),
silicates.

and

three dimensional

framework

(Q4)

If all other variables are held constant and

the s I I Icate po Iymer Izat Ion state Is a I lowed to change,
then 6( 29 51) wi II shift. 10 to 15 ppm to lower frequencles for

each

additional

oxygen

atom

bridge

formed.
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chemical shift and average 51-0-51 bond length, and the secant of the
mean 5 I-0-5 I bond ang' e, as we I I as a weak corre 1at Ion with mean
Ramdas and Thomas 18 have confirmed that a quan-

51-0 bond distance.

titative correlation exists between 29 51 chemical shifts and 51-0-51
(or 51-0-AI)

bond

Radeglla 98 found

angles

In

zeolite frameworks.

that different

formulations

could

Engelhardt and
give slightly

di fferent correlations between <5( 29 51) and <a>, the average 51-0-5i
(or 5 I-O-A I)

bond ang I e.

Thomas and coworkers found

In genera I,

5mlth and Blackwel 1 13 found

140 0 < a < 160 0 •

secant <a> = -3.1571 - 0.017847 <5( 29 51)
with residuals X2

= 0.9811,

and a

= 0.0038.

(47)

Rearranged,

<5( 29 51)13 = -48.61 sec <a> - 168.04 •

(48)

Another Investigation found
<5( 29 51)72

with

X2 =

0.974.

= -0.6192

<a> - 18.68

(49)

Engelhardt and Radeglla 98 found the best fit to

their data was
<5( 29 51)98 = -247.05 <p> + 2.19

with

x2 = 0.987
<p>

(50)

and

= cos

<a> / (cos <a> - 1) •

( 51>

A correlation between <5( 29 51) (In ppm) and the mean value of the
51-0 bondlength, <d(51-0»

(In nm), valid for al I types of silicates

57
(Qn' units with 0 < n < 4), has been found by Grimmer and Radegl la 100
6( 29SI) 100

= -2014

+ 1.187 x 10 4 <d(SI-O»

•

( 51>

For Q4 un Its on Iy, Higgens and Woessner 124 der Ived the emp Irica I
relation
6(29SI)124 = -2312 + 1.37 x 10 4 <d(SI-O»

•

(52)

Here, a decreasing mean SI-O bond length corresponds to more negative
values of the Isotropic slllcon-29 chemical shift.

In general, SI-O

bondlengths Influence 6(29SI) much less than do SI-o-SI bond angles.
Five and six coordinated silicon compounds are rather uncommon.
Octahedrally coordinated silicon occurs In a few minerals, stlshovlte
(a high pressure phase of SI02) and thaumas Ite are two examp Ies.
The observed 29 SI chem Ica I sh Ifts for st Ishov Ite and thuamas Ite are
-191.3 ±

0.2 ppm9 ,13,119 and -179.5 ppm 15 (relative to TMS).

observed, octahedral Iy

coordinated

51 licon,

SI(OSI)6,

produces

As
a

substantially different chemical shift (. 80 ppm more negative) than
tetrahedrally coordinated silicon.
IV.2.11.

Correlation of 6(29SI) with Cation-Oxygen Bonding

29 SI chem Ica I sh Ifts are a Iso dependent upon the cat lon-oxygen
Interaction strength. 28
~

Hence, Interpretation of 29 51 MAS NMR spec-

tra solely on the basis of chemical shift can
conclusions.
without prior

An example Is found
knowledge

of

the

In J.V.
continuity

lead to erroneous

Smith et al., 49 where,
of 6(29SI) across

the

albite-microcl Ine series, Incorrect spectral assignments would result.

58

Magi et al. 118 Investigated the Influence of cations and lattice
geometry on the 29S1 chemical shifts In silicates.

Both natural and

synthetic minerai samples were compared, whenever possible, and differences In chemical shift were found not to exceed 1 ppm.

In gen-

era I, II new Idths cou Id dI f fer by more than an order of magn Itude

.

because of homogeneous Iinebroadening In natural samples by paramagnetic Impurities.

Cation effects on 6(29SI) were found to parallel

the e Iectrostat Ic bond strengths and e Iectronegat Iv Ities, and have
been Interpreted

In terms of the cova Iency of the cat lon-oxygen

(M-O) bonds. 117 ,118

IV.2.111.

Chemical Shielding Anisotropy In Crystal line SI I Icates

One of the most thorough 29S1 MAS NMR Investigations of natural
and synthetic crystal I Ine silicates Is presented In article by K.A.
Smith et al. 28

Not only were 29S1 chemical

shifts collected,

but

chemical shift tensor elements (all' 022' 033), chemical shift anlsotroples

(~o),

and asymmetry parameters (n) were also examined to gain

further Insight Into the local structure of silicates.

The framework

(0 4 ) s I I Icates, hydrous sheet (0 3 ) s I II cates, and hem Imorph Ite a I I

were found to have smal I CSA's and asymmetry parameters too smal I to
measure.

This result Implies a relatively symmetric electron distri-

bution around the silicon atoms.

The anhydrous sheet (0 3 ) silicates

(Figure 11) cyclosilicates (0 2 ), and a few other minerals have moderate to large CSA's and smal I n's, this Indicates the electron dlstrlbut Ion about the s I II con atom has essent Ia I IY ax Ia I symmetry.

The

rema In Ing po Iymer Ic structures (most nesos I I Icates (00) , soros I I 1-

.
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I'

iil'ii'I"".'
-50
-100 -150

o

i'l
-200

SSB CB
SSB
I

I ,

i

o

-50

-100

-150

I

-200

~(29Si) ppm from TMS

Figure 11:

29Si chemical
disilicate.

shielding anisotropy
(Top)

'Ineshape of sodium

The pattern of a nonaxial Iy symmetric

CSA tensor In polycrystal line Na2Si205 measured directly
using standard

static NMR techniques

= -89

= -162

022

ppm, and 033

ppm).28

(011

=

(Bottom)

-52

ppm,

The CSA

tensor can also be determined from the spinning sidebands
generated by magic angle spinning (see Appendix A).
figure was taken from reference 121.

This
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cates

(0 1),

(0 2 »

and chain silicates

which Indicate

a

nonsymmetrlc

have large CSA's and large n's,

electron

a I • 122 hypothes I zed that soros I I I cates

distribution.

Grimmer

et

(0 1 spec I es) have ax I a I sym-

metry, a I though Sm I th et a 1. 28 have subsequent I y shown that th I sis
not the general case.
Large concentrations

of paramagnetic

Impurities

were

cause serious difficulties In obtaining NMR spectra. 28

found to

Not only do

samples with large amounts of paramagnetism spin slowly and with dlfflculty, but smaller amounts of Impurities cause extensive Iinebroadenlng and no signal Is observed.

IV.3.

Crystal line Alumlnosl Ilcate Structure

I n the study of 5 I-A I

structure In zeo I I tes and s II I cate mI n-

erals, 29 51 MAS NMR gives distinct chemical shifts for Si0 4- tetra4
5
hedra depending upon how many A10 - tetrahedra they are linked to
4
via oxygen brldges. 10

Aluminum In framework

fe I dspar mI nera I sand

synthet I c

zeo lites,

(0 4 )

silicates, such as

cause a

systemat I c

de-

shielding at the 29 Si nucleus (a low field, high frequency, or paramagnet Ie sh I ft) as shown In Figure 12.
chemical shifts

It

of 29 51 and 27AI depend

neighbor cations

(third and

fourth

ppm high frequency shift wi II
neighbor tetrahedra.

upon

can

nature

of

second

A. 5 to 6

occur with each additional aluminate

Using 29 51 MAS NMR

spectra

the

nearest neighbors).

the relative amount of the various On
27AI MAS NMR

was found that I sotrop Ie

also

It Is possible to quantify

(k All

yield

species

quantitative

(Figure

13).

Information

about the coordination of aluminum In zeol ites, since the 27AI chem-
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Si(4AI)
Si(3AI)
Si(2AI)

Si(lA1)
Si(OAl)

-so

-90

-100

-110

-120

a(29Si) ppm from TMS
XBL 857·10634

Figure 12:

The isotropic 295i chemical

shift ranges for the five

possible 04 si I icate species with next nearest neighbor
AI04 5- units.

An. 5 to 6 ppm shift to higher resonance

frequency wi' I occur with each additional aluminate tetrahedra neighbor.
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29Si NMR in Na-Y Zeolite
Magic Angle Spinning 3.2 kHz
5i(2)

5i(1)

5i(3)
5i(0)

Chemical shift (ppm)
III 1312-2501

Figure 13:

An example of 29Si MAS NMR spectrum of zeolite Na-Y with
all five possible aluminum-si licon coordination species
present.

A systematic 6(29Si) shift of • 5-6 ppm occurs

for each add itiona I second coord i nat ion sphere a Ium i num
present.

The notation 51 (0),

51

(1), Si (2), 51

Si(4) correspond to 04 [0 All, 04 [1 All, 04 [2 All,

04 [3 All, and 04 [4 All, respectively.

(3),

and
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leal shifts corresponding to 4 and 6 coordination are widely separated from one another.

However, acquiring 27AI data is not only tech-

nically more difficult (because it

Is a quadrupolar nucleus), but

analysis of the data Is more laborious.

Magic angle spinning of a

quadrupolar nucleus will only remove the first order Interactions,
and the

Isotropic chemical

shift may

be determined

s Imu Iat ions of the second order pattern

(F Igure 5).

via spectral
Recent Iy, a

quadrupolar echo technique has been combined with spectral "de-Paklng"
to al low quantitative species distributions to be obtained using nonIntegral spin (e.g.
IV.3.i.

1=512, 27AI) MAS NMR In amorphous materials. 120

Local Silicon-Aluminum Ordering

Analysis of. the relative

integrated 29 51 peak Intensities for

partially alumlnated zeolites yield tetrahedral Si-AI distributions
(determined from the framework SI/AI
measureable by

any other means.

ratlo)--this quantity

Wet chemical

Is not

analysis does

not

discriminate between framework AI and occluded, aluminous (nonframework) cations present

(as

network modifying

or

charge

balancing

cations) or residual aluminum Impurities (from zeolite dealuminatlon
procedures).

Also, neither x-ray fluorescence or neutron activation

analysis can discriminate between framework and other possible chemically occurlng aluminum.

The abi I ity of 29Si NMR to differentiate

between the various degrees of aluminum substitution for silicon In
aluminosilicates has enabled thedetai led distribution In the lattice
to be determined.

Using this technique, the validity of Loewenstein's

aluminum avoidance prlnciple 132 has been questioned on several occa-
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slons In zeolltes. 32 ,140-142
.Structura I Informat Ion other than the number of ne Ighbor Ing A'
atoms may be Inferred from the chemical shifts.

It has been deter-

mined that bond angles and bond lengths ll - 13 , cation composition and
locatlon 17 ,28 all contribute to the

29 51

chemical shift.

These Influ-

ences cause the chem Ica I sh Ift . ranges of s I I Icate un Its to broaden
significantly and to usually overlap with the shift range for different alumlnosl licate units.
IV.3.il.

Crystallographical Iy Inequivalent Sites

Any phase In which al I si I icon sites are crystal lographlcal Iy
equivalent should exhibit a single

29 51

MAS NMR peak.

Phases having

nonequivalent silicon sites should exhibit as many peaks as there are
sites, provided each site Is caused by slightly different electronic
environments around each type of site.

K.A. Smith et al. 28 observed

enstatite (02 , two sites at -81 and -83 ppm), tremollte (02 , also
two sites at -88 and -91 ppm), and low albite (04 , three sites at
-93, -97, and -105 ppm) to exhibit multiple peaks for crystal lographIcally Inequivalent sites (as determined by x-ray diffraction).

How-

ever, kyan Ite and wo I Iaston Ite, a Iso show Ineq uIva Ient x-ray sites
but do not show multiple peaks

in the corresponding

29 51

MAS NMR

spectrum. 28
29 5 i

NMR measures structura I Informat Ion direct Iy, Independent

of the averag Ing effects of disorder and psuedosymmetry.

The Ioca I

order observed by NMR techn Iques may be qu ite different from the
long range, average structures observed by x-ray diffraction.
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Stebbins et al. 131 have used this property of 29Si NMR spectroscopy
to provide new data on several aspects of the overall crystal structure of

common

minerals

crystal structures

have

of
been

geologic
observed

Importance.

In

by 29Si MAS

particular,

NMR

which

are

composed of small domains, each of which has a high degree of short
range order.

If these domains are randomly arranged In the crystal,

the mater I a I s may exh I bit II tt I e or no long range order.
et a I. 131 note that "Short
thermodynam Ie propert I es:

range

order

can have major

Stebb i ns
effects

on

McConne I 1130 has po I nted out that entropy

changes of many order-disorder phase transitions are often only half
the va I ue expected
effects.

from comp I ete disorder, because of

short range

For example, In a tectosi Ilcate with Si/AI = 1:

a crystal

with a truly random arrangement of sll icon and aluminum atoms will
contain a large number of high energy AI-O-AI bonds, and wll I behave
thermodynamically quite differently from a phase with ordered
doma ins.

The energet led I fferences between the

I atter phase and a

crystal with both long and short range order are due solely to the
effects of the doma i n boundar I es."
In the

structurally

simple minerals

of

the

nepheline

group,

Stebbins et al. 131 used 29 51 N~ spectroscopy to provide new

Infor-

mation, which complements x-ray diffraction data, on details of local
51-AI distribution, ordering, and on domain structure.
erai fami Iy, the SI/AI

ratio

Is close to one, although some sol id

solution away from ideal stoichiometry occurs.
multiple polymorphs,

related

first order transition,

In this min-

Most compositions have

by two types of phase transitions.

involving

Si-O-SI

or 51-a-AI

A

bond breaking

66

and reformat I on,
phases can

Iss low and the high temperature or high pressure

be quenched

(the structure

I s preserved).

Higher order

trans I t Ions, I nvo I v I ng bond bend I ng and mI nor d I sp' ac I ve structura I
shl fts which

lead to

lower symmetry

forms,

are rapid and the high

temperature phases are generally unquenchable.

Many nepheline family

minerals also undergo dlsplaclve transitions which produce low symmetry structures whl Ie cooling.
The spectra

observed

by

Stebb I ns

et a I. 131

of

the

nephe II ne

family mlnerals--natural nepheline from a plutonic environment, synthetlc kalsilite (the low temperature form of KAISI04), pure NaAISI04
(nephe I I ne), carneg I e I te

(the high

temperature-h I gh

of nepheline), and orthorhombic (01)
little or

no

evidence

(F I gures 14 and

15).

highest temperature

of
The

end

short

range

aluminum-silicon

disorder

I ast three compounds are members of the

of the NaAISI04-KAISI04

x-ray diffract Ion data has

system,

and

might

Single crystal

I nd I cated a substant I a I degree of AI-S I

disorder, of uncertain scale,

.!.!.. 131

phase

KAISI04--were observed to show

be expected to show such disorder If It could occur.

Ilnes. 138

pressure

In higher temperature, volcanic nephe-

Based on the relative On(k AI)

populations,

Stebbins et

character I zed and quant I tated the disorder present in nephe-

line minerals.

These conclusions are verified by the 29S1 NMR

spectrum of crystal line volcanic nepheline from Mount Vesublus
(Monte Somma Crater),

Italy (Figure 16)

disorder Is present because
and the

resonance

II nes are

Indicates that some type of

04 (0 AI) (or 04 (1 AI) species) occur,
broader than

I n the

lower temperature

materials (corresponding to a greater distribution In some structural
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FIgure 14:

(upper)

29 51 MAS

NMR

crystallIne nephelIne
33.8% A1203,

43.3%

spectrum of
(16.6%

5102).

a

natural, plutonIc
~O,

Na20, 6.0%
Four

resonance

0.1%

CaO,

lInes

were

observed, -85.0, -88.4, -91.4, and -101.9 ppm, wIth relat I ve peak areas of 60%,
The spectra I

21 %,

ass I gnments are

16% and 3%,

04 [4 AI] surrounded by two

sodIum atoms and one potassIum atom,
by three sod I um atoms and
The

attr I buted to

s I I I con

stoIchIometrIc amount.

peaks were

present

In

These peaks have the

cel

same

above

29 51 MAS N~

(mIddle)

crystallIne

Quant I tIes

nephelIne

observed, -82.3, -86.0,

04 [4

All surrounded

04 [3 AI I, for the three d I s-

re I at I ve peak areas of 24%, 72%,

fIgure,

04 [4

04 [3 AI I and the broad resonance are

crete peaks.

of synthetIc

respect I ve I y.

the

spectrum

(NaAISI04 ).

Three

and -91.0 ppm, wIth
and 4%,

ass I gnments

as

respect I ve I y.
I n the upper

AI] wIth 2 Na atoms and 1 K atom In the unIt

1,04 [4 All wIth 3 Na atoms In the unIt cel I, and a 04

sIte assocIated
(lower)

wIth

the

presence

of

excess

sIlIcon.

The 29 51 MAS NMR spectrum of crystal lIne carneg-

lelte (stoIchIometrIc composItIon)
located at -82.2 ppm (0 4 [4 AI])
spectra are from reference 131.

consIsts of one

relatIve to TMS.

lIne
These
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FIgure 15:

(A)

29S1 MAS NMR spectrum of crystal lIne kalslte

(0.6% Na20, 28.5% K20, 30.8% A1203' 40.9% S102) formed
by potass Ium Ion exchange from the synthet Ic nephe I Ine
sample used

In

FIgure

observed at -88.8 and

14.

Two resonance

lInes

were

-94.2 ppm (relatIve peak areas

of 81 % and 19%), and ass Igned to 04 (4 AI ) and 04 (3 AI )
sItes, respectIvely.

ThIs kalslte sample contaIns sIlIcon

present In greater than stoIchIometrIc quantItIes, formIng
a so I Id so Iut Ion.

The 0 4 (3 AI ) resonance Is attr Ibuted

to th Is excess amount of sIll con.

(B) The 29 5I MAS NMR

spectrum of synthetIc, crystal lIne 01-KAISI04 consIsts of
three peaks, -84.8, -88.5, and -93.9 ppm, of relatIve
area 33%, 60%, and 7%, respectIvely.
spectrum of

crystal lIne

01-KAISI04,

(C)

29 51 MAS NMR

derIved

natural nephelIne sample by K Ion exchange.

from

the

The spectrum

consIsts of four resonance lInes located at -85.4, -88.7,
-92.2, and -97.3 ppm wIth relatIve peak areas of 49%,
34%, 15%, and 2%.

These spectra are from reference 131.
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-20

-«l

a(29Si). ppm relative

Figure 16:

-140

-100

to TMS

29S1 MAS NMR spectrum of crystalline volcanic nepheline
from the

Monte

Somma

crater

(Smithsonian sample II 47068).

on

Mount

This

Vesublus,

spectrum

Italy

was taken

with 4.2 kHz MAS, a recycle delay of 15 seconds and 3400
averages.
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parameter).
of the

Hence, 29Si NMR results on the high temperature members

nepheline

fami Iy

of minerals

suggests that the disorder

observed by x-ray diffract ion Is long range on Iy, and resu Its from
the mixing of sma I I, but ordered, domains.
Domain models have often been proposed to account for AI-Si and
other types of structural disorder In tectosl I Icates, but characterIzation of the size of domains and the structure of their boundaries
has been d Iff Icu It.

Much Informat ion may be obta Ined about doma In

boundary or Ientat Ion and dens Ity from those phases wh Ich are stab Ie
In the beam of a transmission electron mlcroscope,139 but the details
of changes In A1-5 I d Istr I but Ion and bond ang Ies at boundar Ies can
not generally

be

determined

by

this

technique.

Using 29Si NMR,

several conclusions about such detal Is have been made by Stebbins et
al. 131

In crystals with nonstoichiometrlc amounts of si 'Icon (excess

silicon), few or no si I Icon sites with 0 or 1 aluminum neighbors have
been observed.

Th Is resu It

Ind Icates that the excess s i I Icon

present primarily along domain

boundaries

between

hexagonal

Iayers (stack Ing fau Its perpend icu Iar to the c-ax Is) •

Is

ring

The dens Ity

of such boundaries can therefore be estimated, and can be very large,
with as many as one boundary per 10 ring layers. 131
Domain boundaries across which only bond angles change should be
detectable by NMR If these sites are abundant enough and the distortions are large enough.
daries were observed.

No direct evidence of these types of bounHence, Stebbins et al. 131 concluded this type

of domain boundary is less abundant, by at least a factor of 5 to 10,
than those wh Ich are re Iated to the presence of excess s I I icon.

If

73

the distorted s I I Icon sites are presumed to have a chem Ica I sh Ift
greater than 1-2 ppm from the main NMR peak, then the abundances of
such sites can be estimated to be much less than about 1-2% In most
samples.
IV.3.111.

Cation Influences

Sanz and Serratosa 122 examined polycrystall Ine phyl loaluminosl 1Icates with 29S1 and 27AI MAS NMR.

The Influence of second neighbor

cations located In the three different structural sites (tetrahedral,
ocatahedral, and

Interlayer) were Investigated.

From 29S1 spectra

It was observed that Loewenstein's rule Is obeyed in these naturally
occurlng minerals.

27AI spectra,

however,

gave poor quantitative

agreement with mineralogical formulas when experimentally determined
AICtetrahedral)/AICoctahedral) ratios were compared.

The observed

differences were presumed to be a consequence of second order quadrupole effects.
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CHAPTER V:
NMR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DETERMINATION OF GLASS SI LICATE STRUCTURE
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NMR spectroscopy

has proven

I oca I electron Ie env I ronment of

to

be

extreme I y

sens I t I ve to the

s II I con-29 nuc I e I •

I nag I ass, the

same trends are followed 17 ,35,62,63,89-93 as In aqueous solutlons,96
and In crystalline slllcates. 31

Isotropic 29S1 chemical

shifts sys-

temat I ca I I Y move to higher frequenc I es (I ess negat i ve va lues;
shielding of the nucleus by
silica content.

surrounding electrons)

less

with decreasing

Because both silicate speciation and geometric fac-

tors (such as SI-O-SI bond angle73 ,74,97,99 and SI-O bond lengths 100 )
Influence 29Si chemical shifts, NMR Is potentially useful for characterizing the local structure of silicate glasses.
capab I e of

answer I ng

severa I

I mportant

I ssues

NMR techniques are
In

g I ass

chem i stry.

Questions of silicate speciation distribution, the effect of different network mod I fy I ng
sented In

Section

cat Ions

on

the equ II I br I um express Ions pre-

111.2.11., and aluminum ordering

be determined by 29S1 sol id
t I vi ty of th Is techn I que,

state NMR methods.
re I at i ve I y

In

glasses can

Despite the sensl-

few NMR exper I ments have been

performed on silicate glasses. 17,35,62,63,85,89-9,115
In a glass, a much broader range of local silicate environments
exists than In the corresponding crystal line material.

This range Is

demonstrated by comparison of crystalline MgSI03 (enstatite, composed
of single

chain

Q2

tetrahedra)

and

enstatite

glass

(Figure

17).

Resu I ts from techn I ques other than NMR have a II owed spectroscop I sts
to hypothes I ze that the difference
range of

silicate polymerl zation

SI -O-S i bond ang I es and S1-0 bond
lack of

long

range

order

found

I n peak widths may ar I se
species as

well

as

from a

variations

In

lengths, wh I ch are re I ated to the
In

glasses. 55 ,56,60,68,89,91,101
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-20

-40

-60

-80

-100

-120

-140

8Si (ppm)
Figure 17:

29Si MAS NMR spectrum of glass (top spectra) and crystalline (bottom

spectrum)

MgSi03

width at hal f maximum (FWHM)
spectra are 22.7 and

0.8 ppm,

(enstatite).

The

for the upper and
respectively.

full
lower

The two

resonance lines in the lower spectrum correspond to two
crystal lographical Iy inequivalent si I icon sltes. 113

The

two broad peaks on either side of the ma in peak (upper
spectrum) are

spinning

from reference 17.

sidebands.

These

spectra

are
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However, what the ranges of structura I parameters (e.g. bond ang Ie,
bond length)
have not

are and whether or not the distribution is continuous

been

determined.

sh I fts and I I new i dths of

The

published 29Si isotropic

chemical

var lous g I ass s I I I cates are summar i zed

in

Table 3.

V.l.

Vitreous Silica

On the

basis

of

radial

Raman spectroscopy, 81

distribution

function

analysis 51

s I I I ca g I ass I s be Ii eved to cons i st pr Imar I I Y

of interconnected six-membered rings of S10 4 - tetrahedra.
4
Raman evidence

for

and

four-membered

rings

eXlsts,82

Additional

although

every

s I II con I s expected to be

I n a 04 tetrahedron with a d I str I but I on

of SI-O-SI

As

29 SiMAS NMR
bond angles

bond

angles.

can

described

determ i ne the

present

on

the

range

basis

In

and

of

the

previous

d i str I but I on

Chapter,

of

the 29Si isotropic

SI -O-S I
chemical

shift.
Murdoch et al. 17
angles In Si02 glass.
(13.2 ppm full

examined

the

distribution

Si-O-Si

bond

The 29Si spectrum consists of a single, broad

width at half maximum or FWHM),

maximum at -110.9

of

ppm

(Figure

18).

symmetric peak with

The 29Si resonance

chemical shift range from -103.8 to -117.0 ppm,

covers the

which can

be con-

verted to a range of Si-o-Si bond angles using the empirical formulas
In Section IV.2.I.B.
to 160 0

is

In

calculations of

The corresponding range of bond angles. 1350

qua I I tat i ve
Mitra 83

and

agreement
of

with

Gaskell

the

and

correspond I ng to the NMR peak max I mum Is 148 0

mo I ecu I ar

Tarrant. 84
,

dynam I cs
The

angle

wh I ch compares we I I
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Table 3:

Isotropic peak positions and

I inewidths of the 29Si MAS

NMR spectra of silicate glasses.

Composition

Compositional
<Speciation>

Peak Position
(ppm from TMS)

Linewidth
FWHM (Hz)

Reference

CaSi03

01

-81.5

1100 t

17

CaMgSi 206

01

-82.0

1300t

17

MgSi03

01

-81.5

1600t

17

K2Si 205

02

-90.5

950t

17

Na 2 Si 205

02

-88.5

940t

17

Li 2 Si 205

02

-90.5

1350t

17

BaSi 205

-92.5

1270t

17

SrS 12°5

02
02

-92.5

1530t

17

( Na 20)0.6(Si02 )0.4

02

-76

240

89

( Na 20)0.52(Si02 )0·48

02

-76

390

89

( Na 20)0.4(SI02 )0·6

~

-87
-78

380
380

89

(Na 2O)0.4(Si02 )0.6

02

Q3

-76.3
-86.5

547
705

115

( Na 20)0·35(Si02 )0·65

03

-88

390

89

( Na 20)0·33(Si02 )0·67

03

-90

390

89

(Na 2O)0·25(Si02 )0·75

04

400
400

89

Q3

-106
-92

(Na 2O)0·15(Si02 )0·85

04
03

-108
-94

500
500

89

(Li 2O)0·4(Si02 )0·6

03
02

-88
-80

500
500

89

(CaO)O·4(Si02 )0·6

-tt

-85.8

1430

115

79
Table 3, continued
Composition

Compositional
<Speciation>

Peak Position
(ppm from TMS)

(LI 2O)0.35(Si02 )0.65

-tt

-96t

(LI 2O)0.33(SI0 2 )0.67

03

-91**

(LI 2O)0.26(SI02 )0.74

043
0

-96*
-108*

(LI 2O)0.25(SI0 2 )0.75

04
03

-107*
-91

(LI 2O).175(SI02 ).825

0~

-92*
-107*

(LI 2O)0.15(SI02 )0·85

04

Q3

Na2S 14°9

Li new Idth
FWHM (Hz)

Reference

asymmetric tt

91

520
___tt
___tt

89
91

500
500
___tt
___tt

89

-108
-92

500
500

89

043
0

-92.0
-104.9

856
820

115

K2 S14°9

034
0

-94.2
-105.5

849
690

115

SIO~

04

-110.9

1530t

17

SI02

04

-109*

1500*

85

04

-99

1250t

17

04

-97.8

1300t

17

NaAISI 308
(albite)

04

-98

---tt

93

NaAI SI 206

04

-92.8

1320t

17

NaAI SI04

04 [4 AI J

-86.0

960t

17

CaA12SI'2028

04

-107.1

1390t

17

CaA 12 S IQ01~
(anorthite

0

4

-101.0

1600t

17

(crlstoballte)

KAI SI 08
(K-feldspar)
NaAI SI 308
(albite)

91

80
Table 3, continued
Composition

Compositional
<Speciation>

Peak Position
(ppm from TMS)

Li newl dth
FWHM (Hz)

Reference

Ca A12 S i yO 1~
(anorth te

Q4

-870

-- tt

93

CaA1 2 S'4012

Q4

-95.6

1530t

17

CaAI 2 S1 208

Q4(4 AI)

-86.5

1230t

17

CaAI 2 Si06

Q4

-82.3

1000t

17

PbSI03

-tt

-85.2

62

Pb2 SI04

_tt

-80

720
___tt

Pb4 SI06

_tt

-76

t

___ tt

62
62

Integrated Iinewidths (calculated as the area under a center
peak d Iv Ided by Its he Ight), are a more sens It Ive measure of
var Iat ions In peak shape than the fu II width at ha If max Imum,
particularly with the occurence of smal I shoulders.

tt

Not specified.

*

Interpolated from the spectrum.

*
**

This peak Is actually a shoulder.
A smal I Q4 shoulder was also observed.

=
-

81

Si02
glass

-60

-80

-100

8Si
Figure 18:

29Si MAS

NMR

spectrum

-120

-140

(ppm)

of

sil ica

glass,

averaging 433 free induction decays.
ratio is

relatively poor

induction

obtained

by

The signal to noise

because a

lattice relaxation time (T1)
successive free

-160

long

si I icon

spin

limited the rate at which

decays

could

be

collected.

Radlofrequency pulses with a fl ip angle of • 15 0 degrees
were spaced at 6 minute Intervals.
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with the mean

5 I -0-5 I

bond ang Ie der I ved

from

rad I a I d I str I but I on

functions (1500 )51 as wei I as the molecular dynamics value (153 0 ).83
Pett I fer 85

Dupree and
the 51-0-51

bond

angle

have

distribution

an

a deta I I ed

associated

with

ana I ys I s

of

the 29 51 MAS

The 29 51 NMR peak maximum at -109 ppm,

spectrum of vitreous silica.
corresponds to

presented

average

angle

145.50 •

of

One

asymmetric

line

was observed, the steeper slope being on the more negative chemical
sh 1ft s I de.

The II neshape I s presumed to ar I se from a d I str I but I on

of I nter-tetrahedra I

ang Ies.

The best fit range of bond ang I es Is

140 0 to 155 0 , with roughly equal probability.

V.2.

Silicate Glasses

Isotropic silicon chemical

shifts have been used to Investigate

the range of silicon environments In glasses.
and a' ka I I ne earth

The effects of alkali

cat Ions on the network po I ymer I zat Ion structure

of binary glasses 17 ,62,63,89,91,92,115

Is reviewed In this Chapter.

Also, a critical overview Is given of the Interpretation limits for
the 29 51 MAS NMR on glass structure. 115
Schramm et al. 91
NMR spectra

of

have

severa I

observed

I I th I um

asymmetric

s I I I cate

and

9 I asses

peaked 29 51

two

with

non I ntegra I

mean On number.

Interpretation of the spectra was based on modelling

the equll Ibrlum

In Equation

MAS spectra was deconvo I uted
to the five poss I b Ie

I oca I

(45).

Each

of the observed

I nto Gauss I an

glass 29 51

I I neshapes correspond I ng

s I I I cate po I ymer I zat I on

states (0 0 ,

0 1,

0 2 , 03 , and 04 ) with peak positions chosen by comparison with crystal, I ne spectra.

From the deconvo I uted

spectra, d I str I but Ions of the

83
polymerization states of lithium silicate glasses were derived and a
linear relationship which describes the dependence of On composition
on mole percent Li 2 0 was obtained.

Unfortunately, not only are the

results of the deconvolutlons model dependent,
Included spectra
presence of

of

opt I ca I

glasses

which

are

s I zed part I c I es,

not

but the analysis has

optically

wh I ch scatter

clear.

I I ght ,

The

I nd i cate

that some of the glasses Investigated are not homogeneous and single
phased.
In a 29S1 MAS

NMR

Investigation

of

Na2o-S120

and

L120-S120

binary glasses, Grimmer et al. 89 concluded that a statistical dlstrlbut I on of On
sition On

un I ts does not ex 1st.

where n Is an

Integer,

That

Is,

In g I asses of compo-

only one 29S1 peak was observed,

hence only one type of species exlsts---the one found In the crystalI I ne form.

In g I asses of compos I t I on where n I s a non Integer, two

peaks were observed

and

It

was

cone I uded

that on I y

s I I Icate un I ts are present---the ne I ghbor I ng
un Its.

two types

of

I nteger compos I t I on On

The authors 89 ma I nta I n that the breadth of the 9 I ass peak

ar I ses from distorted SI 04 un I ts (of nontetrahedra I symmetry)

wh I ch

are statistically distributed around a wei I defined average geometry.
Because crysta II I ne
observed to

have

s III cates

very

and

similar

the I r

correspond I ng

g I asses

are

Isotropic 29S1 chemical

shl fts,

the

°

authors assumed that the average SI 4 4-

geometry present In g I asses

I s very s I mI I ar or I dent I ca I to the known geometry of the s I I I cate
un I ts I n the correspond I ng crysta I I I ne a I ka II
In this

Investigation

glass

preparation

s I I I cates. 89 However,

techniques

were

such that

two glass phases from metastable liquid-liquid Immiscibility possibly

84

resulted in the high sil ica content glasses.
Kirkpatrick et al. 63 ,92

used 295i and 17 0 MAS

low s iii ca compos it ion g Iasses

NMR

to

examine

in the ternary system CaO-MgO-S iD.

Only abstracts in conference proceedings have been published to date
by the 0 Idfie Id-K Irkpatr Ick group, a Ithough It is known that a substantial amount of NMR work on silicate glasses has been accomplished
Broad, single peak 29 51 spectra were ob-

in the past three years.

tained, and the Iinewidth was attributed to a range of silicate structural sites In the glasses.

17 0 MAS NMR glass spectra were similar to

those of the corresponding crystal line material, with a sma I I amount
of broadening.
Llppmaa et al. 62

observed

the 29 51 MAS NMR spectra of

different composition lead si Ilcate glasses.
of one fa Ir Iy broad peak.

three

Each spectrum consisted

As the Iead content of the g Iass is i n-

creased, the Isotropic chemical shift moves to higher frequency (the
nuc Ieus Isiess sh Ie Ided) •
a Iso invest igated.

The in f Iuence of therma I treatment was

It was found that PbS i03 g Iass crysta I I i zes to

y Ie Id a structure Ident Ica I to that of the mInera I a Iamos Ite.

The

29Si NMR spectrum of alamosite consists of three lines, In agreement
with the x-ray diffraction results.
V.3.

Speciation in Binary Alkali Si Ilcate Glasses
One motivation

for

additional

study

of

si Ilcate glasses of

simp Ie compos It ion is to carefu I IY def i ne the amount of Informat i on
avai lable In 29Si spectra.

This cautious approach is necessary to

evaluate whether the various structural models can be distinguished.
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The second mot Ivat Ion

Is more pract Ica I :

because g Iass structure

Is very often the on Iy bas Is for hypotheses about II qu Ids I I Icate
structure, It i s essent Ia I that g Iasses chosen for ana Iys Is be as
representative of the liquid state as possible.

In particular, It

Is desirable to study glasses which are physically single phases, as
Is a homogeneous liquid.

In several of the studies mentioned In sec-

tion V.2., some of the glasses Investigated showed signs of not being
single phased.
Opalescence Is an Indication of the presence of two glass phases
which resulted from metastable

liquid-liquid

Immiscibility.

Phase

separation Is promoted by annealing of Na20:SI02 and L120:SI02 glasses
which have high silica contents.

AI I of the glasses described In

depth In this thesis were quenched rapidly, and are optically clear.
The absence of opt Ica I scatter Ing Imp I Ies that any separated phase
has few domains larger than several hundred nm.
a good

correlation

observed optical

has

observed 79 ,95

been

scattering

and

the

absence

Although In general,
between
of

the

smaller

lack

of

domains

(detectable only by small angle x-ray scattering), this relationship
may not be true In every case.

In the potassium system (K20:SI02),

abundant ev Idence ex Ists that phase separat Ion does not occur

In

glasses, even with anneal Ing. 95
In glasses of low silica content, the nucleation and growth of
crystals of submicroscopic dimensions may also be a problem.

Powder

x-ray diffract Ion measurements ensured that the g Iasses used in the
present Investigation were free of crystals down to the sensitivity
limit of this technique, or 1-2 nm (In silicates, this is usually one
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to five unit cel I lengths).
Binary alkal I silicate single phase glasses of Integral and nonIntegra I mean On number were synthes 1zed In approx Imate Iy one gram
batches from reagent grade ox Ides and carbonates. 115

A 95% Isotop-

Ically enriched 29 51 sample of glass Na229S1409 (average speciation

03 • 5 ) was prepared to obtain high slgnal-to-nolse spectra.
oxide-carbonate mixtures were heated

The

In a sealed platinum tube In

a Deltech furnace to about 1000 C above their liquidus temperatures.
Sample tubes were water quenched to retain single phase glasses.

To

create more homogeneous samples, the glasses were subsequently ground,
remelted, and requenched.
V.3.1.

Glasses of Integral Mean On Composition

Murdoch et a I• 17 specf fled the degree of po Iymer Izat Ion In d1silicate and metasll Icate glasses using 29 51 MAS NMR.
chiometric glasses (On, with n an

For the stoi-

Integer) observed, the 29 51 MAS

NMR spectrum yIe Ided on Iy one peak, with no d Ist Inct 1ve separat 1on
for each On species.

Metasilicate glasses CaS103 , CaMgSI 206 , MgSI03

(Figure 19), and dlsilicate glasses K2S1205, Na2S1205, LI2S1205 (Figure 20), BaS1205' SrSI205 (Figure 21) were observed.
and Na2S1205 have noticeable shoulders.

Only LI2S1205

The position of the peak

max Imum Ind Icates that the pr Imary s I II cate spec Ies present In the
glass Is the same one found In the corresponding crystal line material
___03 1n dis 1II cates and 02 In metas I I 1cates.

Th Is find 1ng Is con-

sistent with previous 29 51 MAS NMR results,63 with Raman spectroscopy
work,54,55,57 with a radial

distribution

function measurement

on
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Figure 19:

29Si MAS

NMR

are normalized

spectra

of

alkaline

in this and

spectra are from reference 17.

earth

sUbsequent

metasil icate

figures.

These
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I I I I I I I I
-20

-40

-10

-10

I I
-100
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-140

8Si (ppm)
III In2-HOi

Figure 20:

295i MAS NMR spectra of alkali metal disilicate (K2Si20S,

spinning sideband of potassium disi licate is an artifact.
These spectra are from reference 17.
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Figure 21:

29Si MAS NMR spectra of alkaline earth disillcate
(BaSi20S and
reference 17.

SrSi20S)

glasses.

These

spectra are from

90
Na2S120S glass 77 and with the results of SI
The chem I ca I

K-e

x-ray spectroscopy.SO

sh I ft range encompassed by the g I ass s I I I con res-

onance I ncreases as the size of the cat I on decreases and as charge
Increases. 17

This trend suggests that the larger the Ionic potential

(charge/radius) of a network modifying cation Is, the more the cation
wll I disrupt a silicate structure.
Is sh I fted to the right,

The equilibrium In Equation (4S)

I oca I I zing the negat I ve charge assoc I ated

with nonbr I dg I ng oxygen atoms and creat I ng a broader range of s I I 1cate spec I es.

Th I s

resu It aga I n agrees

concluslons,S4-S7 and the

Interpretation

with
of

Raman

spectroscop I c

silicate

liquid

speci-

ation Is consistent with work on the effect of cation substitution
on chemical

activity

of

SI0 2

In

binary melts.

78

A complementary

description, In accord with CNDO/2 molecular orbital

calculatlons SO

I s that sma II er cat Ions prefer to cluster together.

An examp I e

Is

that the creation of silicate units with multiple M-O linkages tends
to be energet I ca Ily favorab I e for M

= L I +,

=

but not so for M

K+.

For both dis I I I cates and metas I I I cates, a trend toward a wider
On distribution

Is

charged catlons. 17

observed

In

glasses

with

smaller,

more

highly

This trend Is apparent from a graph of Integrated

Iinewidth (area under peak divided by peak height) as a function of
ionic potential (or polarizing power, i.e. ionic charge divided by the
ionic radius

In

nm)

of the

network modifying

cation

(Figure

Severa I other cat I onpropert i es such as Ion i zat i on potent I a I,
strength, and mo lecu I ar

22).
fie I d

orb I ta I ml xing coeff I c lent cou I d have been

used to obtain the same qualitative result. 17
A difference in Iinewidth exists between CaSI03 (much narrower)
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Figure 22:

Integrated

I Inew Idths (peak area/he Ight) of dis II Icate

and metasilicate glasses as a function of the Ionic potentlal (charge/ radius) of the network modifying cation.
Ion Ic rad II

are those of Shannon and Prew Itt. 114

For

CaMgS 12°6' the cat Ion Ic potent Ia I was assumed to be the
average of the values for Ca and Mg.
reference 17.

This figure Is from

92
and SrSI205 (broader) glass.
at Ion In

29 SI

This difference arises from the separ-

chem Ica I sh Ift between 04 and 03 spec Ies, th Is separ-

ation Is larger than between 0 3 and 0 2 , 0 2 and 0 , or 0 and 00. Due
'
'
to the higher overall level of polymerization In the dlsilicate,
there are generally more 04 tetrahedra In dlsilicate glasses than In
metasillcate gl~sses. The higher concentration of 04 sl I Icons gives
rise to extra broadening of the dlsilicate MAS resonances.

The dif-

ferences In dis III cate and metas II icate g Iass I Inew Idths may add 1tlonal Iy reflect a larger equilibrium constant for Equation (4Z) than
for Equations (43) or (44).
The pronounced shou Iders In Li ZS I205 g Iass Imp Iy the ex Istence
of more clearly defined On units than In other glass samples.

A

deconvolution of the Iineshape Into three Gausslans Iineshapes yield
peaks at -78.5, -90.5 and -105 ppm with relative Intensities of
8:81:11, for silicate units OZ, 03 , and 04 respectively.

These three

peaks could also come from regions of higher and lower lithium content. 79
The g Iass NaZS IZ05 spectrum was a Iso deconvo Iuted Into 3 gaussian peaks at -77, -88.5, and -99.5 ppm (OZ,
relative Intensities of 8:84:8.

03,

and 04 units) with

A small bump at -6Z.5 ppm Is pos-

sibly a real feature and could be ascribed to Isolated S104 4- tetrahedra (00 units).

Its Intensity Is 0.4% of the main peak and may be

present In the LIZSIZ05 glass spectrum as wei I.
In most of the spectra observed by Murdoch et a I • , 17 the g Iass
peak maximum Is within a few ppm of the corresponding crystal I Ine
peak(s).

One exception Is CaS103' for which the glass maximum appears

93

at -81.5 ppm, whereas the spectrum of crystalline CaSI03 features one
fairly broad peak at -88.5 ppm.

In comparison, peak maxima for crys-

ta I I I ne and glassy samp I es of both CaMgS I 206 and MgS I 03 I I e between
-81 and -84 ppm.

Th I s difference suggests that crysta III ne CaS I 03

with Its pecu II ar s II I cate cha I n repeat I ength of three tetrahedra I
unlts,80 relaxes In a glass to chain structure more like that of the
pyroxenes CaMgSI0

V.3.11.

3

Glasses of Non-Integral Mean On Composition

In 95%

enriched

I I nes are observed
and a

04

s I I I cate

sh I fts simi I ar
(-95 ppm)

and MgS10 • 17
3

to

Na2S1409

glass,

(F I gure 23).

those

for the

speeds (1.1-2.4

overlapping 29S1

These peaks are ascr I bed to a

03

of

crysta II I ne

sod I um

respectively.

s II I cates

Na2S I 205

Many sidebands (2-5)

03 s I I I cate spec I es even at moderate sp I nn I ng

kHz),

site Is asymmetr I c

broad,

spec I es on the bas I s of 29S I I sotrop I c chem I ca I

and SI02 (-108 ppm),

are observed

two

hence It can be concluded that this silicon

(as

In

crysta I I I ne Na2S I 2°5) •

However, the

04

silicon site Is fairly symmetric, as Indicated by the lack of observable spinning sldebands. 14 ,23,24
era I I Y observed
29S1 MAS NMR

In

crysta I I I ne

spectrum of the

(-92.0, -104.5 ppm for

Highly symmetric
s I I I cates. 28

Isotopically

sites are gen-

room temperature

enriched

Na2S1409

glass

03 and 0 4 sites, respectively) Is identical

to that obta I ned with the unenr I ched
melt spectrum.

The

04

samp Ie, and Iss i mI I ar to the

(Static 29Si NMR spectra of molten sodium tetrasl I i-

cate at temperatures

near

Tg conta I n two resonance

I I nes. 106-109)

To ascertain whether the two resonance lines observed In sodium

94

Figure 23:

29S1 N~
glass.

spectra
(Top)

us I ng the

of 95%

Isotopically enriched

A nonsplnnlng

sequences

90 x

(static)

- Ty -

Na2S1409

spectrum obtained

samp I e

and

90_ x

- T -

sample, with alternating addition and subtraction of the
subsequent FIDs.

The optimum value for the spin locking

time, Ty' was found to be 20 ~seconds.

600 averages and

a recyc I e de I ay t I me of 60 seconds were used to obta I n
this spectrum.

(Middle) MAS spectrum at a moderate (2.42

kHz) sp I nn I ng speed.

Superposed on the spectrum (so I I d

line) Is the fit spectrum (dashed lines).

The Individual

peak deconvolutlons are shown Immediately beneath the orI gina I and

fit spectrum.

The est I mated error of decon-

volution Is a maximum of 5% for peak location and height,
and 20% for FWHM
area.

I nten s I ty and hence a I so 20%

for peak

Central peak widths agree with spinning sideband

va lues.

A "ro I I I ng base I I ne" cou I d not be removed with

various spectral manipulations, therefore the outer spinning sidebands have

Inaccurate deconvolutions.

(Bottom)

MAS spectrum obtained at a slower spinning speed
kHz) •

The spectra I

cribed.

deconvo I ut I on

<1.41

I s as prev i ous I y des-

The spectra were averaged 20 times, using a 90 0

pu I se I ength of 9. 0
The Argonne
lution subroutine

~sec,

National
va02a

Gauss i an I I neshapes

were

and a repeat time of 60 sec.
Laboratory
was

used

chosen

to

spectral

deconvo-

fit

spectra.

the

on the assumpt Ion that

I n these samp I es, the broad spectra I II nes are due to a

95
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1.14 kHz

I

+20
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,

I

-eo
-100
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8(29Si), ppm from TMS

-180

-220

FIgure 23, contInued
statIstIcal dIstrIbutIon
The number of peaks
number of

obvIous

reso I ved peaks and

of

some

for a gIven
spectral

obtaIned usIng dIfferent

parameter.

fIt was chosen as the

features

shou I ders) •

matlcal stabIlIty of a fIt,

structural

(such

as

clearly

To determ I ne the mathe-

several deconvolutlons were

InItIal condItIons (peak

tlon, wIdth, and relatIve IntensIty).

loca-

96

tetrasl I Icate glass are caused

by two species

In a homogeneous,

single phase glass and not to suboptlcal scale phase separation,
experiments must be performed which are able to differentiate between
randomly mixed and clustered

Q3

and Q4 sl I Icate species (although

cluster Ing does not necessar I IY Imp Iy the ex Istance of a thermodynamic phase boundary).

In the binary Na20:SI02 system, the shape and

position of the metastable solvus are such that If phase separation
did occur, only a sma I I portion of the Q4 rich phase could be present
In the compositions studied.

However, the deconvoluted areas of the

two resonances are approximately the same,

Indicating that equal

quant Ities of Q3_type and Q4_type sill cate po Iymer Izat Ion

spec Ies

are present.
uti Ilzlng FID sampling synchronized with the rotor perlod,110
two dimensional COSY and NOESY type107-109 NMR experiments did not
y Ie Id cross peaks (I nd Icat Ing no coherence transfer).

Th Is resu It

is Inconclusive because 51-51 connectivity Is very weak In silicates
·due to large

29 51- 29 51

Internuclear distances (even

In a 95%

Iso-

topically enriched sample) and the low gyromagnetlc moment possessed
by

29 51.

More success In study Ing coherence transfer from one site

to another cou Id poss Ib IY be had by ut I II zing an approach such as
magic angle hopping (which al lows evolution of the spin system under
the high field dipolar Hamlltonlan),111 or multiple pulse excitation
of d Ipo Iar coherence dur Ing the evo Iut Ion per lod wh I Ie under mag Ic
angle spinning conditions. 112
A relaxation time approach has also been taken.

In amorphous

samples where distinct speciation domains may exist, spin coherence

97

between the domaIns may not be exchanged effIcIently, and the spectral

lInes would exhIbit dIfferent relaxatIon tImes.

have the same re I axat I on tImes, then
two specIes

may

be mIxed

varying the

pulse

on

recycle

sp 1n d I ffus I on occurs and the

a molecular

delay,

If the lInes

both

level.

peaks

On the

In

basIs

th~ 29 51 MAS

of
NMR

spectrum of Na229SI409 were found to have approxImately the same spIn
lattIce relaxatIon tIme (Tl) of • 25 ± 1 seconds.
atIon tIme data are
temperature.

However, the relax-

better fIt usIng two exponentIal

functIons

of

A short Tl component, wIth an estImated 30% populatIon

of the sp I ns, 1s present 1n the enr 1ched g I ass.
components of

re I axat 1on are

very

s 1mI I ar

for

The short and long
both the

03 and 04

spec I es, 1 and 4 seconds respect I ve I y (these are not stat 1st I ca I I Y
dIfferent) for the short Tl and. 25 seconds for the long Tl.

Both

peaks In the 29 51 MAS NMR spectrum of the unenrlched Na2SI409 also
have statIstIcally the same value of Tl (27 ± 7 sec and 35 ± 10, respectIvely), In accord wIth the

IsotopIcally enrIched materIal.

The

. stat I c (nonsp I nn 1ng) va I ue of T1 was a I so measured for the enr 1ched
sodIum tetrasllIcate glass:
the

03

specIes yIelded T

1

the

04

specIes has a T 1 of • 26 sec and

• 14 sec.

Unfortunately, thIs data does

not reveal the relatIve separatIon of the two sIlIcate specIes.

Fur-

ther InvestIgatIon Is necessary In thIs sIngle phase Na2S1409 glass.
A further check on the role of phase separatIon Is the spectrum
of K2S1409

glass

(FIgure 24).

Phase

separatIon of glasses

In the

b I nary system K20: SI 02 I s not known to occur and crysta I II zat I on Is
very slow.

The 29 51 MAS

NMR

peaks whIch can be assIgned to

spectrum agaIn

03

and

04

consIsts

of two broad

specIes based on the Isotrop-

98

2.14 KHz

20
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Figure 24:

29 51

MAS NMR spectra of K2S1409 glass.

A spinning speed

of 3.58 kHz, a repeat time of 60 seconds and 1200 averages
were used to acqu' re th Is

spectrum.

The deconvo luted

spectrum Is shown as previously described.

99
Ic cheml ca I sh Ifts.

With In the uncerta j nIt Ies of the deconvol uti on

procedure, the Iinewidth of the 03 species Is • 2.5 ppm broader In the
potassIum compared to the sodium glasses.

However, the Iinewidth of

the 04 species decreases by 2.5 ppm In potassIum tetrasilicate glass.
To exam Ine the effects of large differences In cat Ion Ic fie Id
strength, the 29S I MAS NMR spectrum of a sod Ium and ca Ic Ium g Iass
were compared.

The high

liquidus temperatures and

stable

liquid

ImmIscibIlity In the CaO:5I02 binary system necessitated that lower
s I I Ica content g Iasses be prepared.

Th Is a Iso perm Itted the ef fect

of different average 0 number to be examined.
For (Na20)0.4(SI02)0.6

(with

average

02 • 67

speciation),

two

29 SI resonance peaks are observed and ass Igned to 02 and 03 s I I 1cate species

(Figure

25).

The

Isotropic 29S1 chemical

crystal line Na2SI03 (0 2 ) Is -76.8 ppm. 89

shift

of

The chemical shifts of the

02 and 03 s I I Icate specl es are In agreement (Tab Ie 4) with those
previously observed by Grimmer et al. 89 (-77.7 and -87.3 ppm, respectively).

The Iinewidth of the 03 species In the 40% Na20 composition

glass Is within experimental error of the 29 51 Iinewldth observed In
the 20% glass (Na2SI409).
than the
dance Is

03

sIte.

low.

species cannot

The 02 Iinewidth Is narrower (.7.6 ppm)

If other sIlicate species are present, their abun-

The quantI ty of add Itlona I sill cate po Iymer Izatl on
be estimated

unless

restrictive assumptions about

pea k shape, pos It Ion , and wIdth are made.

The max Imum amount

Is

estimated to be < 5%.
(CaO)0.4(SI0 2 )0.6 (mean 02 • 67

composition)

was also studIed.

The 29S1 MAS NMR spectrum of thIs sIngle phase glass Is composed of

100

2.58 kHz

I

+20

-60

-20

I

,

-100

-1~

-180

-220

8(29Si). ppm from TMS

Figure 25:

29 51 MAS NMR

spectra of

(Na20)0.4(SI02)0.6 glass.

A

spinning speed of 2.58 kHz, a repeat time of 30 seconds,
and 1200 averages were used to obtain this spectrum.
slgnal-to-nolse was

not

The

sufficient to deconvolute the

spectrum directly, hence a smoothing function was applied
20 times.
shown, and

The deconvolution of the averaged spectrum Is
was not

substantially different before and

after application of the smoothing function.
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- 2kHz

I

+20

-20

I

-60

I

-100

-180

-140

-220

3(29Si), ppm from TMS
. . . .73

FIgure 26:

29 51 MAS

NMR

spectra

of

(CaO)0.4(SI02)0.6

glass.

A

spInnIng speed of • 2 kHz, a repeat tIme of 30 seconds,
an d 1400 averages
No sp I nn I ng

were used

to acq u I re th I s

spectrum.

sIdebands were observed for the one broad,

asymmetr I c peak.

I n the

bottom

spectrum,

a

smooth I ng

functIon has been eppl led 20 tImes to reveal the posslbl I Ity of

a shoulder

whIch mIght be the cause of the

observed peak esymmetry.

Th I s smoothed spectrum I I I us-

trates that caut Ion must be used when spectra I man I pulatIons ere performed, especlelly on glass spectra.
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only one very broad, asymmetrIc lIne, possIbly wIth a mInor shoulder
at • -97 ppm (F I gure 26).

No un I que deconvo I ut I on of th I s spectrum

was possIble wIthout fIxIng peak posItions or wIdths.
CaO g I ass
with no

spectrum
specIes

I sIn

between

fact
the

composed

02

of two

03

and

If thIs 40%

over I app I ng peaks,

sItes,

then

the

overal I

Ilnewldth of the IndIvIdual resonances must be much broader than for
the 40% Na20 analog.
A summary

of

IsotropIc 6(29SI) and

Iinewidths for the MAS NMR

spectra of non I nteger compos I t I on 9 I asses

V.3.III.

I s presented

I n Tab Ie 4.

ChemIcal Shielding AnIsotropy AnalysIs

The areas of centra I
deconvo I ut I on of
aspects of

the 29S I spectra

g I ass structure.

an 1sotropy (CSA)
I n I ng the

I I nes and sp I nn I ng sidebands der I ved from

can

have

been

used to

quant I fy

I n part I cu I ar, the chem I ca I

be stud led, perhaps more eas I I Y than

stat I c spectra wIth over I app I ng resonances.

some

sh I e I ding
by exam-

Other tech-

hlques, such as two-dImensional multIple pulse experIments exIst for
the separatIon

of the CSA pattern

as

a

functIon

of

IsotropIc 29S1

chemIcal shlft. 111 ,112
GI ass spectra

were

obta I ned

at

severa I

speeds In an attempt to quantIty the CSA.

mag I c

ang I e

sp I nn I ng

UsIng the method of Herz-

feld and Berger,22 descrIbed In AppendIx A.4., the CSA tensor may be
derIved from the relatIve IntensItIes of just a few spInnIng sIdebands.

Uncertalnltles arIse because the sIdebands overlap wIth the

broad centra I
result from

peaks

the

at

some

InsensItIvIty

rotor
of

speeds.
this

Large

errors

technIque to

can

a I so

varIatIons

In

.

103
certa In ranges of input data (espec Ia II y for these g Iass spectra).
The most precise quantity Is the relative value,
47).

~ ~

033-011 (Figure

However, the uncertalnlty In the p dimension (a measure of axial

symmetry) Is too large for smal I values of

~,

to al low computation of

the CSA tensor eigenvalues by this technique.

In Table 4, 033-011

va Iues are presented for the non Integer compos it Ion s i I Icate g Iass
spectra.

Errors were estimated

based on the comparison of data

from several spectra for each glass.

Within these errors, 033-011

for both 02 and 03 sites in the sod Ium g Iasses are approx imate Iy
equa I, and for the 04 spec i es, the va Iues are.

o.

Both of the

033- 011 va Iues are s 1m i Iar to the resu Its reported for crysta I line
Na2Si205 (0 3 :

033-011 = -107 ppm and n = 0.24) and crystal line Si02

(quartz, 04 :

°33- 0 11 was estimated to be 0-20 ppm and n was not

measurable).26 No CSA analysis has been reported for potassium 03
or sodium 02 containing crystal line silicates.
A static 29Si NMR spectrum of the 95% 29S1 isotopically enriched
Na2S1409 glass was also obtained (Figure 23).

As anticipated, the

03 and 04 resonances overlap, but it is still possible to distinguish
individual CSA tensor patterns.

The

03

site has approximately axial

symmetry with Ao • 98 ppm (approximately 11.5 ppm of broadening was
observed on the CSA pattern).

The 04 site is observed to have very

little or no asymmetry observable in the static 29Si NMR spectrum, as
anticipated.

Because an Isotopically enriched 29S1 sample was used,

29Si- 29 SI dipole-dipole couplings

broaden

the

lines

by. 130

Hz.
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Chemlcel ShIeldIng In Gless Alkell Slllcetes •

~_29SI

ComposItIon

Reletlve Peek
Rlltlo EKpected

<On>

2 67
( Na 20'0.4(SI0 2 '0.6 0 •

02/0 3

0.74 g

02 •67

02/0 3

0.5

~SI4~

03. 5

03/04

0.97 g

03/04

03 • 5

0.70

16.1

24.5

1.27

21.5

•

1111

a

assumIng Il~ell fo~ the fIrst

b

pellk maKlmum, posItIon

c

FWHM, uncertlllnlty t 1.5 ppm

d

symmetry of 29S1 site 15 very hIgh, hence no spInnIng sldebends

f~equency

unIts

Il~e

gIven In

0'

te~ms

of ppm

f~om

Glesse
also

112

!

10

7.6

03

-86.5

113

!

5

9.8

-85.8 b

03

-95.3

0"

-104.8

03

-92.2

rf'

-106.4

03

-93.0

04

-105.9

133 ! 15

___d

109 t 10
___d

112 t 5
___d

TMS

we~e obse~ved.

K.A. SmIth !!-!!.26 estimate 6a. 0-20 ppm for 04 10 All In crystllliine mlne~als.
e

uncertlllnlty of deconvoluted pellk posItIon

f

nonunlque deconyolutlon

g

entlclpated relatlYe peak arell bllsed on alkalI composltlonlll Ilnlllysls of sample.
(HIl20'0'4(SI~'ls

Is 21.02 wtS Ha20.

42.41 wtS H1l20.

0.2 ppm;

and FWHM

K2SI.0g Is 27.80 wtS 1<2°.

t

11.5
8.9
10.3
11.7

t 0.5 ppm

t

(ppm)

-76.3

spInnIng sldebllnd, and removIng from 04 pellk

unce~taJnlty

FW~II

a:33-011

2

0

19.9 c

1.03 11

1.07 g

Slllcete
SpecIes

20.4

2.05

1.0

03/04

03 • 5

NIl2 S1 409

Ove~ell
FW~

___ f

(CeO'0.4 ISI 02'0.6

NIll9S1 409

A~ees
Mellsu~ed

0.3 ppm

CNIl20l0.4(SJ02'0.6

9.8
11.5
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Population Distribution

The area under an NMR absorbance 11 ne Is direct I y proport 1ona I

.

to the number of nuclei resonating at that frequency, and In principle,
accurate spectral deconvolution should give a precise distribution of
spec 1es as we II as deta 11 s of structure.
much 1n format I on has been obta 1ned,
broad, over lapp 1ng peaks

1n

For crysta 111 ne mater 1a I s

but prob I ems may ar 1se for the

g I ass spectra.

I n part 1cu I ar,

certa 1n

I lneshape assumptions may not be reasonable because of the number of
structura I features

wh 1ch ef fect the

chem 1ca I

sh 1ft.

Nonethe less,

relative areas of the two resonances observed for the enriched sodium
conta 1n 1ng g I ass
from the mean
taken as

1s

with I n error

compos It 1on

ev I dence that

than 5%).

These

on s 1m11 ar

mater 1a I s

<Tab I e 4).

spec 1es

absent, on I y that they are
results
wh 1ch

of what wou I d be expected simp I y

1n
are

Th 1sin format 1on

can not be

other than the two major

ones are

low abundance (est 1mated to be
consistent

suggest

the

with

Raman

presence of

less

spectroscopy
a

stat 1st I ca 1

distribution of at least three species In most compositions.
I n the

K2S 14 ~

g I ass

and to

abundance Na 2 S14°9 g I ass, the

04

a

I esser degree,

peak area

expected from the chemical composition.
peak area and the difference 1n
times Indicates that the

04

03

1n the

natura I

1s much sma I I er than is

The discrepancy In relative

and 04

sp 1n-I att 1ce

re I axat I on

species might not have completely relaxed

during the time between rf pulses.

It Is also possible that the

04

peak In potassium tetrasilicate glass Is skewed towards less negative
chemical shifts (lower On species), Instead of having a Gaussian form.
An asymmetr 1c

04 II neshape has a I so been observed by by Dupree and
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Petlfer
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85

In 5102 glass.

Conclusions

Murdoch et al. 17 were the first to make a careful, quantitative
compar I son of a I ka I i versus a I ka I I ne earth s iii cate g I ass structure
using 295i MA5 NMR.
inc I ude g I asses of

This work has been extended in this report to
non I ntegra I

geneous, single phase

glasses

mean On
of

compos i t i on. 115

integral

state, on I y one broad resonance is observed.

mean

On

For homo-

polymerization

However, two discrete

resonances are observed in the 29 5 i MA5 Nm spectra of a I ka II s i 11cate glasses of non Integral mean On composition.
As assumed
reso I ved peaks

in
are

several

previous

interpreted

as

reports,17,89

correspond i ng

two

to two

partially
structura I

sites and the single broad resonance is presumed to be caused by the
presence of

one

peaks are a I so

s iIi cate

spec i es.

observed

those conta I n I ng Mg and

for
Ca)

However,

s i mil ar

broad,

a I ka line earth

g I asses

(or

with non I ntegra I mean On

at

sing I e
I east

compos I t Ion.

The single broad peaks could be partially due to a continuum In the
On speciation sites:

if the distinction between "bridging" and "non-

br I dg I ng" oxygen atoms beg I ns to blur as the fie I d strength of the
"network mod I fy i ng" cat i on

increases, then th i s cou I d be the case.

However, Raman spectroscopic data on silicate glasses 56 ,68 show part i a I I Y reso I ved peaks wh I ch have been attr I buted to 5i -0 stretch I ng
motions of distinct On sites with integral values of n.

Hence, the

presence of a range of noninteger composition On species In glasses
with higher field strength cations can not be used to explain trends

.,

.,
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in glass 295i NMR linewidths.
When comparisons can be made, the isotropic 295i chemical shift
is comparable in glasses and the corresponding crystal line compounds.
From the location of the isotropic chemical shifts, it is known that
the same bonding coordination of the oxygen atoms around the .sil icon
atoms occurs in the g Iass as we I I as In the crysta I I Ine mater Ia I •
Data on 29 51 chemical shielding anisotropy wll I yield Important
Information on site local electronic symmetry, although the best approach to obtaining this type of data on glasses Is to use both static and magic angle spinning NMR techniques.

As In crystalline

framework s III cates, the chem Ica I sh Ie Iding an Isotropy Is sma I I or
unmeasurable for 04 species In glasses regardless of composltlon. 115
The small Ao value Implies that a highly symmetric electron distrlbut Ion ex Ists In g Iasses as we I I as crysta I II ne so lids.

Th is is

possible only if tetrahedral· 51-0 bonding occurs, hence the 0 4 tetrahedra are not

found to be distorted

In g Iasses (I n accord

McMI I lan's Interpretation of Raman data).56,68

with

In the alkali silicate

glasses examlned,115 the 03 species Is present In an axially symmetric
environment--that Is with three equivalent 51-0 bonds occuring.

The

02 site In (Na20)0.4(5102)0.6 also appears to have axial symmetry.

Add it Iona I Iy, a I I the

02

and

03

sites Invest igated appear to have

approximately the same chemical shielding anisotropy (Ao).
295i NMR spectra Indicate that the four 5i-O bonds as well as
the average number (and most probable number) of 51-0-5i bonds remain
Intact In the g Iass phase.
Ioca I env Ironment for

03

NMR spectroscopy a Iso shows that the

s iii cate spec ies Isiess symmetr ic in the

108

crystalline form than In the glass state.

In most of the crystal line

silicate compounds

5mlth

Investigated

by

po I ymer I zat I on spec I es (other than
This result Implies that the 51044-

K.A.

et al.,28

silicate

04 ) have asymmetr I c C5A tensors.
tetrahedra are composed of Inequi-

valent 51-0 bonds which cause a nonuniform electronic environment to
be observed due to the long range order Imposed by the crystal structure.

°

5i 44-

These distorted

un I ts

are

In

higher energy

bond I ng

configurations than a tetrahedrally symmetric species would be.

The

lower bond I ng energy, more symmetr I c I oca I env I ronments observed In
g I ass s I I I cate spec I es must be caused by re I axat I on of the stra I ned
s I I I cate un I ts

I n the mo I ten phase.

Remova I of the bond I ng stra I n

I n the g I ass state Is poss I b I e due to the I ack of long range order
constraints.
As observed by 29 51 NMR, symmetric 51-0-51 bonding configurations
ex I st I n a homogeneous,

sing I e phase

sill cate

g I ass.

Because the

29 51- 29 51 coherence transfer experiments were unsuccessful, the prox-

im I ty of

the

two

sites

found

In

Na25 I 40g

g I ass rema I ns

unknown.

I t i s known

from the opt I ca I c I arl ty of the g I ass that structura'

domains are

suboptlcal

In

size.

Using

powder

x-ray

diffraction,

the maximum crystal I Ite size Is known to be • 20 A (or 5 to 10 unit
ce I Is) because no
Hence mI x I ng

of

sharp

II nes appear

I n the broad powder pattern.

spec I es may

occur

the two

on

a mo I ecu I ar

I eve I •

Unfortunately, the data obtained does not allow further restraints
to be

placed

on

the

relative

proximity

of

the

Based on the re I at I ve peak areas of the
K2 51 40 9 and

Na251409

(and

assuming

symmetric

03

silicate
and

04

species.

spec I es

Iineshapes),

the

In

04
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spec Ies In K251 409 appears to have a much longer T1 than does the
Q3 spec Ies.

A poss Ib Ie exp Ianat Ion for the dIfferences In re Iax-

at Ion tImes cou Id be that the predom Inant source of re Iaxat Ion in
natural abundance sIlIcate glasses Is vIa the C5A InteractIon and by
d Ipo Ie-d Ipo Ie coup II ng to the quadrupo Iar charge ba Ianc Ing cat Ion.
Th Is mechan Ism Is poss Ib Ie because the potass Ium g Iass Is re Iax Ing
more slowly than the sodIum glass.

PotassIum has a much sma I ler gyro-

magnetIc ratIo than sodIum (YNa/YK. 1/6), hence the couplIng would
be one sIxth as strong.

51nce the Q3 specIes appears to relax more

slowly than the Q4 specIes In K251 409 glass and dIpole-dIpole couplIng
to potassium Is assumed to be part of the relaxatIon mechanIsm, It can
be concluded that the Q3 sIlIcon specIes are closer to K+ than the Q4
sIlIcon atoms.

An addItIonal fact whIch supports thIs premise:

5102 glass, the spIn-lattIce relaxtlon tIme Is very
order of 10 mInutes).
5102 are

29 51- 29 51

In

long (on the

The only mechanIsm for relaxatIon In vItreous

dIpole-dIpole couplIng (very weak), and the C5A of

a.Q4 sIlIcon specIes (very small), and whatever paramagnetIc ImpurItIes may be present.

Few re Iaxat Ion t Ime measurements have been

made for crystallIne slllcates,160,161 and none have been prevIously
publIshed on glasses. 115

However, In general,

29 51

spIn-lattIce

relaxatIon tImes are known to be very long (4 to 5000 seconds) In
sl I Icate mInerals.
The predom Inant s I I Icate spec Ies found In g Iasses Is the same
Qn polymerIzation state, If the glass Is of Integral mean Qn composItIon.

Or, If the glass Is of noninteger composItIon, then the adja-

cent Integral Qn polymerIzatIon specIes are the primary sItes present
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In the glass state---In the same quantity as predicted by the glass
composition.
of other
phase;

The 29S1 NMR spectra do not eliminate the possibility

Integer composition

species being present

In the glass

however, the spectra do limit the quantity of these species

to an estimated maximum of 5%.
The glass 29S1 NMR spectral analysis, however, does not explain
the breadth of the glass MAS spectral lines.

The large Iinewidth of

glass 29S1 spectra must be due to finite ranges of several Interrelated structural

parameters,

such as bond angle and bond

length.

Examination of the 29S1 spectrum of vitreous SI02 lends credence to
this concluslon--SI02 glass contains no network modifying cations
to change the d Istr Ibut Ion of On spec Ies and yet has a I Inew Idth
of 13.2 ppm (contrasted to the 0.4 ppm Ilnewidth observed for the
crystalline material).

The MAS Iinewidth reflects a range of SI-O-SI

bond angles from. 135 0 to • 160 0 , a result which Is In good agreement with radIal distrIbution function and molecular dynamics calculatlons. 51 ,83,84

Most structural parameters are assumed to take

on a larger range of values as the InteractIon of cations with both
bridging and

nonbrldglng oxygen atoms Increases.

ThIs result Is

verified by the Increase of the 29S1 MAS NMR Iinewidth of alkali and
alkaline earth silicate glasses as a function of the Incease In polarIzing power of the network modIfying catIon. 17
Because of the many Influences on 29S1 chemical shifts, It Is
diffIcult to uniquely constrain anyone structural variable from the
spectra of glasses.

However, the sensitivity to geometrical changes

and the one-to-one correspondance between signal Intensity and number

11 1
of resonating nuclei wi II allow 29Si glass NMR spectra. to be very
valuable for verifying specific, detailed, structural models.
quantitative work,

all

nuclei

For

must relax completely or at least

equally, and spinning sidebands must be included if present.

Accurate

empirical or theoretical relationships between structural parameters
and chemical shifts are of course needed.
V.4.

Alumlnosillcate Glass Structure
Tectos 11 Icate g Iasses have been exam i ned by severa I Invest Iga-

tors 17 ,90,92,131 In which aluminum Is believed to act as a network
forming cation,

substituting

for 04 silicon atoms In tetrahedral

units rather than changing the degree of polymerization in the role
of an octahedrally coordinated network modlfler. 55 ,86
V.4.i.

Alumlnosi Ilcate Speciation

De Jong et a I.90 have used 29 SI MAS NMR to compare nuc Ieat Ion
properties of two glasses prepared from naturally occurlng minerals,
albite (NaAISI 308 , 04( 1 AI)

and anorthite (CaAI 2SI 208 , 04 (4 AI).

One broad peak was observed for both g Iasses.

Each spectrum was

deconvoluted by a technique simi lar to that used by Schramm et al.,91
however the equilibrium expression in Equation (46) was used as a
model.

The

authors 90

conclude

that

al I

five

possible

silicate

species are present In these two alumlnosllicate glasses.
KIrkpatr ick et a I .92 a Iso eXc;lm i ned a Ibite and anorth Ite g Iass
using MAS NMR.

The 29SI, 27AI, and 23Na NMR spectra of these glasses

consist of broad peaks, much wider than the corresponding spectra of

112
crysta I II ne a Ibite and anorth Ite (except the 27 AI spectrum of anorthite glass).

The broad AI and Na glass Iinewidths are attributed to

silicon atoms occupying a distribution of sites, each with a different quadrupole coupling constant, asymmetry parameter and/or chemical
shift.

The 29 51 Iinewidth has been Interpreted,92 In a manner simi lar

to de Jong et a I • ,90 to be caused by chem Ica I sh Ifts from the five
possible 04(k AI) species, all of which are presumed to be present In
the glass state.

In anorthite glass, the 29 51 resonance Is asymmetric

and the authors 92 attr Ibute th Is to a nonunl form dIstr Ibut Ion of
silicon polymerization
0 4 (0 AI).

species

(more

04 (4

AI)

are

present

than

29 51 chemical shifts for the peak maximum of albite glass

(-98 ppm) and anorth Ite g Iass (-87 ppm) agree with the resu Its of
de Jong et al. 90

De Jong et al. 110 also used 27AI MAS NMR to Inves-

tigate aluminum coordination In crystal line and amorphous alumlnosllIcates.

In a I I the g Iasses observed (a Ibite, potass Ium fe Idspar,

anorthite, lithium feldspar, jadeite, spodumene, nepheline, cordlerIte, and calcium aluminate), the aluminum was 4-coordlnate (even In
jadeite glass, In which AI was found to be 6-coordlnate In the crysta I I Ine phase).
V.4.11.

Effect of Cations on Alumlnosll Icate Speciation

In analogy to the results obtained for metasl I Icate and dlsl 11cate glasses,

Murdoch et al. 17

found

shift the equl Ilbrlum In Equation

strongly

polarizing cations

(46) to the right.

This shift

causes cations to cluster near the aluminate tetrahedra linked to
04(k+1) AI) silicate species and gives rise to a larger distribution
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of the number of alumInate neIghbors around dIfferent sIlIcon atoms.
Raman spectra reported by McMll Ian et a I. S7 support th 1s mechan 1sm.
The trend for sma I Ier, more hIgh IY charged cat Ions to cause a
broader dIstrIbutIon of sItes Is apparent In the 29S1 MAS NMR spectra
of alumlnoslilcate

glasses

wIth a

spectra of potassIum feldspar

Sl/AI

(KAIS130S)'

CaO.5AISI30S are shown In FIgure 27.

ratIo of

3:1. 17 The 29S1

alblte (NaAISI30S), and

The glass peaks grow broader as

the catIon polarIzIng power Increases from ~ to Na+ to Ca 2+, reflectIng a larger dIstrIbutIon of Q4[k All specIes and probably a wIder
range of Sl-O-T bond angles (where T = Sl or AI).
RadIal dIstrIbutIon functIon measurements of NaAISI30S and
KA IS 130S g Iasses suggest the presence of sIx membered rIngs contaInIng alkalI catIons In the center (a "stuffed trydlmlte" type of
structure).52

But the Raman spectrum of Ca O• 5AISI 30S has been Inter-

preted 1n terms of both sIx membered S102 rIngs and four membered
AI 2S1 20S (feldspar-I Ike)

rIngs. S1

The exIstence of two dIfferent

sIzed rIngs for the ca Ic Iurn g Iass wou Id be expected to resu ItIn a
wIder range of tetrahedral

angles,

and hence a broader 29S1 lIne

would be observed.
FIgure 2S compares the 29S1 spectra of two tectoalumlnoslilcate
glasses wIth a SI/AI ratIo of one:

sets

of

g Iasses are plotted as a funct Ion of cat Ion po Iar IzIng power

In

CaAI2S120S (anorthIte).

FIgure 29.

Integrated

NaAISI04 (nephelIne) and
Ilnewldths

for

both

InspectIon of FIgure 2S or 29 reveals that the wIdth of

the anorthIte glass peak exceeds that of nephelIne glass.

One cause

for thIs dIfference mIght agaIn be a greater range of bond angles In

114

X8LM2-t647

Figure 27:

29S i MAS

NMR

spectrum of tectos i I icate 9 I asses

Si/AI ratio of 3 (KAISi30a, K-feldspar;
albite; and CaO.SAISi30a).
a I bite peak

is a

from reference 17.

a

NaAISi3 0a,

The dip to the

spectra I art i fact.

with

left of the

These spectra are
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Figure 28:

29Si MAS

NMR

spectrum of tectosillcate glasses

Si/AI ratio of
nepheline).

1 (CaAI2SI208' anorthite;

with

a

and NaAISI04 ,

These spectra are from reference 17.
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Figure 29:

Integrated Iinewidths of tectosillcate glasses as a functlon of cat Ion Ic potent Ia I for different SI /A I ratios.
The 29S1 Iinewidth Is observed to Increase wIth IncreasIng
cat Ion po Iar Izing power.
17.

Th Is figure is from reference
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the anorthIte glass.

RadIal dIstrIbutIon functIon measurements 52 ,53

Ind Icate that the two g Iasses have marked Iy dIfferent structures:
sIx membered, "stuffed trldymlte" rIngs In nephelIne glass, and four
membered feldspar-I Ike rIngs In anorthIte glass.
may wei I entaIl more varIety In bond angles.

The sma I ler rIngs

AddItIonally, on the

basIs of Raman data, SeIfert et al. 81 postulated the exIstence of a
small quantIty of sIx membered rIngs In addItIon to the four membered
rIngs In CaAI2S1208 glass.

ThIs varIatIon In structure would be ex-

pected to create a wIder range of bond angles.
V.4.111.

SIlIcon-AlumInum OrderIng

In crystallIne nephelIne and anorthIte,

sl I Icon and alumInum

catIons alternate In the tetrahedral framework---each sIlIcon atom Is
surrounded by four alumInum atoms and vIce versa.

The alternatIng

arrangement of AI and 51 Is a manIfestatIon of LoewensteIn's alumInum
avo Idance ru Ie, 132 wh Ich states that AI-O-A I I Inkages between a IumInate tetrahedra are energetIcally unfavorable.

If thIs prIncIple

holds In glasses as well, then equIlIbrIa such as EquatIon (46) are
not Important In SI/AI

=1

composItIons sInce every sIlIcate tetra-

hedron must be a Q4[4 All unIt.
Sharma et a 1. 86 have seen ev Idence In the Ir Raman spectra of
5 I-A I dIsorder In anorth Ite g Iass.
tat Ion of the Increased

29 5I

So, another poss Ib Ie Interpre-

II new Idth In anorth Ite Is the greater

polarIzIng power of calcIum Induces a breakdown In alumInum avoIdance.

However, when examIned as a functIon of SI/AI ratIo (FIgure

30), the Ilnewldths of FIgure 27 and 28 are consIstent wIth substan-
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Figure 30:

Integrated Iinewidths of tectosilicate glasses as a funct Ion of SI/ AI rat I0 for different charge ba Ianc Ing catIons.

This figure Is taken from reference 17.
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tial adherence

to

the a I bite g I ass
glass, and

the

Loewenstein's
peak

width

is

4.9

of

rule.

ppm

the

Specifically, the

greater. than

CaO.5AISi30a

greater than that of anorthite glass.
substant i a I rearrangement of
creating AI-O-AI

linkages

wh I ch comp I i ance

with

SI

the

glass

broader

a I um I num

of

peak

of

nephe line

Is

In short, glasses

and AI cat ions

have

that

width

5.2

ppm

for which

is poss i b lew I thout

linewldths

than

avo i dance

pr,i nc i pie

statistical

model

those

for

imposes

a

rigid ordering scheme.
Murdoch et al. 17

considered

a

for

sll Icon

aluminum ordering, with and without the aluminum avoidance constraint.
Without the restrictions of aluminum avoidance, the relative occurrence of a Q4[k All silicate tetrahedron is given by the probability
of choosing

k aluminum neighbors and

(4-k)

sll icon neighbors.

The

average number of aluminum neighbors (which governs the location of
the 29Si peak maximum) is given by17

<k> =

(53)

4
(R

+

where R is the SI/AI

1)

ratio in a three dimensional

framework glass.

(The peak max imum corresponds to the average va I ue of k on I y for a
symmetric lineshape,
probable value
of aluminum

is not

neighbors

but

the

difference

important here.)
(which

between

<k>

The variance

contribute

to

the

NMR

and

its most

in the number
Iinewidth)

is

given by 17

4 R
(R

+

1)2

•

(54)
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The variance is a maximum (a 2

= 1)

when R

like that of anorthite or nepheline).

=1

(I.e., for a composition

For R = 3 (as In albite glass),

a 2 = 0.75.
In contrast, the Imposition of aluminum avoidance requires four
SI-O-AI linkages for each aluminum atom present.

The relative occur-

rence of each 04 (k AI) sill cate tetrahedron has been determ Ined by
Kllnowskl et al. 67

Using this distribution, <k> = 4/R and
(55)

In th Is case, the var Iance

Is zero (no disorder)

for R = 1, and

achieves its maximum value of 1.00 for R = 2, and falls to 0.89 for

R

= 3.
As noted above, the variance of k contributes at least In part

to the NMR Iinewidth of alumlnosl I Icate glasses.

To explore this

effect, 29 51 spectra were acquired for jadeite (NaA151206) glass and
a series of glasses of the formula CaAI 20 4 ·n 5102 (n = 1, 2, 4, 6 and
f2).

Results are Included In Figure 30, and are clearly more consis-

tent with an aluminum avoidance effect than with Its absence.

How-

ever, Iinewidth maxima for both Na and Ca glasses occur near R = 3,
not R = 2.

This result, perhaps Indicates that SI-O-T bond angles

also Increase with the 51/AI ratio.

5uch a conclusion Is supported

by the mo Iecu Iar orb Ita I ca Icu Iat Ions of Ge lsi nger et a 1.,133 wh Ich
suggest that as the 51-0-T (where T

=

5I or AI) ang Ie var Ies from

Its most stab Ie va Iue, energ Ies Increase more rap Id IY for 5 I-O-A I
than for 51-0-51.
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V.4.lv.

Natural Composition Glasses

To Investigate the usefulness of 29 51 MAS NMR In the analysis of
magmas, Murdoch et a I. 17 observed three g I asses made exper I menta I I Y
from Iron-poor

silicic

lavas

collected

at Mono Craters

Lassen (B), and Mount Shasta (C), California.
under reducing

conditions

In

I nd I cate that > 99% of the

graphite

I ron

(A), Mount

All three were remelted

crucibles;

calculatlons 134

Is Fe2+.

Rhyo II tic g I ass

present

A can be represented by an approximately one third silica glass, one
third albite
going to

glass,

gl~sses

and

Band

rep I aced by anorth I te,
Increases.

one
C,

third
the

and the

potassium

K-feldspar
number

of

feldspar

component

nonbr I dg I ng

glass.
Is

In

partially

oxygen atoms

The decrease In the number of 51-0-51 bonds causes a de-

crease I n the average degree of
three g I asses

po I ymer I zat Ion.

Neverthe less,

aI I

are expected to have predom I nant I y three d I mens I ona I

framework structures (I.e., mostly
The 29 51 NMR spectra
displayed In Figure 31.

of

the

04

tetrahedra are present).

natural

composition

The most obvious trend

glasses

are

Is the Increase In

spinning sideband Intensity between glass A and Band C.

This change

Is not related to a massive Increase In chemical shielding anisotropy
but rather
Ions.

to

an

I ncrease

In

concentrat Ion

of

paramagnet I c

Fe 2+

Magnetic dipole-dipole ccoupllng between the rapidly relaxing

unpa I red electrons on the I ron and nearby s I I i con-29 nuc I e I
a paramagnet I c sh I ft I n the NMR spectra of these nuc I e I.

Induces
The form

of this largely Inhomogeneous shift Is simi lar to that of a chemical
sh 1ft, but the magn I tude

can

be much

greater. 136

As the

concen-

tration of Iron Increases, the number of sl I Icon nuclei affected by

122

-180
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paramagnetic shifts rises;

as a result, spinning sidebands cover a

wider range of frequencies and become more Intense.

Oldfield et

~135 reported a similar effect In minerals caused by ferromagnetic

Inclusions, but such Inclusions were not observed microscopically In
these glasses.
The overall spectral Intensity (Including sidebands) also drops
from glass A to B to C;

the relative values are 1.00:0.70:0.37.

Th Is drop a Iso Is a funct Ion of

Increas Ing paramagnet Ic content.

Those s I I Icon nuc Ie I that are located very near un pa Ired electron s
not on Iy exper Ience a large sh Ift but a Iso re Iax rap Id Iy. 6

Both

effects can cause such severe broadening that these perturbed silicon
atoms are not seen at all In the spectrum.
The Iinewidths and chemical shifts of the three center peaks are
tabulated In Table 5.

An unambiguous analysis Is difficult because

In go Ing from g Iass A to B to C, two factors---the decrease In the
SI/ AI rat 10, and the Increase In the number of nonbr Idg Ing oxygen
atoms would be expected to broaden the peak and shift Its maximum to
less negat Ive va Iues of the chem Ica I sh 1ft.

Moreover, add Itiona I

broaden Ing Is caused by the paramagnet i c Ions present, as found by
Grimmer et al. 137 In a study of Fe, Mg substitution In synthetic
ollvlnes.
The location of the peak maximum, however, Is largely dependent
on the SI/AI ratio.

Consulting Table 3, the average chemical shift

for alkali feldspar glasses Is found to be approximately -98.5 ppm and
the average number of aluminum neighbors per silicate tetrahedron Is
4/3

= 1.33.

In comparison, the sl Ilea glass NMR peak lies at -111 ppm
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Table 5:

Isotropic 29Si chemical shifts, Iinewidths, and Si/AI ratio
of the natural composition glasses investigated by 29Si MAS
NMR. 17

Glass

Location

Si/AI ratio

c5(29Si) (ppm)

FWHM (ppm)

A

Mono Crater

5.17

-103.5

19.0

B

Mount Lassen

3.96

-101.8

21.7

C

Mount Shasta

3.13

-99.8

24.8
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and <k>

= O.

From these two data paIrs, the followIng lInear rela-

tIonshIp Is obtaIned

6(ppm) = -'11 + 9.4 <k>

= -'11

(56)

+ 37.5 / R •

UsIng values for R (SI/AI ratIo) calculated from electron microprobe
analysIs of the glass compositIon In Table 5, the peak maxima can be
predicted to lIe at -103.5, -101.5, and -99.0 ppm for samples A, B,
and C respect I ve I y.

These

numbers are

exper 1menta I

close to the

measurements.

V.4.v.

Conclusions

In analogy to the results obtained for metasl I Icate and dlsl 11caTe glasses, 29S1 MAS NMR spectra IndIcate that smaller, more hIghly
charged network mod I fyl ng cations sh lft the equ 111 br I um In Equation
(46) to the rIght.

ThIs shlft causes cations to cluster near the

al umlnate tetrahedra

lInked

to

Q4( (k+1)

All

sIlIcate

specIes

and

gIves rise to a larger distrIbutIon of the number of alumInate neIghbors around

different

silicon

atoms.

Raman

spectra

reported

by

McMIllan et al. 87 support thIs mechanIsm.
Murdoch et al. 17

observed

rearrangement of

SI

AI-o-A I II nkages)

have broader

compliance with
orderIng scheme.

the

and

AI

aluminum

that

cations

glasses
Is

In

possible

II new I dths than

which

(without creatIng

those

avoidance princIple

substantial

g I asses where

Imposes

a

rigId

This result Indicates that any type of long range

order restricts the distribution of structural

variables (e.g.

Sl-O
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and AI-O

bond

lengths,

or

51-0-51

and

SI-O-AI

dependence of I I new I dth on the 5 I / AI rat I 0

bond

angles).

The

I nd I cates, however, that

the aluminum avoidance principle Is obeyed.
Because the I sotrop I c chem I ca I
of structural

sh I ft Is sens I t I ve to a var I ety

features affecting a slllcon-29 nucleus (the number of

nonbrldglng oxygen

atoms,

the

Identity

of

neighboring

tetrahedral

cat Ions, bond ang I e va lues,. and the presence of nearby paramagnet I c
Ions), the spectra of multlcomponent glasses cannot be read I Iy Interpreted.

Nonetheless,

natura I compos I t I on
SI/AI ratio.

the

location

of

peak

maxima

for

the

three

g I asses exam I ned 17 have been corre' ated with a
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CHAPTER VI:
MOLTEN ALUMINOSILICATES

-

----

--~-----~---
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High temperature, high resolution 23Na, 27AI, and 29S1 NMR spectra were obtained In sodium aluminosil Icate melts.

The compositions

Investigated are:

Na25i409;

Na25103;

jadeite (NaAI51206);

Na25120S and KNa51205;

and R-1S (an aluminosi licate with composition:

50 mole% 5102' 35 mole% Na20, and 15 mole% AI203).
Isotropic 29 51 and 23Na chemical

shl fts

can

be obtained

In

a

melt, due to the presence of motion, allowing for comparison of the
local structure of crystal line, glass, and molten silicate compounds.
At lower temperatures,

the

loss

of

motion

causes

line

broadening.

Re I axat I on times are measured to character I ze the mot ions undergone
by sodium and

silicon atoms In liquid silicates.

The high tempera-

ture, high reso I ut I on NMR apparatus requ I red for th I s I nvest I gat i on
Is described In Appendix C.

VI.1.

29 51 Measurements
AI I high temperature 29 51 measurements required the use of iso-

topically enriched

samples.

29 51 NMR spectra of molten

The

cates usually consist of one narrow (60 -

200 HZ, or 1.5 -

si I i6 ppm)

symmeTric, Lorentzian-shaped line (Figure 32) as observed in solution
staTe NMR

spectra.

The

I I neshape

I nd I cates

thaT

rap i d

mo I ecu I ar

motion and/or chemical exchange Is present In silicate liquids, averaging the effects of

Internuclear dipole-dipole coupling (. 130 Hz)

and chemical shielding anisotropy (for Ho • 42 kG, ~a • 3.5 kHz).
temperatures decrease,

the melt

viscosity

Increases,

and line broadening occurs, as shown in Figure 33 for
silicate.

motions

As
slow

sodium tetra-

The dynamics in si licate liquids may be composed of poly-
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Figure 32:

295i NMR spectra of sodium dlsilicate.
MA5 NMR spectrum of g Iass Na25 12°5.
II ne Is due to a

range of

(lower)

The 29 51

The breadth of the

Isotrop Ic chem Ica I sh I fts

caused by a distribution In 51-0-51 bond angles and 51-0
bond lengths

In

the

glass

state.

spectrum of molten Na 2 51 20S (825 0 C).

(upper)

29 51 NMR

Motional averaging

allows only a time average (of the range of bond angles
and bond lengths present In the glass) to be observed in
the liquid state.
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Figure 33:

295i linewidth of liquid sodium tetrasiI icate as a
function of temperature.

As temperature

the melt viscosity

increases,

broaden i n9 occurs.

The 9 Iass trans it ion temperature Is

• 580 0 C for Na 25i 40 9 -

motions

is decreased,

slow and

line-
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merlc flow of the structural unIts, torsIonal rotatIon and vIbratIon,
or bond

breakIng and

reformation motions (e.g.

rIng openIng and

closing, or reactIons between silIcate unIts).
The vIscos Ity of the s II Icate me Its var Ies In a non-Arrhen Ian
manner with temperature and composItIon over sIx orders of magnItude.
In genera I, a Ium Inos III cates have a larger coeff Ic Ient of vIscos Ity
than do bInary alkalI sIlIcate lIquIds.

The order of vIscosIty also

depends on the polymerIzatIon state (On) of the melt.

The compo-

sItIons InvestIgated by hIgh temperature NMR, In order of IncreasIng
lIquId vIscosIty, are:
and NaAISI206.

Na2SI03, Na2S1205, NaKS1205, Na2S1409, R-15,

The less vIscous melts are observed to have narrower

Ilnewidths, IndIcatIng the presence of faster molecular motIons, than
more polymerIzed sIlIcate lIquIds at the same temperature.
VI.l.l.

29 51

ChemIcal ShIft

In crystallIne

alumInosIlIcates, 6( 29 51) prImarIly

the s II Icate po Iymer Izat Ion state (Chapter IV) •
been observed

depends on

The same trend has

In alumlnoslilcate glasses (Chapter V).

In a melt,

motIons occur whIch may change the sIlIcate specIatIon, as descrIbed
by EquatIon (45) In Chapter I II and evIdenced In sIlicate glass spectra (Chapter V).
In lIquid sIlIcates, 6( 29 51) changes lInearly wIth On speciatIon,
as expected from data on the correspond Ing crysta I II ne and g Iass s II 1cates (FIgure 34).

LIquIds whIch are more polymerIzed (hIgher aver-

age On number) have lower resonance frequencIes (more negatIve 6
values and are more chemIcally shIelded).

SubstItutIon of alumInum
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Figure 34:

Isotropic 29S1 chemical

shifts

for

molten,

glass,

and

crystalline si licates as a function of average On compositlon.

Silicate liquids which are more polymerized have

lower resonance

frequencies

(more

negative 6(29SI»

expected from data on crystalline materials.
line and glass MgSI03;

2, molten Na2SI03;

glass, and liquid Na2Si205;
perature);
line;

11, crystal3, crystal line,

4, molten Na2Si409 (high tem-

5, liquid and glass jadeite.

0, glass;

as

6, liquid.) )

(0, crystal-
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atoms for silicon atoms reduces the chemical shielding, as shown for
NaAISi206 and R-15.

Silicon chemical shifts In the liquids are sys-

temat Ica I IY less negat Ive (I ess sh Ie Ided) than In the correspond Ing
g Iass and crysta I I Ine state (F Igure 34).

The offset Is .. 5 ppm.

This difference in chemical shift could result from several sources:
a bonefide difference In electronic environments between a glass and
the corresponding melt;
acy;

a 29S1 chemical shift calibration Inaccur-

or a small dependence of the magnetic susceptibility on temper-

ature for 29Si.
VI.l.ll. Chemical Exchange
In NMR spectroscopy, chem I ca I exchange con s Ists of sp Ins chang I ng from one env I ronment to another at an exchange frequency, n
«~c-l.

The form of the Iineshape resulting from the motion of the

sp Ins Is determ I ned by two parameters, n and A (the frequency separation between the different sites).

Figure 35 contains an example

of one sp in undergo I ng two site exchange.

Sign I f I cant Iy d If ferent

spectra I features are 'obta I ned as the rat I 0 of n to A I s changed.
In the region of slow exchange, n « A, the two sites are fully
resolved (two narrow lines, separated by frequency A, are observed).
The lines are broadened by the average time the spin spends In each
site (I I fet I me broaden I ng, .. n>.
(e.g. the temperature

Is

As the rate of exchange Increases

Increased), the lines broaden and move

toward each other, and eventua I IY coa Iesce I nto one broad I Ine
.. A.

(n

As the exchange frequency cont i nues to Increase, the line

narrows.

In the II mit of fast exchange (the jump Ing freq uency,

n,
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n .. 1/2 l'

A

g2 > > A 2

02- A2

l'c

< 10-7 sec

fast
10-6 sec :5
intermediate

~

10-5 sec :5
slow

106 sec :5
ultraslow

:5 10-5 sec

l'C

:5 10-6 sec

l'C

:5 100 sec

i

i

-A

l'C

o

+4

XBL 857·10632

Figure 35:

Two site chemical exchange.
frequency, n

a:

T

C

(lower)

-1, Is much slower than the frequency

separatibn between the two sites,
observed.

When the exchange

~,

two narrow lines are

As the exchange rate Increases, the two lines

broaden and begin to move toward each other.
one broad

II ne

Is observed.

(upper)

For n •

~,

As the exchange

rate Is further Increased, one narrow line appears at the
average frequency of the sites.
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is much greater than the separation between the two resonance lines,
~)

a time averaged spectrum Is observed.

One line, of exchange nar-

rowed width,26
(57)

is located at an average frequency determlned by the relative lifetime and populations of the two sites.
In the most viscous melt examined by high temperature 29Si NMR
(Na2Si409), the
broaden and

narrow

separate

(F igure 36).

Lorenztian

into two

resonance

line

is

peaks as temperature

observed

to

is decreased

The presence of two resonance lines was observed at

temperatures as low as 6060 C, wh i ch is very near Tg for Na 2Si 409
(- 580 0 C).
20 ppm.
proposed.

At 606 0 C the separat i on between the two peaks is about

Several possible explanations for this phenomena have been
A phase separation of the melt Into two immiscible liquids

or mixtures of liquids and small

crystallites is one possibility.

The coup ling of chem i ca I sh ie Iding an isotropy to chem ica I exchange
is another probable cause.

Phase separation of the liquid Na2S1409

sample has been eliminated because thermodynamically, only a very
sma I I amount of Q3 spec i es wou Id form and the 29S i MAS NMR spectrum
of the single phase glass indicates that two chemically inequivalent
sites exist (Chapter V) In almost equal proportions.
two sites are separated by 14 ppm in the glass;
a I IY symmetr ic with ~(J

-

(6(29Si of the

the Q3 site is axi-

100 ppm and the Q4 site has ~(J est Imated

to be 0-20 ppm.)
The proposed explanation of the liquid Na2Si409 spectral changes
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FIgure 36:

StatIc 29S1 NMR spectra of IsotopIcally enrIched lIquId
Na2S140g as a functIon of temperature.

(bottom)

At hIgh

temperatures (828°C), molecular motIons are rapId and one
narrow, symmetrIc 29S1 resonance lIne Is observed.
(mIddle)

As the temperature Is decreased (695°C), the

lIne broadens and becomes asymmetrIc.

(top)

At temper-

atures slIghtly above the glass transItIon (606°C,
Tg • 580°C), two sIlIcon sItes are apparent. The specIes
at the lower frequency (6 • -107.7 ppm) Is attr Ibuted to
a 04 specIes, as observed In the glass.

The sIlIcon sIte

wIth peak maxImum at 6 • -86.5 ppm Is the
dIng to the CSA tensor of a

03

specIes.

~

correspon-

137

c5(29Si), ppm from TMS
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as a functIon of temperature, Is that molecular motIon has slowed suffIcIently such that the CSA tensor Is no longer completely averaged
at temperatures between 700 and 800 0 C, and that below 700 0 C chemIcal
exchange (bond breakIng and reformatIon rotatIons)

slows to yIeld

two chemIcally InequIvalent Qn specIes.
VI.2.

23Na Measurements
For al I sodIum alumInosIlIcates observed, the molten 23Na spec-

trum Is composed of one narrow, symmetrIc Lorentzlan lIne.

The sIngle

resonance lIne broadens as temperature Is decreased and the vIscosIty
of the melt Increases (FIgure 37).

The one, faIrly narrow lIne obser-

ved for thIs quadrupole nucleus al lows an accurate IsotropIc chemIcal
shIft to be assIgned.

Measurements on solId and molten NaCI IndIcate

that no temperature dependence Is found for the 23Na chemIcal shIft.
SodIum, a spIn 3/2 nucleus, presumably dIffuses through the melt
as an Ion.

ThIs motIon must occur rapIdly, such that the effects of
Is

averaged

away

(e 2qQ/h. 300

the quadrupole

couplIng

kHz

for

NaN0 ).162,163
3

RelaxatIon tImes (a method of determInIng the rate of

motIon), have been measured as a functIon of temperature, and are
dIscussed In detaIl In Chapter VI I.
In the molten sodIum (and mIxed alkalI) sIlIcates examIned,
~(23Na)

was observed to be Independent of chemIcal composItIon.

How-

ever, In the alumInosIlicates examIned, molten R-15 and NaAISIZ06'
and crysta I I Ine a IbIte (NaA IS 13°8)' a II near dependence of chem Ica I
shIft on the ratIo of O/Na has been found (FIgure 38).
ence In

the composItIonal

dependence

The dIffer-

ImplIes that the electronIc

envIronments for the charge balancIng sodIum catIons In alumlnosl 11-
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...

FIgure 37:

23Na Ilnewldth as a functIon of temperature.
perature Is

decreased,

the

melt

vIscosIty

motIons slow, and the Ilnewldth Increases.
cous melts are

As the temIncreases,

The less vIs-

observed to have narrower

Ilnewldths,

IndIcatIng the presence of faster molecular motIons, than
more polymerIzed sIlIcate lIquIds at the same temperature.

<+ Na2S103;
and

0 Na2S120S;

0 NaAI S12°6).

• KNaSI20S;

6 Na2S1409i
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FIgure 38:

IsotropIc 23Na chemIcal

shIfts,

relatIve to

3M

NaCI, as a functIon of composItIon for alkalI
(A)

and sodIum alumlnosl I Icates ( . ) .

are not error bars,
6(23Na) as a

Instead they

functIon

of

symbol.
(803°C) ;

IndIcate the range of
The

error

In

wIthIn the sIze of the

o
11, molten Na2SI03 (1070 C);

2, molten Na2S120S

3, molten NaKSI 20 S (803°C);

4, molten NaKS 120 S

(803°C) ; S,
(803°C) ;

Is

sIlIcates

The lInes shown

temperature.

chemIcal shift determInatIon

aqueous

7,

molten
molten

albIte (NaAISI308).J

R-1S

(892°C) ;

NaAIS1 0
2 6

6,

(981°C) ;

molten
8,

Na 2 S14 °9

crysta I lIne
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cates d If fer from the sites In the sod Ium sill cate me Its observed.
The compositional dependence of 23Na chemical shifts In aluminoslllcate melts Is Impossible to Infer from the two data points collected,
but some Imaginable contributors are the ratio of number of oxygen
atoms to the number of sodium atoms, the SI/AI ratio, or the silicate
polymerization state.

The

last posslbllty Is rather unlikely, as

the sod Ium s I I Icates observed a Iso shou Id be In f Iuenced by the me It
polymerization state.
VI.3.

27AI Measurements
In a melt, the role of aluminum atoms Is unknown.

In crystal-

line jadeite, aluminum occupies a network forming site as does sll icon.

At high temperatures or In a glass, It Is unknown If aluminum

atoms wh Ich were tetrahedra I IY coord Inated In the crysta I I Ine form
remain 4-coordinate, or whether they become 6-coordlnate.

27AI NMR

should easily distinguish, on the basis of Isotropic chemical shift,
the type and quantity of occupied aluminum sites In molten alumlnos II icates.
27AI spectra of molten samples of NaAISi206 and R-15 contain
only a single, very broad featureless resonance absorption (about 20
kHz wide), centered at about 29 ± 20 ppm.

If aluminum atoms occupy

sites similar to those occupied by sodium atoms, then A1 3+ diffuses
rapidly thoughout the melt hence 27AI relaxation times (and spectral
appearance) should be similar to those of 23Na.

However, If aluminum

atoms occupy sites simi lar to those of sil Icon atoms, then broad 27AI
lines could be caused by two sources:

very rapid spin lattice relax-
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relaxation (lifetime broadening);
undergo mot Ions much

s lower

or, the aluminate tetrahedra

than the

e I ectr I c

quadrupo I e coup II ng

(the size of which reflects the symmetry of the site).
ro Ie of

a I uml num

atoms

because

c5 (27 AI) cannot

In

sill cate

I I qu I ds can

not

However, the
be determined

be accurate I y determ I ned due to the breadth

of the resonance.

VI.4.

Relaxation Times

Nuc I ear sp I n re I axat I on meaurements are capab I e of determ I n I ng
the rate

of

molecular

mechan Isms wh I ch

motion

as

well

differentiating

character I ze the mot I on.

When

a sp I n

relaxation
system

Is

sUbjected to rf radiation at the resonance frequency, a population
d I str I but I on between the

sp I n

states

Is estab II shed

such that the

spin system and the lattice (everything except the nuclei under Investigation) are no longer In thermal equilibrium.
I s turned

off,

the

restored.

The

rate

cond I t I on
at

therma I

wh I ch the nuc I ear

Its therma I equ I I I br i um va I ue
relaxation time, T1.

of

When the radiation

eq uII I br i um can
magnet I zat I on

then

be

approaches

I s character I zed by the sp I n- I att I ce

The rate at which Internal equilibrium between

the spin system Is established Is control led by the spin-spin relaxation time, T2, via modulation

of the nuclear

spin energy

levels.

Both types of re I axat I on are caused by t I me dependent f I uctuat Ions
of magnetic or electric fields at the nucleus and, these fluctuating
fields arise from molecular motions.
Typically, only motions which occur on the relatively slow timescale of magnetic resonance can be Investigated.

In liquids, rota-
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tiona I and d i ffus iona I mot ions are important sources of re Iaxat i on.
Spin relaxation measurements are also useful for Investigating lattlce vibrations In sol ids, collisions in gases, certain slow rotational or torsional

motions

exchange processes.

Interactions which occur at a rate much faster

than the
effect.

nuclear

resonance

within molecules,

frequency

(II)

o

•

and

10 8

some chemical

Hz)

have

little

Thus electron ic mot ions and mo Iecu Iar vi brat ions are re 1-

atively unimportant

sources

of

relaxation.

On

the other

hand,

any interaction which causes transitions between spin states and
fluctuates near the resonance frequency strongly effects spin lattice
relaxation and can contribute to broadening of the NMR line.
VI.4.i.

Tl Measurement

Pulse methods provide the simplest method for measuring Tl's
over a wide range of va lues.
.the'lnversion-recovery'
trated in Figure 39.

The most common Iy used techn ique is

180 0 x- ~ -90 0 x pulse

sequence

as

illus-

The inverted magnetization decays by pure spln-

Iatt ice re Iaxat ion, and the rate can be measured by p Iott i ng the
magnetization as a function of delay

time~.

To minimize pulse

phase adjustment errors and improve the signal-to-nolse ratio, phase
cycling of the 90 0 detection pulse has been used along with the subsequent addition or subtraction of each FID to the accumulated signal.
To optimize the excitation bandwidth, inversion pulse sequences which
compensate for frequency offset (and if possible also for rf inhomogenelty) should be used in place of the 1800 pulse for liquid samples.
In sol ids,

Inversion sequences

(such as 450180909018018090450,181
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l

~ FID/FFT
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Figure 39:

I nvers Ion recovery pu' se sequence for T 1 determ I nat I on.
First a 180 0 pulse Inverts the total magnetization along
the -z

axis.

During

the

delay

time, T, spin-lattice

relaxation mechanisms al low some of the magnetization to
return to

Its eq u I II br I um

state.

The

0

90 x

pu I se then

a I lows detect Ion of the magnet i zat i on rema I n I ng a I I gned
along the

-z axis.

system is

allowed

After
to

recording the

return

completely

FlO,
to

the

equll ibrium

by waiting a delay period of at least 5 times T1.
sequence may then

spin

The

be repeated for d If ferent va I ue of 't.
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described in Appendix B) which compensate for Quadrupolar or dipoledipole interactions can be used.
Quantitatively, the rate of return to eQui I ibrium of the Mz comby sp i n I att i ce re I axat i on

ponent of magnet i zat i on

is given

by the

classical Bloch eQuations 2 ,6

d M(t)
dt

=-

1 [M(t) - Mol •

(58)

11

For the i nvers i on recovery techn i Que, th i s

first order different i a I

equation has the solution

Mz(·r)

= Mo

[1 -

2 exp (-T/Tl) J ,

(59)

where Mo = M(T=OO) is the equi I ibrium magnetization, and Mh) is the
residual magnetization
time T.

( It

remaining

al igned

is assumed that a I I

of

along the

z axis after a

the magnet i zat i on

l s i nverted

upon appl ication of the

1800

extract the value of Tl

if Equation (59) is rewritten In logarithmic

In practice,

pulse.)

it

is easier to

form

In ([Mo - M(T)I/(2Mo »)
and plotted.

T 1 can

I ess accurate I y
T

= Tl In 2.

by

=-

be determ I ned

find i ng

(60)

T/T1

from the s lope of the line or,

the T va I ue

wh i ch

causes

M( T)

=

0

and
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VI.4.11.

T2 Measurement

The spin-spin relaxation time, T2'

can be measured most accur-

ately by use of the Hahn spin echo 19 (90 0 x - '( -

1800

- '().

y

The

spin echo was first Introduced to overcome the problem of broadening
liquid resonance lines due to

~

ation, phase cycling

Initial

of the

Inhomogenletles.

For T2 determin-

90 0 x pulse and sUbsequent FID

add I t I on or subtract I on are ut III zed to I mprove the signa I-to-no I se
ratio as In the T1 experiments.
T2 Is

The spin echo method for determining

limited by the rate of molecular diffusion which causes the

nuclei to move from one part of the sample to another over the time
of the experiment.
The sp I n echo
the 90 0

pu I se,

to dephase

cons I sts

a I low I ng

I n the

x-y

the
plane

of

sp I n

180 0

coherence

a sp I n coherence
(or

v I a T2 processes

180 0 pu I se refocuses the sp I n
a time '( after the

estab I I sh I ng

sp I n
for

vIa

I sochromats)

a t I me '(.

The

I sochromats to give a 'Hahn echo' at

pu I see

The echo amp II tude depends

and the sp I n-sp I n re I axat I on t I me may be determ I ned

on T2'

from a plot of

echo amplitude as a function of 2'(.
The compos I te pu I ses used I naT2 measurement sequence must be
selected carefully, and phase coherence In the x-y plane Is mandatory.
Other pu I se seq uences such as the Carr-Puree I I-Me I boom-G I I I exper 1ment 148 ,149 determine T

2

In a more time efficient manner than the con-

ventional Hahn echo sequence, and In many Instances, these sequences
are the appropriate choice for measuring T2.
Quant I tat I ve I y, the

loss

of coherence by the sp I n

I sochromats

due to T processes are described by the Bloch equatlons. 2
2

Integra-

148
ting the appropriate equation gives
(61)

Mo is the equilibrium magnetization, and M(2t) Is the magnetization
remaining In the x-y plane (along the y axis) at a time 2t after the
Initial 900 pulse.

By plotting the logarithm of M versus delay time,

2t, T2 can be determined from the slope of the line.

If the natural

Iinewidth of the sample Is much larger than the broadening introduced
by inhomogeneities in the static external magnetic field, then T2 can
be determined merely by measuring the linewidth
(62)
where AWFWHM Is the II new Idth at ha If intens ity in un its of angu Iar
frequency.
VI.4.iil.

Temperature Dependence of Relaxation Times

If re Iaxat Ion times are assumed to obey an Arrhen i us-type temperature response

(I.e.

thermally activated processes), then the

temperature dependence of T1 and T2 can be described as follows. 4 ,26
For most liquids at high temperatures, motions are fast and the spinlattice relaxation time is long and equal to the spin-spin relaxation
time.

As the temperature decreases, the liquid becomes more viscous

and the relaxation times decrease linearly with inverse temperature.
The graph of T1 as a function of inverse temperature (or correlation
time, as in Figure 40) has a minimum located at wotc = 1.

tc' the

corre Iat ion time of the mot ion, is the mean res idence time or the
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average time between Interstitial jumps and Is Inversely proportional
to temperature.

The min Imum va Iue of T1 Ind Icates that the energy

exchange process with the lattice Is most efficient when motions
occur on a t Imesca Ie the order of tIlo (the Larmour frequency).

The

posItIon of the Tt minimum Is dependent upon the static external
field strength,

with weaker

fields

(smaller Larmour

frequencies)

shifting the minimum to lower temperatures (longer correlation times).
As the temperature continues to decrease, the component of local
field fluctuations at the resonance frequency decreases.

If motions

are less than tIlo' as In a solId, then the value of T1 Increases due
to a . decrease In energy exchange wIth the Iatt Ice.

T2' however,

cont Inues to I Inear Iy decrease unt II mo Iecu Iar mot Ions freeze (the
rigid lattice lImit).

At this stage, the material

Is a randomly

or Iented so II d, and T2 Is temperature Independent and dom Inated by
the dipole-dipole relaxation process.

In a solid T2 < T1, whereas In

a lIquid the two relaxatIon tImes are equal, T2

= Tt.

The mInImum value of T1 depends not only on the magnitude of the
magnetic field, but also on the molecular radius.
determines the reorientatIon rate.)

(The molecular size

For mobile lIquIds where molecu-

Iar reor Ientat Ion Is rap Id and tIlo'tc« 1 (the extreme narrow Ing or
fast motIon lImit), T2 becomes equal to T1.

If the relaxation mech-

anisms are plagued by anisotropic motion and are no longer describable
by a sIngle 'tc, the relaxation rate equatIons become very complicated.
And, coupled correlation tImes can cause the T1 to Increase dramatically (e.g.

the 13C T1 on a spInning methyl group Is approxImately

nIne times longer than the T1 for a 13C attached to the framework).
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Figure 40:

Temperature dependence of T1 and TZ relaxation times. TC
Is the correlation time, or the average time between
jumps, and

Is

Inversely

proportional

to

temperature.

The higher the temperature, the faster the mot ion, the
shorter the corre Iat Ion t Ime, and the s lower the sp In
relaxation.

TZ.

For a liquid, TC Is short woTc«

1 and T1

=

As the liquid becomes more viscous, the correlation

time Increases.

The result Is that TZ (Inversely propor-

tional to Iinewidth) decreases, although It Is sti II proportlonal to l/(ZTc).

But T1 now becomes very long, pro-

portional to ZT c /(l + W 2TCZ). T1 goes through a minimum
o
at the point wOTc = 1. The minimum value of T1 Indicates
that energy exchange with the Iatt Ice Is the most ef f 1clent when motion occurs at frequencies near the Larmour
frequency,

Woe

As the temperature continues to decrease,

the component of the local

field

fluctuations

at the

resonance frequency, wo ' decreases, tending to zero when
oTc »1.

W

Th Is decrease In energy exchange causes the

value of T1 to Increase, If motional frequencies are less
than wo ' as In a solid. The ful I Iinewidth at half-Intensity (In angular frequency units) is (n x TZ )-l, and continues to increase linearly with
mot Ion becomes comp Iete Iy frozen.

TC until the molecular
At th Is. stage, the

sample Is a randomly oriented solid, and line broadening
Is caused by dipole-dipole Interactions.
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If TC fol lows an Arrhenius-type rate law, then an activation energy,
Ea , can be extracted from the slope of both the high and low temperature reg Ions of the re I axat i on t I me versus corre I at I on t I me plot.

VI.5.

Relaxation Mechanisms

Important re I axat I on

mechan I sms

Interactions between nuclei,

I nc I ude magnet I c d I po I e-d I po I e

fluctuating local

fields caused by the

anisotropic chemical shift tensor In a tumbling molecule, coupling of
nuclear spins (dipole-dipole) to magnetic fields caused by molecular
rotations, Interactions between nuclear quadrupole moments and electric field gradients which may change during molecular motion, and
strong magnetic

fields due to

magnetic Impurities.
sl I icate melts

will

On Iy
be

points

as

electrons present

the mechanisms

examined.

references, R.K. Harrls Z7
good starting

unpaired

For

(Chapter
are

possibly

additional

3>, D.

review

which

by

G.C. Levy159 and J.M. Chezeau and J.H. Strange. 164
ment of most

re I axat I on

mechan I sms

The observed re I axat I on t I me
times from the

possible

Each

are

Lyerla

and

A thorough treat-

found

InA.

Abragam. 6

re I axat I on

mechan I sm

can

to

Using relaxation rates (R 1=T 1- 1)

differentiate

from d If ferent re I axat I on mechan Isms,
Several contributions can
exchange limit (Tl • TZ>.

9>,

Information, consequently, the contribution

of each mechanism must be resolved.
frequently

be

J.R.

and

I s the sum of a I I the re I axat I on

var lous mechan isms.

give different chemical

it Is

can

apply to

Information

Shaw 40 (Chapter

articles

as para-

between

by vary I ng

W

contributions

o or temperature.

be simply distinguished only

In the

fast
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VI.5.1.

Correlation TImes

A useful way of descrIbing molecular motIon Is In terms of a
~c

correlatIon time.

Is defIned as the average tIme between molecular

collIsIons for translatIonal motIon, or the average tIme for a molecule to rotate by one radIan for reorlentatlonal motlon. 40

The cor-

relation time of a molecule In a lIquId wll I depend on many factors,
such as mo Iecu Iar sIze, symmetry, and II qu Id v Iscos Ity.
sIze and symmetry ef fect

~c

Mo Iecu Iar

by caus Ing disorder Ing of the so Ivent

upon rotat Ion or trans Iat Ion.

5ma II er or more symmetr Ic mo Iecu Ies

wI I I move faster than larger or more asymmetrIc molecules.

VIscosIty

descrIbes the ease wIth whIch reorderIng of the solutIon can be achleved.

TC

can be related to vIscosIty

(n)

for a hard sphere of radius,

a, by the Debye theory of Ilqulds 6 ,40,156
12

'If

n a3

(63)

k T

where k Is the Boltzmann constant and T Is the absolute temperature.
VI.5.11.

29 51 RelaxatIon MechanIsms

Natural abundance 29 51 InteractIons are Intramolecular In orIgin
and should be uncomplIcated by homonuclear spin couplIngs.

Isotopic-

ally enrIched 29S1 (95%), however, has been used to enhance sensitlvltyof the melt experIments.

Because homonuclear dIpole-dipole

InteractIons are Inversely proportIonal to the cube of the dIstance
between sp In pa Irs, th Is re Iaxat Ion mechan Ism,
I Imit, Is proport Iona I to r -6 •

In the fast mot Ion

However, 29 51 paIrs separated by an
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oxygen atom have an average 51-51 bond dIstance of 3 A, and a maxImum
29 51- 29 51

ID( 29 51- 29 51») of • 250

dipole-dIpole couplIng

Hz.

ThIs

sma I I coup I Ing 1seas 1IY averaged away, hence ana Iys 1s of 95% enrlched

29 51

relaxatIon tIme data

should

parallel

that of

natural

abundance 13C data (In the absence of proton couplIngs).
The motIons sIlIcate unIts are assumed to undergo In a melt are
those of vIscous flow and molecular rotatIon, both of whIch requIre
breakage and reformatIon of 51-0-51 or 51-0-AI
mechanIsms of Importance to

29 51

bonds.

RelaxatIon

In molten alumInosIlIcates are nuc-

lear dIpole-dIpole (very sma I I contrIbutIons) and chemIcal shIeldIng
anIsotropy (whIch may be large,
VI.5.II.a.

~a

• 3.5 kHz).

Nuclear DIpole-DIpole RelaxatIon MechanIsm

DIpole-dIpole InteractIons In I iqulds and solIds may be'modulated by molecular tumblIng or translatIonal dIffusIon, thus causIng
relaxatIon.

AssumIng a dIpolar mechanIsm for relaxatIon In the hIgh

fIe Id I 1m1t, and a sIng Ie mo Iecu Iar reor Ientat Ion character Ized by
one temperature

dependent

correlatIon

tIme tc' the

Intramolecular

homonuclear dIpole relaxatIon (In the extreme narrowIng lImIt) for
a paIr of spIn 1/2 nucleI separated by a dIstance r Is27
T -1 =

1

~o

/4 n) 2 3/2 Y, 4 H2

t

-6 •
c r

(64)
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VI.5.II.c.

ChemIcal ShIft AnIsotropy

The shIeldIng at the nucleus, and hence the magnetIc fIeld seen
by the nucleus varIes wIth molecular orlentatlon In the statIc ex-

.!:!o.

terna I magnet I c f 1e I d
an I sotrop I c term,
the nuc I eus

and

g',

As the me I ecu Ie tumb I es or d I ff uses, the

Is eq u I va I ent to a f I uctuat I ng I oca I

can

cause

re I axat 1on.

I n the

fIe I d at

fast mot I on

reg I me

(when 'tc Is short), the spIn lattIce relaxatlon rate of a spIn 1/2
nucleus Is gIven by

T1-1 -_

The chem I ca I

1 (
15

sh I ft

all

,2 +

022

an Isotropy

,2 +

033

,2) 2

re I axat I on

(67)

't c •

mechan I sm

Is

unusua I,

the fast motIon reglme the two relaxatIon tImes are not equal

= 7/6).
I s that

Another character I st I c

In

(Tl/T2

feature of th I s mode of re I axat Ion

1IT 1 Is proport I ona I to Ho 2 •

re I axat 1on rate un fortunate I y has

Th I s fie I d dependence of the

not

been taken advantage of

for

characterIzIng the relaxatIon mechanisms In molten silicates.

VI.5.111.

I n the

23Na Relaxatlon Mechanlsms

sod I um

s I I I cate me I ts

observed,

sod I um 1s presumed to

rapIdly dIffuse through the melt as an Ion (Na+).
flelds modulated

by

thIs

nuclear dipole couplIng,
quadrupole gradIent.

dIffusIon

probably

translatlonal

The local magnetic

are

dIffusIon,

nuclear
and the

dlpoleelectrIc
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VI.5.ill.a.

Nuclear Quadrupole Interaction

Quadrupole broadening Is troublesome when attempting to analyze
high resolution spectra.

Not only Is the quadrupole resonance broad-

ened, but so are the II nes from other nuc I e I wh Ich have sp In-sp In
23Na coupled to 29 51).

coupling to a quadrupole nucleus (e.g.

In so Iut Ions or me Its, rap i d mo Iecu Iar tumb II ng and d i ffus Ion
wi II reduce the quadrupolar Interaction strength.
I sotrop Ie, on I y a sing Ie NMR absorpt Ion

If the motion Is

wI I I be seen.

However In

most cases, the averaging Is not sufficient to reduce the Iinewidth
to that of a spin 1/2 nuclei undergoing rapid, Isotropic motion.
These broader lines found

In solutions or melts for quadrupolar

nuclei are caused by rapid modulation of spin energy levels, an
add Itiona I mode of re I axat Ion a II owed for quadrupo Ie nuc I e I.

For

Isotropic motion (such as In a liquid), T1 and T2 are equal, and
It has been shown 27

T -1
2Q

= T1Q- 1 = 3/40

(21 + 3) 1- 2 (21 - 1)-1

·(e 2qQ/h)2
Tl

T

c 11 + 1/3

2

T\ J •

(68)

Is the asymmetry parameter and e 2qQ/h Is the quadrupo Ie coup I Ing

constant.
replaced by

If motion
T

c /(l +

molecular motion and
tc Increases as
decreases.

2T 2 > 1), T must be
C
o c
The correlation time T C Is that for

Is not fast enough
W/T

2
c ).

(W

is the same as used for dipolar relaxation.

viscosity

Increases and therefore as temperature

The s lower the mo Iecu Iar mot Ion, the faster the sp In

relaxation.
Generally, quadrupolar relaxation

Is the dominant relaxation
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mechanism for nuclei with spin greater than 1/2, and leads to linewidths substant ia I IY Iarger than those caused by other mechan isms.
Spin 1/2

nuclei

which

have

heteronuclear

magnetic

dipole-dipole

couplings with quadrupole nuclei will also manifest Iinebroadening,
decreased relaxation times, and possibly the appearance of spin multiplets which can be computed. 27
VI.5.III.b.

Translational Diffusion

In the fast motion limit, the translational diffusion relaxation
mechanism is

Independent of the strength of the magnetic

field.

Trans I at Iona I d I Hus Ion, however, I s dependent upon both temperature
and composition (viscosity), and the size of the diffusing partlcle. 6
For a spin 3/2 nucleus In the fast motion regime, the translational
diffusion mechanism yields relaxation times 6
(69)

•

N Is the density of spins and k Is the Boltzmann constant.

Equation

(69) depends upon the Stokes-Einstein correlation of solution viscosIty with dl Husion rate.

The behavior of si I icate melts Is very

difficult to characterize, however, sodium diffusion Is known to be
non-Arrhen Ian and cannot be accurate Iy descr Ibed by th Is equat Ion.
VI.6.

High Temperature Relaxation Time Measurements
Experimental 29S1 and 23Na relaxation times,

T1

and

T2,

have

been measured for several sodium alumlnosllicate compositions over a
temperature range above their respective glass transition tempera-
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tures, Tg •

Two different series of experiments were performed, one

In July 1984, the other In December 1984.

The sample temperature Is

known less prec Ise Iy for the Ju Iy set of exper Iments, and the &
homogene Ity Isin fer lor to the ser Ies of exper Iments performed In
December.
VI.6.1.

29 51

As previously

stated,

95%

Isotopically

enriched

29 51

samples

were used to obtain high temperature spectra and relaxation times.
In July 1984,

29 51

relaxation data consisted primarily of T2* measure-

ments as a function of temperature.

The majority of the T2* values
InhomogeneIty « 200 Hz)

occured below the Instrumental limIt of

~

and are of little analytical value. 103

In December 1984, the Ilne-

width Imposed by

Inhomogeneities was reduced to 45 Hz.

~

Dur Ing the second per Iod of exper Imenta I act Iv Ity,

29 5I

T1 and

T2 measurements were collected only for molten Na251409 over a very
I ImIted temperature range (F Igure 41, T2 va lues ca Icu Iated from the
Iinewidth have also been Included).
than T1.

The

29 51

T2 appears to be larger

Phys Ica I Iy, th Is cannot occur, however It can be used to

estImate the experimental error In
(± 5 msec).

This

uncertalnlty

Is

29 51

relaxation time determination

rather

large,

possibly due to

changes In experimental conditions during the long averaging cycles
necessary to acquIre the data.
29 5I

Because the motions undergone by the

nuc Ie I are expected to be s lower than the Larmour treq uency

(tor Ho '" 42 kG, lilo

III

The two observed

35.5 MHz), the fast motion limit Is not valid.
29 5I

T1 va Iues can be used to ca Icu Iated an
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Figure 41:

29 51 relaxation In molten Na22951409_ ~ , ~ correspond
to T1 and T2 measurements us In9 the Invers Ion recovery
and Hahn spin echo techniques, respectively_

tt repre-

sent T2 measurements calculated from the Iinewldth_
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activation energy of ZOS.Z kJ/mole (the slope of· In T1- 1 plotted
versus inverse temperature) for relaxation (or some type of viscous
flow process).

From 295i MA5 NMR spectra of NaZ5i409 glass, it Is

known that two chem Ica I IY different s iii cate spec Ies ex 1st (0 3 and

04 , Chapter V.3.11). The difference In Isotropic 29 51 chemical shift
between the two species Is • 14 ppm, the chemical shielding anisotropy
Is. 3. S kHz for the 03 site and Is est Imated to be • 0-0.7 kHz for
the 04 site.

At high temperatures, one narrow (1-3 ppm) 29 51 line

with a symmetr Ic Lorentz Ian II neshape Is observed for sod Ium tetrasil icate.

The

narrow

high

temperature

linewldth

Indicates

that

mot Ion of the s I II cate un its Is fast enough to average the effects
of the 03 chemical shift anisotropy (~a • 3.S kHz).

However, the pre-

sence of only one 295i resonance absorption at high temperatures Is
also Indicative of chemical exchange occurlng on a timescale faster
than the chemical
VI.6.ii.

shift separation of the two sites (.

sao

Hz).

23Na

23Na relaxation times have been measured
sitions over much

larger temperature

for

ranges than

several
for 29 51.

compoThe

graphs of In T1- 1 and In TZ- 1 versus Inverse temperature usually have
the same qua I itat ive appearance (II near dependence on temperature)
for al I compositions investigated.

Activation energies for relaxation

have been calculated from the high temperature portion of the relaxation time versus temperature plots <Table 6).

In general, the 23Na

T1. TZ In molten silicates, hence the high temperature approximation
is valid.

In NaK5IZ0S, the data suggests that a T, minimum Is located

161
0

near 630 C.

(Na2S1205 and jadeite also exhibit possible T 1 minima

near 700 0 C and

850 0 C,

respect I ve I y) •

fast motion limit Is probably valid

For

these

compos I t I on s, the

for the relaxation measurements

taken at temperatures above the minimum.

Figures 42 through 45 con-

contain measured

times,

T1

and

T2

relaxation

T2

from

Iinewidth

measurements, and the ca I cu I ated T1 component of trans I at I ona I d I ffusion plotted as a function of Inverse temperature.
In a melt, sodium (the network modifying cation) Is presumed to
undergo rapid translational
expected to

be

diffusion as an

responsible

silicate materials.

tor

electrical

Ion.

Na+ diffusion

conductivity

In

Is

molten

However, the calculation of Tl due to transla-

tional diffusion Is not straight forward as no model exIsts for thIs
process.
The Na2SI03

(sodium metasilicate)

I I zed somet I me dur I ng the exper I ment.
crysta I I I ne, the Na+ Ions are no
the me It.

crystal-

Because the samp I e

I s po I y-

longer free to diffuse throughout

I n a so I I d, the Na+ Ions are presumed to be trapped

cages composed

of

sill cate tetrahedra,

fusIon could stIli
Ions must

sample (Figure 42)

be possIble.

be mov I ng

the I r cages.

very

The mot I on

narrow, melt-lIke

then Equation

(68)

lImit Is valid).
directly related

rap I d I Y throughout the
serves

to

The
to

applicable
slope

the

average

J(O'

for NaSl03.

Is modulation
Is

some type

of d I f-

At elevated temperatures, the Na+

spectra observed

relaxation mechanism

a I though

In

II mI ted
~esu

of T 1-

1

correlation

I t I ng

In

the

If the predomInant

of the quadrupolar
(T1 • T2,

space of

hence the

Interaction,
fast

motion

versus

Inverse temperature

time.

Assume

Is

the .quadrupole
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Table 6:

Activation energies for relaxation In aluminosilicate
melts.

Composition

+

Nucleus

Type of Relaxation

!a

(kJ/mole)

Na2S1409

29 S1

T1

205.2+

Na2S1409

29 S1

T2

125.8+

Na 2 S1 409

29 S1

T2*

115.1

Na 2 S14°9

23 Na

T1

65.7

Na 2S1 409

23 Na

T2

60.7

Na 2 SI03t

23 Na

T1

15.6

Na 2 SI03 t

23 Na

T2

8.1

Na 2S1 20 5

23 Na

T1

109.5*

KNaS 12°5

23 Na

T1

90.5

KNaSI 20 5

23 Na

T2

64.9

NaAISI 206

23 Na

T1

75.0

NaAISI 206

23 Na

T2

103.0

. Activation energy Is calculated from only two data points.

t

Na 2SI0

*

ActIvation energy for 23Na spin lattice relaxatIon was calculated

3

was probably crystal line.

from the three highest temperature data points.
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FIgure 42:

23Na relaxatIon In polycrystal lIne Na2S103.

tt

and ()

.correspond to T1 and T2 measurements usIng the InversIon
recovery and

Hahn

spIn echo technIques,

respectIvely.
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Figure 43:

23Na relaxation
(bottom).
us I n9 the

4t

In molten

Na2S1205

(top)

and

NaKSI205

and () correspond to T1 and T2 measurements

I nvers Ion recovery and Hahn sp I n echo techn 1-
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Figure 44:

23Na relaxation in molten Na2Si409pond to

T1

recovery and

and
Hahn

T2

measurements

•

and

using

spin echo techniques,

0

the

corresinversion

respectively_
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Figure 45:

23Na relaxation In molten NaAISI206pond to

T1

recovery and

and
Hahn

T2

measurements

tt and () corresusing

spin echo techniques,

the

Inversion

respectively_
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asymmetry parameter to be zero (because Itis unknown and wI I I not
ef fect th Is order of magn Itude ca Icu Iat Ion by more than 30%), and
estimate the quadrupole coupling constant, e 2qQ/h, to be the same
as In NaN03 (0.3 MHz),162,163 then the correlation time of Na+ dlffusIon can be calculated as a function of temperature from
TC =

(72)

The 23Na T1 and T2 relaxation rates have a slope of 3.15 x 10 5 Klsec
and 1.71 x 10 5 Klsec, respectively. For the temperature range 1234 K

< TCK) < 1368 K, the correlation times are (11) 3.2 x 10-8 sec)
2.8 x 10-8 sec and (12) 1.5 x 10- 7 sec)

T

C

)

1.4 x 10- 7 sec.

T

The

calculated correlation times are reasonable estimates for the tlmescale of sodium motion at high temperature since the high temperature
limit Is valid (w o
VI.7.

T

C

> 1), hence Tc < 2 x 10-8 seconds.

Conclusions
At temperatures severa I hundred degrees above the g Iass tran-

sltion temperature (Tg), one narrow, Lorentzlan line was observed In
the 23Na and

29 51 NMR

spectra, however,
Iinewldths (full

spectra of

were very

silicate

broad and

wIdth at half maximum,

liquIds.

featureless.
or

FWHM)

The 27AI NMR
The observed

at the hIghest

temperatures, for both 23Na and 29 51, are quIte narrow (60-350 Hz or
1-10 ppm).

The narrow, symmetrical Lorentzlan Ilneshapes are Indlc-

atlve of molecular motIons occurlng at or above the kHz frequency
range In silicate melts at high temperatures.
In a melt, the average sIlIcon environment Is approximately the

C

)
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same as in the corresponding glass or crystalline material.

However,

the dynamic motions present are rapid enough to average out the
details of silicate speciation in liquid aluminosilicates.

Chemical

exchange has been found to occur in the 295i NMR spectra of molten
NaZ5i409 at temperatures near the glass transition.

This is indica-

tive of some type of equi I ibrium such as the one in Equation (45)
existing in a melt.

Information about si I icate speciation In the

mo Iten state Is more eas I IY, and accurate Iy, determ i ned

from the

solid state 29 51 NMR

however,

spectra of glasses.

are su i tab Ie to 1nvest igat 1on

The dynamics,

by th 1s nove I high temperature NMR

technique.
Narrow h1gh temperature 29 51 11nes Indicate that silicate
species move rapidly enough to average out the effects of the chemleal sh1eld1ng an1sotropy (at least 3.5 kHz)
viscous melts near Tg •

1n al I but the most

Narrow IInew1dths for 23Na, however, indicate

that the motion 1n melts is probably at least as fast as the quadrupole coupling constant (- 0.3 MHz).

For both nucle1, the linewidth

1ncreases dramat1cal Iy as temperature decreases (as the motion which
averages Xint

Is 'frozen out').

In NaZ5I03' this broadening

probably the result of crystalllzatlon.

Is

The other samples, however,

were recovered as homogeneous g Iasses, 1nd 1cat 1ng that the samp Ies
were probab Iy st I I I 1n the

I Iqu 1d state dur i ng the exper 1ments.

If structural rearrangements involv1ng bond break1ng and reformation occur in the melt (a change in the distribution of On species),
then the silicate species present in a melt undergo chemical exchange
rapidly with respect to the typical separation in 295i Larmour fre-
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quency between On specIes (approxImately 10-15 ppm or 350-500 Hz).
At hIgh temperatures, on Iy a t Ime averaged spectrum Is observed In
sIlIcate lIquIds.
motIon and

chemIcal

As the temperature
exchange

resonance II nes emerge.

rate

Is

lowered,

the molecular

In molten Na2S1409

slow,

two

The deve Iopment of shou Iders on the 29S I

NMR melt spectra of several other sl I Jcate composItIons suggest a
sImIlar slowIng of reactIon rates.
The dynam Ics of a Ium Inos III cate me Its have been probed by 29S I
and 23Na relaxatIon tIme measurements.

SodIum, presumed to dIffuse

through the me It as an Ion, has act Ivat Ion energ Ies for re Iaxat Ion
whIch are of the same order of magnItude as those of electlc conductIvIty In sImIlar composItIon melts.
breakIng and

reformatIon motIons,

SIlIcon, Involved wIth bond

has relaxatIon tIme actIvatIon

energIes very close to the correspondIng actIvatIon energIes
vIscous flow.

for

Unfortunately, further analysIs of the 23Na relaxatIon

data wIll be dIffIcult sInce experImental vIscosIty data Is sparse
and the non-ArrhenIus temperature dependence does not allow extrapolatIon of exIstIng values.

Also, few relIable measurements have been

made on alkalI dlffuslvlty In melts at elevated temperatures.
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CHAPTER VI I :
SUMMARY
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As demonstrated In this thesis, NMR spectroscopy has proven to
be an Inva Iuab Ie technl que for Invest Igat Ing the Ioca I structure of
aluminosilicates.

In addition to probing the dynamics present In

silicate melts, NMR Is a sensitive means of characterizing materials
wh Ich Iack long range order.
are observed

by

x-ray

GIasses and many crysta I II ne mInera Is

diffraction

techniques

to

be

disordered.

However, 29 51 MAS NMR has been used to separate and quanti fy the
different types of disorder possible In (crystal line) members of the
nepheline minerai famlly.131
As observed by 29 5 I NMR, s II Icate g Iasses are composed of we I I
defined, symmetric local structures without long range orderlng. 17 ,115
For homogeneous, single phase glasses of Integral mean On polymerlzat Ion state, on Iy one broad resonance Is observed.

The resonance

corresponds to one average polymerization state (the On compositional
state).

For the nonlntegral mean On composition glasses Investigated,

two discrete 29 51 NMR resonances corresponding to the two adjacent On
compos Itiona I spec Ies are present.

However, a d Istr Ibut Ion of On

polymerization species are probably present with populations
than. 5%.

less

In the nonlnteger mean On composition glasses, the local

environment of the 03 site Is observed to have axial symmetry (three
equivalent 51-0-51

bonds).

Within experimental

uncertainties, the

glass 04 species Is observed to have tetrahedrally symmetric 51-0-51
bonds.
In the I Iqu Id state, the s I I Icate tetrahedra reta In four 51-0
bonds as well as the average (and most probable) number of 51-0-51
bonds found

In the corresponding glass or crystal line form.

The
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isotropic 29 51 chemical shifts are the same, when comparison Is possib Ie, for a me t t and the correspond Ing g Iass and/or crysta I line
mater Ia I•

Th Is resu It Ind Icates that the same s I I Icate spec Ies are

present In the liquid as well as In the glass state.

Additionally,

the predom Inant spec Ies In a me It i s the one found In the corresponding glass and/or crystal.

The dynamics of silicate liquids,

however, are rapid enough at high temperatures to average the effects
of speciation and local structure.

As temperatures decrease to the

glass transition, the motions slow and NMR becomes a more sensitive
probe of the 29 51 and 23Na electronic environments, separation of different silicate species Is possible.

The dynamics of aluminosilicate

melts have been probed by 29 51 and 23Na relaxation time measurements.
Sodium, presumed to diffuse through the melt as an Ion, has actlvat ion energ ies for re Iaxat Ion wh Ich are of the same order of magnitude as those of electrical conductivity In melts of similar composition.

Silicon, Involved with bond breaking and reformation motions,

has relaxation time activation energies very close to the corresponding activation energies for viscous flow.
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APPENDIX A:
MAGIC ANGLE SPINNING (MAS)
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The most

common

means

of

deriving

Isotropic

chemical

shift

values In sol id samples uti Ilzesmagic angle spinning (MAS) technlques.

The ab I I i ty to obta I n I sotrop i c chem i ca I sh i fts from spectra

of pol ycrysta I line and noncrystalline samples allows

Identification

and characterization of chemically and crystallographical Iy distinct
environments, as wei I as obtaining similar types of structural Informatlon which

Is routinely

Inferred

from

solution NMR measurements.

If the sample Is rapidly spun at an angle S with respect to the
stat I c externa I magnet I c
ang I e between
<6Ij>

= S.

1/3, hence

aI I

fie I d

I nternuc I ear

When S

=

0

54 44',

<cos 2 61j- 1>

Hamiltonians which
shielding, and

.!:!o,

=

describe

nuclear

the t I me averaged va I ue of the

vectors

the
O.

and

'magic'
This

the

angle,

factor

magnetic

quadrupole

the magnet I c
then

Is

fie I dis

<cos

Important

present

61j>

for

dipole-dipole,

Interactions

2

=

the

chemical

In

sol Ids.

The mechanically

Induced time dependence of the anisotropic nuclear

interactions of

Interest

A.1.

In

solid

state

NMR

will

be

examined.

MAS Averaged Homo- and Heteronuclear Dipolar Interactions

The t I me dependence

I mposed

on

the

d I po I ar

broaden I ng Ham i 1-

tonlan by rapid specimen rotation at an angle S to the static magnetic
field

~

(conventionally

< 3(11 >

= 1/2

choosen

(3<cos

to

be

along

2 S> - 1) LI<j
~
1/2 Y1

• 1J..1·J..j - 31 zl l zj l (3cos
Equation (73)
sea I I ng factor,

the

2

z

axis)

2

Yj~ rl j

Slj - 1 ) .

Is 21

-3
(73)

is equivalent to 3(11' equation (21), multiplied by a
1/2 (3cos 2 S -

1), dependent upon the ang I e of rota-
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tlon.

For

a

retains an

polycrystal line

Identical

shape,

or

amorphous material,

but

Is reduced by the

The spectrum of a d I po I ar broadened so II d wIII
to a centra I

II ne

If

the

rotor

frequency

the

spectrum

scaling

factor.

narrow very sharp I y

I s much

faster than the

coupllng. 21 ,23

A.2.

MAS Averaged Chemical Shelldlng Anisotropy

Chemical shift anisotropy displays,

under MAS

conditions,

the

fol lowing property21

<Ozz>

=1

0ISo<sln

2

B > +

2

1

«3cos

2

• L.j=l
'\
3 0jjCOS 2
where ej Is the

angle

between

and <sln 2 B >

the

spinning

e Ij

(74)

axis

and

each

of

the

Sp I nn i ng at the mag I c ang Ie causes <cos 2 B >

three pr I nc i pa I axes.

= 1/3

B > - 1)

2

=

2/3, thus the time averaged value of 0zz Is

reduced to the Isotropic value olso' and the CSA Is removed.
For dipolar

broadened

spectra, the MAS

rotation

rate must be

comparab I e to the II new I dth I n order for substant I a I II ne narrow I ng
to be achieved.
I ntens I ty I s
sidebands).

However, the central line Is narrow for CSA, but Its

reduced
The

CSA

by the presence of
Interactions

sate III te peaks

differ

from

dipolar

(sp I nn I ng
broadening

because under j(CS the spectrum I s I nhomogeneous I y broadened; 21 that
Is, each element of the static spectrum arises from crystallites In
a part I cu I ar
field.

or I entat I on

Hence,

more

re I at I ve

Information

to the

can

be

stat I c
obtained

rates s lower than the CSA because the pr I nc I pa I

externa I
from

magnet I c

spinning

at

ax I s components of
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the an Isotrop Ies may be computed from the sp Inn Ing sIdeband Intensltles. 21 ,22

Also,

removal

of the anIsotropIc broadenIng

Inter-

act Ions by mag Ic ang Ie sp Inn Ing can revea I magnet Ic f Jne structure
(e.g. IsotropIc scalar couplIng wh1ch gIve rIse to sp1n multlplets).
A.3.

MAS Averaged Nuclear Quadrupole InteractIon
Fast MAS should also average the quadrupolar Ham11tonlan to a

small value.

Because quadrupole 1nteractlons 1n noncublc env1ron-

ments are very large and second order broadenIng often occurs (Sect Ion II. 1•v I• ), 1tIs d I ff Icu It to sp In rap Id IY enough to average
Q completely away.

However, by samplIng the free InductIon decay

synchronously tImed wIth the rotor perIod of the sample, 1t 1s possIble to use mag1c angle specImen rotatIon at a few kHz to narrow a
2H spectrum by three orders of magn Itude. 24

Us Ing th Is techn Ique,

the fIrst order quadrupole broadenIng Is removed, allowIng the smal I
Isotrop Ic 2H chem Ica I sh Ifts and

second order quadrupo Iar

Inter-

actIons to be resolved.
A.4.

MAS SpInnIng SIdeband AnalysIs
For IsotopIcally dIlute spIn 1/2 nucleI, the Ilneshapes of het-

eronuclear decoupled spectra are generally domInated by the chemIcal
shIft anIsotropy.

The specImen rotatIon rate must exceed the breadth

of the sh Ift an Isotropy, otherw Ise part Ia '" averag Ing wII I occur and
result In satel lIte peaks (spInnIng sIdebands or SSB)
multIples of the rotor frequency.21,23,25

appear at

Often, hIgh resolutIon

spectra are obta Ined at the expense of los Ing the Informat Ion con-
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talned in the CSA.

By reducing the spinning speed, the Isotropic

chem Ica I sh i ft and the sp Inn Ing sideband

i ntens Ities can together

provide enough information to calculate the chemical shielding parameters.
Marlcq and waugh 25 developed a method based upon analysis of the
second and third moments to compute the CSA tensor from MAS spectra.
However, th Is techn Ique requ Ires accurate measurement of a II the
spinning sideband Intensities, which Is usually not possible.
Intensities of

Individual

The

sidebands are complicated functions of

the chemical shift parameters, and are not readily manipulated to
give ana Iyt Ic express Ions for them.
evaluated the

Intensity

functions

However, Herzfe Id and Berger 22
numerically

and

constructed

a

graphical technique for extracting the chemical shielding parameters
and estimating experimental error based on the Intensities of just a
few sidebands.
A.4.1.

Chemical Shielding Anisotropy Tensor Determination

Using the conventional assignment of the principal values of the
chemical shift tensor all> a22 > a33' a new set of variables are
def Ined 22

which Is always positive, l&lr Is the specimen rotation frequency, yHo
Is the Larmour frequency at the Isotropic chemical shift, also.

And
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has a value between -1 and +1.

The extreme values of p correspond to

axially symmetric tensors.
Contour plots of p versus p for

relative sideband

Intensities

(up to ± 5 wr ) were generated and publlshed 22 using the central Isotropic shift peak Intensity as the reference.

These plots are used

to graphically obtain p and p from an NMR spectrum.

If the contours

wh Ich correspond to the exper Imenta I IY measured Intens Ity rat I0 are
drawn from the appropriate diagrams, then they will Intersect at the
correspond Ing va Iues of p and p.

In genera I, due to exper Imenta I

errors and difficulty Interpolating between contour lines, the lines
wIII not Intersect at one po Int and the amount of d Ispers Ion Is a
measure of the uncertalnlty

In p and p.

Note that

contours

for

negat Ive sidebands are as they appear for the contour maps wh i Ie
positive sidebands have contours which are flipped over.
A.4.11.

Alkali Silicate Glass CSA Computation

The 29S1 chemical shielding anisotropy tensor has been evaluated
for severa I bInary s I I Icate g Iasses (natura I abundance and 95% Isotopically enriched Na2S1409, K2S1409, and (Na20)O.4(SI02)O.6) using
the technique

presented

earlier

In

this

Appendix.

The

spectra

(Figures 23, 24, and 25) are first deconvoluted to separate the two
central resonance lines and to obtain relative peak Intensities for
the spinning sidebands.

The ratio of each sideband to the central 03

(or 02 ) peak are ca Icu Iated and graph Ica II y ana Iyzed by use of the
contour maps.

A samp Ie contour plot of natura I abundance Na2S 1409

glass Is shown In Figure 47.
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Figure 46:

Contour plot for determination of the 29S1 chemical

03

sh I e I ding an I sotropy tensor

for the

of glass

abundance)

Na2S1409

(natural

s I I I cate spec I es
using

nique presented by Herzfeld and Berger. 22

the

tech-

When p Is ± 1,

as In th I s diagram, then the CSA tensor I s ax I a II y symmetric.

Three

and -2).

spinning

sidebands

were

analyzed

(+1,

-1,

The +1 and -2 sidebands had very little error

assoc I ated with the deconvo luted

fit, however the range

of possible values the -1 sideband can take on Is outlined
with the double dashed line.
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APPENDIX B:
COMPOSITE PULSES:

SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
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A universal problem In pulsed NMR Is that of excItIng a nuclear
spIn system contaInIng a broad spectrum of resonant frequencIes usIng
only a sIngle frequency of rf radIatIon.

Two types of excItatIon are

of part Icu Iar Importance, name Iy the creat Ion of coherence between
spIn states and the creatIon of a populatIon InversIon.

Both of these

can be accomplIshed wIth sIngle rf pulses, the famIlIar 900 and 1800
pulses, respectIvely.

If the pulse power Is such that the resultIng

Rab I frequency Is /all' un Iform exc Itat Ion can on Iy be ach Ieved wIth
sIngle pulses over a spectral wIdth
«1ll1.

~lll

satIsfyIng the condItIon

~lll

The precIse lImIts on the InequalIty depend on the specIfIc

app I Icat Ion, but the prob Iem Is severe enough that much ef fort has
been devoted

to

Improvements of the basIc 900

and

1800

pulses.

The square rf pulse requIred for pulse NMR technIques Is generated by rapIdly swItchIng a rf oscIllator.
at lowed to

run

continuously,

would reach the sample.

only

the

If the oscl I lator were

monchromatlc

frequency

1110

However, the fInIte pulse wIdth generates a

FourIer spectrum centered at the frequency 1ll0' wIth a Lorentzlan band
of frequencIes,

~lll

= 1110

± 2n/t p ' where t p Is the length of the pulse,

reachIng the sample.
B.l.

ComposIte Pulses
The Idea of replacIng sIngle rf pulses wIth sequences of pulses

wIth phase sh Ifts between them and wIth a con stant amp I Itude for
broadband excItatIon

was

fIrst

proposed

by

Such sequences were ca I Ied "compos Ite pu Ises."

LevItt

and

Freeman.

The deve lopment of

these sequences has subsequently been an area of actIve research In
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NMR165-176 and coherent optlcs. 177

In the case of NMR, sequences of

phase shIfted rf pulses have been desIgned whIch excIte nuclear spIns
over a

I arger range of some exper I menta I parameter than the sIng Ie

90 0 or 1800 pulses that they replace.

B.2.

Pulse Seguence ConstructIon

The majorIty of composIte pulses whIch have been derIved emphasIze the unIform excItatIon of spIns over a range of chemIcal shIfts
In liquId

samples.165-168

In addItIon, composIte pulses have been

constructed for unlf,orm excItatIon In the presence of Inhomogeneity
In the rf fIeld strength165-167,178 and spIn couplIng constants. 175 ,
176

A common feature of the chemIcal

shIft and the rf InhomogeneIty

problems Is that they are both sIngle spIn problems.
are easIly descrIbed
model allows

Bloch vector model. 2 ,6

by the classIcal

geometrIc arguments and

sequence deve I opment

ThIs

IntuItion to supplement exact

numer I ca I s I mu I at Ions of pu I se seq uences.
compos I te pu I se

Single spIns

for

Most of the progress
I I qu I d

In

state NMR has de-

pended on this combInatIon of geometrIc pIctures and computer simulations.
Recent I y, new
been exp I ored •

routes

to

the

One of these

des I gn

of

compos I te

pu I ses

have

I s the generat I on of pu I se seq uences

as approximatIons to contInuously phase modulated pulses wIth broadband exc I tat Ion

propert I es. 7 , 179

construct I ng long
spectra I wIdth.

sequences
A second

wh I ch

Th I s approach
exc I te

(re I at I ve I y)

Is

sp I ns over

new approach

we I I
a

su I ted to
very

large

I s the use of

IteratIve schemes to produce successive Improvements on a basic pulse
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sequence unlt.172-174

Again, this approach generates long sequences

with very large excitation bandwidths.
The th Ird approach to construct Ing compos i te pu Ises, 175 Is the
use of the Magnus expanslon 176 ,177 In a manner similar to the coherent averag Ing theory that is centra I to many techn Iques In the NMR
of sol Ids, liquid crystals, and Ilqulds. 1,7,180

The Magnus expansion

approach Is, In pr Inc i pie, the most genera I method used.

It can be

applied to both composite 1800 and composite 90 0 pulses In a system
of an arbitrary number of spins in which the spectral width results
from any type of Interaction.

Use of the Magnus expansion reduces

the problem of finding a composite pulse to that of analytically or
numerically solving a specific set of equations.

The generality

obtained using the Magnus expansion Is achieved at the expense of the
physical, Intuitive geometric pictures which characterized earlier approaches.

However, In a genera I, coup Ied many sp In system, such as

occur sin the NMR of an Isotrop Ic mater Ia Is, the 810ch vector mode I
does not apply (the system Is not describable by only three coordinates).
The theory

underlying

average Hamiltonian

approach

to

pulse

sequence der Ivat Ion may be found in deta II In references 1, 7, 174,
175, 180, and 221.

Using the Magnus expansion, composite pulses are

often most easily found by numerically solving the desired system of
nonlinear equations.

Criteria are established for the precision to

which the equations are to be solved, and a search for solutions Is
then conducted over a set of possible pulse length (t p ) and pulse
phase

(~)

combinations.

(A pulse,

0~,

Is described by the flip angle

185

e

= CJ)1· t p·360

0 and, the pulse phase In the rotating frame;

unless

obvious, both are given In degrees •. > Typically, more than one solution Is found.

In such cases, simulations of the performance of the

compos Ite pu Ises on mode I sp In systems are used to se Iect the best
compostlte pulse.

Differences In the performance of composite

pulses of the same calculated efficiency may be attributed to properties of higher terms In the Magnus expansion that are not set to zero.
A composite

~

pulse derived In reference 190 (450180909018018090450'

Inverts a spectral width resulting from quadrupolar or dipole-dipole
coupled spin systems> Is used for demonstration In the next sections.
B.3.

Simulations and Experiments
The composite pulses derived from the Magnus expansion approach

often Involve unusual rf phase shifts;
than the common mUltiples of 900 •

that Is, phase shifts other

For the experiments described In

th Is append Ix, the phase sh I fts were usua I IY accomp II shed wi th a
digitally control led phase shifter based on a commercial Daleo unit,
capable of 3600 /256 (1.4 0 > phase Increments.

Alternatively, the rf

phases can be set by Inserting delay lines of the appropriate length
Into the quadrature generation circuit.

Simulations Indicate that

the composite pulses can typically tolerate 50 to 100 deviations from
the quoted phase sh I fts without a ser lous degradat Ion of per formance. 181

Thus, a phase shifter which produces rf phases In 150 In-

crements would be sufficient.
are necessary
spectroscopy.

for other

Similar phase shifting capabilities

NMR techn Iques,

notab Iy mu Itip Ie quantum

186
B.3.1.

Two Spin Systems

To make a comparison of the characteristics of several composite
'If

pu Ises and a norma I

'If

pu Ise,

computer s Imu Iat Ions are shown (I n

Figure 47) of the Inversion performance as a function of dipole-dipole
coupling strength In a system composed of a pair of equivalent spin
1/2 nuclei.

Inversion Is defined as the final projection of spin

angular momentum onto the -z axis.
From Figure 47,

It Is apparent that both of the sequences,

450180909018018090450 and 18001801201800, provide substantial Improvements In Inversion performance over a single
dipole-dipole coupled system.

'If

pulse In a two spin

Good Inversion Is accomplished using

the compos Ite pu Ises for coup II ngs that are as Iarge as 2w1. (I n Itlally, the spin angular momentum Is aligned with the z axis and has
unit length.)

These results apply Identically to the Inversion of a

quadrupole spin 1 nucleus, substituting

2~Q/w1

for d/w1 on the abs-

cissa of Figure 47.
A pu Ise sequence used to exper Imenta I IY contrast the Invers Ion
performance of compos Ite

'If

pu Ises aga Inst that of a sing Ie

Is Illustrated In Figure 48.
verted by a
a de Iay

t,

'If

'If

pu Ise

Spins Initially at equilibrium are In-

(Figure 48a) or composite

'If

(Figure 48b) pulse.

coherences other than zero quantum dephase,

During

Ieav Ing the

spin system In a state describable by a density operator which commutes with Iz.
a

'If/2

The free Induction decay Is then collected fol lowing

pulse and Fourier transformed to give the spectrum.

distortions at low rf power reflect Imperfect Inversion.
of Figure 48a

Spectral

The sequence

Is common Iy used to study sp In Iatt Ice re Iaxat Ion.
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For number sequence only.
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Figure 47:

Simulation of Inversion for a system of two dipole coupled
spin 1/2 nuclei as a function of the ratio of the coupling
constant d to the applied rf amplitude wl.
shown for a single n

Results are

pulse (dotted line>, a

450180909018018090450 composite n pulse (solid line),
and a

18001801201800

composite n pulse

(dashed

line).
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a)

T

45 x IBO y gOi IBO y 45 x
b)

T

UL 141-'.

FIgure 48:

Schemat I c representat I on of the pu I se sequences used In
the sImulatIons of

FIgure 47 and 49 and the experIments

of FIgures 50, 51 and 52.
pu I see

a)

SpIns are Inverted by a n

Sing I e quantum and hIgher coherences,

wh I ch are

created at low rf amp II tudes, dephase dur I ng a de I ay of
length T.

The

FlO

tIzed and

FourIer

sIgnal

after the n/2 pulse

transformed

to

gIve

a

Is dIgi-

spectrum that

reflects the InversIon efficIency of the InItial n pulse.
b)

Same as a), but wIth a 450'809090'80'8090450

composIte n pulse In

place

of

18001801201800 composIte n pulse

the
may

sIngle n
be

used

pulse.
as

A

wei I.
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Figure 48b represents the analogous experiment employing a composite
1T pu Isee

The fact that the two sp In resu It app Iy Ident Ica I IY to

quadrupo Iar sp In

nucl e I makes the compos Ite 1T pu Ises of obv lous

uti Iity In deuterium and 14 N NMR.
B.3.I.A.

Simulations of Powder Spectra

In Figure 49, simulations are shown of powder pattern 1,6 spectra
resu It Ing from the sequence of Figure 48a app II ed to an Isotrop Ic
or Ientat Iona I d Istr Ibut Ion of sp In 1/2 nuc Ie I.
results from the 3cos 2e

-

The usua I pattern

1 dependence of the dipole-dipole coupling

constant on the ang Ie between the app I Ied magnet Ic fie Id and the
Internuclear displacement vector.
taken to be d/21T = 80

kHz.

Here,

the maximum

coupling

Is

Clearly, the characteristic spectral

features are lost as the rf amplitude Is reduced.
Also In Figure 49, simulated spectra are shown which result from
the sequence of Figure 48b.

The composite 1T pulse has been substitu-

ted for the normal 1T pulse.

The spectral distortion Is dramatically

reduced at

low rf amplitudes.

Using the other composite 1T pulse,

18°018°12018°0, gives essentially the same results.
The slight asymmetry In the spectrum of Figure 49f resulting from
the composite 1T pulse
that the

Is unusual, because It

Is generally assumed

spectrum of a quadrupolar or dipole-dipole coupled spin

system must be symmetrlc. 183
Wcoupllng) Is appl led to a

If a sequence of weak pulses (wl <
spin

system described

by

an

Initial

dens Ity operator Iz, then the presence of the coup I Ings Inter feres
with the app I led rf pu Ise In such a way that the magn Itude of the
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Figure 49:

SImulated NMR spectra of an IsotropIc orientational distributIon of pairs of dipole coupled,
The max I mum coup' I ng
broadenIng Is

a)

= '" 1 =

resulting from
c)
"'1

=

32

Spectrum

10 kHz.

spectrum Is undlstorted.
pulse, with "'1

1/2 nuclei.

Is d max/2w = 80 kHz.

added.

pu I se, wIth lil1 12w

spin

b)

kHz,

a w/2 pulse

kHz

after

Since

III 1

a

»

I I ne-

single w/2
dmax '

the

Spectrum after a single w/2
Illustrating
alone at

low

the

distortion

rf amplitudes.

Spectrum resulting from sequence a of Figure 49 with

= 32

kHz.

d)

Figure 49 with "'1

Spectrum resulting from sequence b of

=

32 kHz.

e)

Spectrum from sequence

b wIth '" 1 = 20 kHz.

The character I st I c features of the

spectrum, wh I ch are

'ost by a sing lew pu I se at low r f

amplitudes, are preserved by a composite w pulse.
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a

b

III

= 10 MHz

III

= 32 kHz

Sing Ie ."./2 Pulse

c

d

III

= 32 kHz

e

III

= 32 kHz

III

= 20 kHz

f

---~---
III

= 20 kHz

Single .". Pulse

Composite .". Pulse
100 kHz
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expectation value of the spin angluar momentum actually changes.
other words, the magnetization shrinks.

In

The density operator has

evolved Into not only linear combinations of Ix'

Iy , and I z , but

a Iso Into mu Itip Ie quantum coherence, zero quantum coherence, and
nonobservable single quantum coherence.

Therefore, the density

operator for the sp In system Immed Iate Iy before the f Ina I weak 90 0
pulse contains a component of dipolar order. 184

It Is this dipolar

order wh Ich produces the asymmetry In the spectrum In Figure 49f.
The spectra I asymmetry Is absent In the spectra resu It Ing from a
single

'If

pulse.

This occurs because no dipolar order Is created by

a 1800 pulse, regardless of rf amplitude.
B.3.I.B.

Experimental Comparison

In Figure 50, the proton NMR spectra of Ba(CI03)2·H20 powder Is
obtained with the squences of Figure 48 applied at two different rf
amp I Itudes.

The de lay Tin Figure 48 Is taken to be 5 ms.

As pre-

dicted by the simulations, the spectral distortion with weak rf Is
quite obviously reduced by the use of a composite

'If

pulse.

The spectrum of bar Ium ch Iorate monohydrate ref Iects the fact
that Individual

water molecules are essentially Isolated from one

another, giving a pattern

characteristic of pairs of protons. 1,6

The experimental pattern Is somewhat distorted from the Ideal pattern
assumed In the simulations by two factors.
of couplings between water molecules.

The first Is the presence

Such Intermolecular couplings

have the effect of broadening each Individual transition, as reviewed
In reference 146.

The second factor

Is the presence of chem Ica I

194

FIgure 50:

ExperImental proton NMR spectra of Ba(CI03 )Z·H ZO powder.
All spectra are the average of 60 scans, wIth a recycle
delay of

30

seconds.

pulse wIth \11 = 63 kHz.
pulse wIth \11

= 33

FIgure 48 wIth \11
b of

kHz.

=

Spectrum after a sIngle nlZ

a)
b)
c)

Spectrum from sequence a of

33 kHz.

FIgure 48 with \11

=

d)

=

ZO

kHz.

The

Spectrum from sequence

33 kHz.

sequence a with \11 = ZO kHz.
b wIth \11

Spectrum after a sIngle n/2

f)

e)

Spectrum from

Spectrum from sequence

princIpal

sImulatIons of Figure 49 are reproduced.

features

of

the
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a

b

III = 63 kHz

III

= 33

kHz

= 33

kHz

Single .,,/2 Pulse

c

d

III

e

= 33

J\
III

Single

= 20
."

kHz

III

f

R,.-

kHz

III

= 20

kHz

Composite ." Pu Ise

Pulse
100 kHz
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sh I ft an Isotropy.

The proton chem Ica I sh I ft an Isotropy for H20 In

ice has been measured to be about 34 ppm. 185

The sharp peak In the

center of the bar Ium ch lorate monohydrate spectra Is attr Ibuted to
res Idua I protons and to water mo Iecu Ies that are free to reor lent
rapidly and Isotroplcally.

Similar experimental results to those In

Figure 50 were obtained for the 18001801201800 sequence.
B.2.11.

Coupled, MUltlspln Systems

Coupled spins occur In configurations other than Isolated pairs.
For composite w pulses to be of general use In solid state NMR, they
shou Id prov i de an advantage over a sing lew pu Ise In an arb Itrary
system.

Therefore, the Invers Ion per formance of compos Ite w pu Ises

Is Investigated In systems of more than two coupled spin 1/2 nuclei.
B.2.II.A.

Simulations

In Figure 51, the results of computer simulations are presented
of the Inversion performance of the 450180909018018090450 and
18001801201800 composite w pulse sequences,

as well

single w pulse In three different spin systems.

as that of a

The spin system of

Figure 51a consists of three spin 1/2 nuclei arranged In an equllateral triangle perpendicular to the applied constant magnetic field, so
that al I dipole coupling constants are equal.

Figure 51b represents

a system of four spin 1/2 nuclei In a square, again perpendicular to
the appl led field.

The coupling constants are taken to be propor-

tlonal to rl j - 3 , where r·IJ. Is the d Istance between nuc Ieus I and
nucleus j.

The spin system of Figure 51c Is a row of six, equally

197

..

Figure 51:

Simulations of Inversion as a function of the ratio of
the nearest ne Ighbor d i po Ie coup I Ing constant d to the
rf amplitude w1 for
spin 1/2 nuclei.

three possible systems of coupled

Results are shown for a single w pulse

(dotted lines), a 450180909018018090450 composite w pulse
(solid lines),
(dashed lines).
angle.
row.

b)

and
a)

a

18001801201800 composite w pulse

Three spins in an equilateral tri-

Four spins In a square.

c)

Six spins In a

Coupling constants are taken to be proportional to

rlj-3, where r lj Is the distance between nuclei I and j.
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spaced sp In 1/2 nuc Ie I •

Aga In, the coup I Ing constants are propor-

tional to rl j -3 •
In al I cases considered, both composite pulses gave better inverslon than a single n pulse over some range of couplings.

Generally,

the 45018°909°18018°90450 sequence Is the more effective of the two.
The range of nearest neighbor couplings over which good Inversion Is
achieved Is substantially smaller than In the two spin case, for the
single n as wei I as the composite n pulses.
B.2.II.B.

Experimental Comparison

Exper Imenta I spectra resu It Ing from the sequences of Figure 48
applied to a single crystal squarlc acid (C404H2) sample are shown In
Figure 52.

In the crystal, squarlc acid molecules are arranged In

planes In such a way that the hydrogen nuclei, or protons, form chains
perpendicular to the molecular planes.

The spacing between adjacent

protons In a chain Is known to be 2.635 A .187

Squarlc acid has been

the subject of NMR 189,190 and other studles,186,188 In particular due
to the observation of a structural phase transition at 370 K which
exhibits critical behavior suggestive of a two dimensional system.
Squarlc acid was choosen for demonstration purposes because It Is a
true many spin solid, yet there Is resolved structure In Its proton
NMR spectrum.
The spectra In Figure 52 are from a single crystal, although they
superficially resemble a powder pattern.

In a powder pattern, as In

Figure 50, the features of the spectrum furthest from the center
result from

spins

with the

largest couplings.

Therefore,

those
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Figure 52:

Experimental proton NMR spectra of a squarlc acid crystal.
AI I spectra are the averages of 20 scans, wIth a recycle
de Iay of 30 seconds.

The narrow peak to the rIght of

center of each spectrum resu Its from res Idua I protons.
Its d Isp Iacement from the center

Is due to the

chemical shift

approximately 20

of

squarlc acId,

large
ppm

with respect to TMS at th Is or Ientat Ion.

a)

Spectrum

= 63 kHz.
= 20 kHz.

b)

Spectrum

after a single w/2 pulse with v1
after a single w/2 pulse wIth v1

Low rf amplI-

tude resu Its In a loss of Intens Ity from the center of
the spectrum.
with v1

= 20

15 kHz.

e)

c)
kHz.

Spectrum from sequence a of Figure 48
d)

Spectrum from sequence a with v1

=

Spectrum from sequence b with v 1 = 15 kHz.

Use of the compos Ite w pu Ise resu Its In greater overa I I
IntensIty, reflecting a more complete Inversion.
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a

b

III

=63 kHz

III

=20 kHz

Single Tf'/2 Pulse

c

d

III

= 20 kHz

e

____M ____
III

Single

11'

III

= 20 kHz

III

= 15 kHz

f

= 15 kHz

Composite

Pulse

100 kHz

Tf'

Pulse
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features are lost fIrst due to poor InversIon at low rf amplItudes.
The sq uar Ic ac Id spectrum, on the other hand, Is the prod uct of an
essent Ia I IyIn fIn Ite network of coup Ied sp Ins, with the strongest
couplIngs occurrIng along chaIns.

Each of the IndIvIdual, unresolved

transItIons that make up the spectrum Is a transItIon of the spIn
system as a whole.

Because of thIs, It should not be expected that

the outer spectral features would be attenuated at low rf amplItudes.
For the squarlc acId experIments, the

T

used was 5 ms.

The

crystal was doped wIth chromIum to reduce the proton Tl to approxImately 10 s.

The crystal was orIented wIth the b axls 186 ,188 paral-

lel to the statIc magnetIc fIeld.

In thIs orIentatIon, the proton

chaIns are paral lei

gIvIng the strongest possIble

to the fIeld,

couplIngs.
8.4.

ComputatIonal Approach
The computatIonal approach used

for

sImulatIons appearIng In

thIs appendIx orIgInated wIth a prevIous Plnenut, JIm Murdoch. 145
InItIally, the HamIltonian which governs the Interactions of
Interest Is expressed as a second rank tensor (matrix) In a convenIent bas Is set (usua I IY the set of sp In-product states).
ca Icu Iat Ion of the propagator U( t)
circumstances.
~(t)

where ECt)

Direct

Is poss Ib Ie on Iy under spec Ia I

In general, fIrst dlagonallze the HamiltonIan

= U(t)

E(t) U+(t) ,

(77 )

Is a dIagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and UCt)

unitary transformation matrix of column eIgenvectors.

Is the

The dlagon-
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a I Izat Ion of a Herm it ian matr ix can be performed numer ica II y us Ing
standard algorithms. 145
Having computed

U(t)

and

E(t),

the

propagator may then

be

calculated by
exp I -i X(t) t J = U(t) exp I -1 E(t) t J U+(t).

(78)

Now, p(t) Is given by the expression
p(t) = U(t) expl-l E(t) tJ U+(t) p(t=O) U(t)
expl+l E(t) tJ U+(t) •

(79)

MathematIcally, thIs expressIon is a serIes of matrIx multiplicatIons;
physically, It describes the transformation of pCt=O) to the basis set
of K(t), the evolution of p(t) in that basis, and then the transformation back to the original eigenbasls.
Use of the fully time dependent HamIltonian allows rigorous
spectral simulation as wei I as computatIon of pulse sequence effects
on varIous spectral artl facts caused by spectrometer imperfectIons
(e.g.

fInite pulse width, phase errors, flIp angle errors, and phase

distortions).
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8.4.1.

Homonuclear SpIn 1/2 System

MaIn Program:
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

siftul.t.s • g.neric we.k pulse s.qu.nc. on • 6 or less
spin .yst.ft pr.viou.ly d••cribed in "OlEC.FOR.
V.ri.bl. pul •• inten.ity i • • v.il.ble.
Th. fin.l d.nsity ft.tri • • nd • fid i. coftputed.
FFT2PlOT.FOR is .ble to p.rforft • fouri.r tr.nsforft on the
'd.t.', .nd plot the sp.ctruft.

1

c

dift.n.ion h(210),.(400),.(20S0)
diftension nuftb(2,64),d(2S).cj(2S).i.t(20).i.p(S).1.t(2.64).
c.(S).iflip(2) •• (64) •• i(64.64).zi(64.64)
diftension .s(922).ist.rt(7).nbc(9)
dift.nsion flip(JO).ph ••e(JO).ntyp.(30).t.u(30)
diR.n.ion u(4096).hh(20S0).h.ft(20S0) ••• (64).vv(1001)
coftpl •• yi(64.64).zv(256).rho(64.64).Phi(64,64).ph.ft(64.64).phh(64.64)
coftpl •• yyy.zzz.uu(64.64)
coftfton/d.tl/n.nop.voff.d,cj.c.,nfid.dt
cOftfton/d.t2/nv.vO.vinc.npul.ntyp•• fliP.ph •••• t.u
cOftfton/••I ••••• nbc
d.t. hh/20S0.0.01
R.t(i,j)-J • (j-l) I 2
ind.(i.j)- (j-l) • n.t

+
+

i

i

c
c.ll info
c
nRl-n-l
npl-n+l
n.t-2•• n
nnst-n.t • n.t
n.tRl-n.t-l
twopi-S.O • • t.n(1.0)
c.t-l.0.-6 • twopi
c
c
c
c
c
c

fir.t •••t up the dipol.r h.ftiltonl.n (block di.gon.l wh.n in
Iz b.si •••t). Block .ccording to ft v.lu•• th.n di.gon.lize
Hd - .Uft ov.r i • •UR ov.r J. D(i.j) [I(z.i).I(z.j)
- O.~ • CI( •• i).I( •• j) + I(y.i).I(y.j» J
nbe(1)-1
nbe(np1)-1

c

e

c

20
25

fir.t look .t the ••tr.ft.
.e.-O.O
do 20 i-l.n
+ c.(i)
.ep-O.O
do 25 i-l.nop
.ep-.cp + d(i) + ej(i)
.(l)--n.voff + .cp - .c •
• (n.t)-n.voff + .cp + .c.
hh(1)-.(I)
lp-ft.t(n.t.n.t)
hh(lp)·.(n.t)
R.tO-1
RR.tO-O
e.ll nURsort(nuftb.n.n.t)
1.t(1.1)-nuftb(1.n.t)
l.t(2. 1).nURb (2.n.t)
l.t(1.n.t)·nu"b(1.1)
Ist(2.n.t)-nuRb(2.1)

.e.-.e.

c.....

.11 .pin. up or .11 down
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.. kk-l

c
c
c
c

no. ex.~ine individu.l blocks (gre.te r th.n lxl ".trices)
only the upper tri.ngul.r ".trix ele~.nts need be co~puted
do 110 js=l, n~l
ist.rt(js)-~~stO

is-n - js
itsp-2*is - n
kk-O
do 40 j-l,nst
if(nu"b(2,j) .ne. is) go to 40
kk-kk+l
kkk-kkk+l
ist(kk)-nu~b(l,j)
Ist(l,kkk)-nu~b(l,j)

40

lst(2,kkk)-is
continue
"st=kk
nbc(js+l)-kk
l~-O

do BO ,,-l,Plst
do BO 1-1,,,
1"-1PI+l
ij-Pl.t(PlstO+I,PIstO+Pl)

c
c

fill in the di.gon.l ele"ents

c

SO

:5:5
45

c
c
c
60

70
75

es

if(1 .ne. PI) go to 60
PIsk=l
do :50 k-l,n
isp (k)--l
if«ist(l) •• nd. Plsk) .ne. 0) isp<k)-l
",sk=~sk + PIsk
continue
h(l~)= -voff*itsp
kk-O
do 55 i-l,n",l
ipl-i+l
do 55 j-ipl,n
kk-kk+l
h<1~)=h(h,)
+ (d(kk) + cj(kk» * isp(j) * isp(i)
continue
do 4S i-l,n
h(l",)=h(l",) - cs(i)*isp(i)
go to BS
.nd no., the off-di.gon.l ele",ents
j.-l
jsp-O
h <1",) -0.0
",sk-l
do 75 k-l,n
if«ist(l) •• nd. ",sk) jsp-jsp+l
iflip(j.)=k
j.=2
Plsk=~sk

(ist(",) •• nd. ",sk»

70,75,70

*2

if(jsp .ne. 2) go to eo
kS- (2*n - iflip<l»*<iflip(l) - 1)/2
h<l~)- -d(kS) + 2.0*cj(kS)
hh<ij)-h(I",)

iflip<l)

+

iflip(2)
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eo

continue

c
c

diagonalize the individual blocks of the intern,l

ha~iltoni.n

c
c
c

piece together the cOMplete transfor"ation ",trix for Hint

C

do 90 i-l,"st
e(MstO+i)-h(i)
do 100 "-l,"st
do 100 1-1,Mst
l~-l + (M-l).Mst
sS(MMstO+IM)=s(IPl)
continue
MstO=l'IstO + Mst
MMstO=l'Il'IstO + "St*Mst
continue

90

100
110
C

c
loop over pulse strength values ••••••

C
C

write(1,600) nfid
ndt1 - dt/l
write(1,600) ndtl
writeU,600) nv
600

forM,t(il~)

610
1
c
c
e

do ~OO iv-l,nv
Vy(iv) - d(l)/(vO + (iY-l) * vinc)
vv2--yv(iy) / 2.0
csr - d(l)/vv(iv)
write(1,610) iv,vY(iv),csr
forMat (//,4x,'vv(',i~,' ) - ',e12.6,/,10x,
'coupling strength -',fI2.6)
generation of the full haMiltonianl
(upper triangle of Matrix only)

H(intern.l) + H(rf) •••••

e
do 230 ';;-I,nst
do 230 i-I,';;
i';;-Plat(i,';;)
h'M<ij)-hh<ij)
x<ij)-O.O

e
c
e

220
c
c
c

230
e
c

if 1 spin is flipped an I(x) eleMent is present
if(iabs(lst(2,i) - Ist(2,j» .ne. 1) go to 230
ksp-O
"sk-l
do 220 1I-1,n
if«lst(l,i) .and. "sll) .eq. (lst(l,j) .and. "sk»
lisp-lisp + 1
"sk-Plsk + "sll

go to 220

if I(x) is present, the "atrix eleMent is the pulse strength
if(ksp.ne.l) go to 230
h'l'I<ij)·Yv2
x <ij) -0. 5
continue
diagonalize the full

ha~iltonian

and get eigenvectors .nd energies

J

207
c
c
c
c

210
c

fill in

cD~p1ete transfDr~atiDn ~atrix

UU(nst,nst)

do 210 i-1,nst
do 210 j-1,nst
i j - i nd x (i, j)
uU(i,j) - c~p1x(u(ij),0.0)
continue
do 235 i-1,nst

235

ee(i)·ha~(i)

c
c
c

set up Iz in the spin-product basis
(off-diagonal e1e~ents are 0.0)

c

240
c
c
c

170

do 240 i-1,nst
do 240 j-1,nst
rho(i,j)-c"p1x(0.0,0.0)
zi(i,j)·O.O
if(i .ne. j) go to 240
zi(i,j)-lst(2,i) - n/2.0
rho(i,j) - c"p1x(zi(i,j),0.O)
calculate I(x) and I(y) in the spin product basis set
do 170 j-1,nst
do 170 i-1,j
i j - "a t (i, j)
xi <i, j) - x (ij)
xi (j, i) - x (ij)
yi(i,j) - xi(i,j)*c"plx(O.O, -1.0)
yi(j,i) - xi(j,i)*c"p1x(0.0, 1.0)
continue

c
c

calculate the evolution "atrix for each step

c
do 120 ipul-1,npu1
if (ntype(ipu1).eq.0) go to 130
tau(ipu1)-(f1ip(ipu1)*1000000)/(vv(iv)*360.0)

c

c
c

c
c

exa~ine

the pulses first
NOTE: pulses ~ay be represented by
exp -i*(v*I(phi) + Hint)*tau - exp -i*I(z)*phi
exp -i*(v*I(x) + Hint)*tau exp i*I(z)*phi

c

c
c

c
c

c

so, the propagator is
exp -i*H(phi)*t • exp -i*phi*I(z) exp -i*H(x)*t
- exp -i*phi*I(z) U exp -i*H(x)*t Uadj
first the set-up the x-pulse "atrix

c
do 140 i-1,nst
do 140 j-1,nst
pha"(i,j)·c~p1x(0.O,0.0)

140

c

phi(i,j)-c"p1x(0.0,O.O)
if (i.ne.j) go to 140
pha~(i,j) - cexp (c"p1x (0.0, ee(i)*tau(ipu1)*cst»
rot. zi(i,j)*phase(ipu1)*twopi/360.0
phi (i, j) • cexp (c~plx (0.0, rot»
continue

ellp i*phiU (z)
exp i*phi*I (z)
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c
c

find the x-pulse propagator

c
c
c

then rotate about the z-axis
call ua"u (phi,pha",nst,zv)
go to 160

c
c
c
130

nON exa"ine the delays
do 150 i-l,nst
do 150 j-l,nst
pha"(i,j) - c"plx(O.O,O.O)
if (i.ne.j) go to 150
pha"(i,j) - cexp (c"plx (0.0, e(i).tau(ipul).cst»
continue

150
c
c
c
c
c
c

the propagator for the internal ha"iltonian is
exp -i'H*t - SS exp -i'E*t SSadj
"ultiply, blockNise, SS • PHAH • SSadj

c

call blk"ua (pha",nst,zv,n)
call blk"au (pha",nst,zv,n)

c
c
c
160
120
c
c
c
c

evolve the density "atrix
call ua"u (pha",rho,nst,zv)
continue
calculate the internal ha"iltonian's propagator for an
evolution ti"e of dt
do 200 i-l,nst
do 200 j-l,nst
phh(i,j) - c"plx(O.O,O.O)
if (i.ne.j) go to 200
phh(i,j) - cexp (c"plx (0.0, e(i).dt'cst»
continue

200

c
c
c

"ultiply, block.ise, S5 • PHH • SSadj
call blk"ua (phh,nst,zv,n)
call blk"au (phh,nst,zv,n)

c
c
c

calculate nor"alization factors
xx • 0.0
yy • 0.0

zz
do
do
xx
260
270

1
c
c

- 0.0
260 i-l,nst
260 j-l,nst
• xx + xi(i,j)*xi(j,i)
yy - yy + yi(i,j)*yi(j,i)
zz - zz + zi(i,j)*zi(j,i)
continue
Nrite<l,270) zz
for"at(/, 2x,'nor"alization constant • (I(z) ••2)',
2x,f8.4)

generate an FID by co"puting observables as a function of ti"e

209
do 180 1l-1,nfid

c
c
c
c

to c.lcul.te <X), <V), .nd <Z)
<A) - Tr (A*rho) - su~ oyer i (A*rho)(ii)
- su~ oyer i [ su~ oyer j (A(ij)*rho(ji»

J

c

190

640

c
c

.yex - 0.0
.yey - 0.0
.yez - 0.0
do 190 i - 1,nst
do 190 j - 1,nst
.yex - .yex + xi(i,j)*rho(j,i)
.yey - .yey + yi(i,j)*rho(j,i)
.yez - .yez + zi(i,j)*rho(j,i)
continue
.yez - .yez/zz
zzz - c~plx(.Yex/zz, .Yey/zz)
Mrite(1,640) ll,zzz,.Yez
for".t(lx,i4,Jf16.8)
if (Il.eq.nfid) go to 180

.110. the density ".trix to eyolye under Hint

c
180

c.ll u.~u <phh,rho,nst,zY)
continue

c
400
e
800
810
900
910
950

continue
close(unit-Ol,err-900)
go to 950
type 810
for~.t(/,' open error!!',/)
go to 950
type 910
for".t(/,' close error!!',/)
continue
end

e
c
c
e
subroutine info
e
c
c
e

re.ds .nd print
in "olec.d.

~olecul.r infor~.tion

.nd pulse sequence stored

di~ension d(28),cj(2S),cstS)
di"ension flip(JO),ph.se(JO),t.u(JO),ntype<JO)

co~"on/d.tl/n,nop,Yoff,d,cj,es,nfid,dt
co~"on/d.t2/ny,YO,Yinc,npul,ntype,flip,ph.se,t.u

e
open(unit-Ol,n.~e-'~olec.d.t',type-'old',err-SOO)

600

60S

re.d <1,600) n
re.d <1, 600) nop
for".t(i14)
re.d(l,610) yoff
do 60S i-l,nop
re.d(l,610) d(i)
re.d(l,610) cj(i)
continue
do 615 i-l,n

210
readCl,610) csCi)
continue
for"atCe12.6)
r.adCl,600) nv
readCl,610) vO
readCl,610) vf
r.adCl,610) vinc
readCl,600) npul
do 62S i-l,npul
readCl,600) ntypeCi)
read Cl,610) flip (i)
r.adCl,610) phaseCi)
readCl,610) tauCi)
continue
read Cl, 600) nfid
readCl,610) dt
closeCunit-Ol,err-900)

615
610

625

c

500
50S

20
S10
1
c
c
c

n"l-n-l
npl-n+l
print SOO,voff
for"atC6x,'offset freq. - ',f7.1,' Hz',II)
voff-voff/2.0
print :S05
for"atC6x,'dipolar and ~ couplings Cin HZ)',1,6x,31Clh-),/)
k-O
do 10 i-l,n"l
ipl-i+l
do 10 j=ipl,n
k=k+l
if CvO.gt.O.O) go to 20
d Ck) - -d Ck)
cjCk) - -cjCk)
prlnt 510,i,j,dCk),i,j,cjCk)
for"atC6x,'D<',il,',',il,') =',f9.2,Sx,'~<',il,',',il,') a',
f6.2)
to enable co"parison with Rob's couplings
d<k)-dCk)/4.0
c j Ck) -c j Ck> 14. 0
continue
print 515
for"atCII,6x,'che"ical shifts in Hz',1,6x,21Clh-),/)
print 520,<csCi), i-l,n)
for"atC6x,efl0.2)
do 15 i-l,n
cs(i)-csCi>/2.0

10
SIS
520
15
c

print 525, nv
for"atCII,lx,i6,' values
print 530, vO
for"at<ex,'initial value
print 560, vf
for"at<ex,'final value
print 535, vinc
for"atCex,'incre"ent

525
530
560
535
c
540
545
1

of coupling constant considered',/)
- ',fl0.3)
- ',fl0.3)
- ',fl0.3)

print 540,npul
for"at<5x,'nu"ber of steps in the pulse sequence -',i4)
print 54S
for"atCII,2x,'step',2x,'type',2x,'flip angle Cdeg)',
2x,'pulse pha.e <deg)',2x,'delay Cu.ec)',II)

211

do 30 i-l,npul
print 550,i,ntype(i),flip(i),phase(i),tau(i)
for"at(2(3x,i4),3(3x,fB.2»
continue

550
30
c
555
1

type S5S,nfid,dt
for"at(/,' nu"ber of points in the fid =',i4,
'Sa~pling rate is',fl0.4,'usec.',/)

c
BOO
810

900
910
950

go to 950
type 810
for~at(/,' open error!!',/)
go to 950
type 910
for"at(/,' close error!I',/)
conti nue
return
end

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

blockwise

~ultiplication

of A • X • A

co~plex a(64,64),r(2S6),zz
di"ension ss(922),x(20,20),nbc(7),s(400)
co~~on/ss/ss,s,nbc

c
npl • n+l
kk = 0
ns = 0
c

do 100 ib=l,npl
nb-nbc <ib)
if (nb.eq.l) x(1,1)-1.0
if (nb.gt.l) call stuff (nb,kk,ss,x)

c

10
20
30
40
c
100

do 40 j-l,nst
do 20 i=l,nb
zz=O.O
do 10 k-l,nb
zz • zz + x(i,k)'a(ns+k,j)
rei) - zz
do 30 i-l,nb
a(ns+i,j) • rei)
continue
ns - ns + nb
continue
return
end

c

c
c
c
c

c
c

another blockwise

~atrix ~ultiplier

A • A • Xadj

212

co"plex .(6~,6~),r(256),zz
di"ension ss(922),x(20,20),nbc(7),s(400)
co"~on/ss/.s,s,nbc

c

c

np1 - n+1
kk - 0
ns - 0
do 100 ib-1,np1
nb-nbc <ib)
if (nb.eq.1) x(1,1)-1.0
if (nb.gt.1) c.ll stuff (nb,kk,ss,x)

c

10
20
30
~O

do ~O i-1,nst
do 20 j=1,nb
zz-O.O
do 10 k=1,nb
zz - zz + .(i,ns+k)'x(j,k)
r(j) - zz
do 30 j=1,nb
.(i,ns+j) - r(j)
continue

c
100

ns - ns + nb
continue
return
end

c
c
c

c
c
subroutine stuff (nb,kk,uu,u)

c

di"ension uu(922), u(20,20)

c

10
20

do 20 j=1,nb
do 10 i-1,nb
kk-kk+1
u(i,j) - uu(kk)
continue
return
end
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InitIal, supplementary program:

c
c

.sks questions .bout the syste" to be studied

c
di"ension dC.0),cjC~0),csC8)
di"ension flip(30),ph_se(30),ntype(30),t_u(30)
type 500
for".t(!,' enter the nu"ber of spinsl ',S)
.• ccept *, n
n"l=n-l
ncp-n*n"1!2
type 510
for".tC!,' enter the offset freq. in Hz Cnot kHz) I ',S)
_ccept _,voff
type 520
for".tC!,' enter dipole _nd j couplings in Hz •••• ',!)
Ie-l
do 10 i-l,n"l
ipl-i+l
do 10 j-ipl,n
type S30,i,j,i,j
for,,_tC' d(',il,',',il,') .nd jC',il,',',il,') : ',')
_ccept *,d(k),cjCk)
Ie-k+l
continue
type 540
for,,_t(!,' enter chePlic_1 shifts in Hz •••• ',!)
do 20 i=l,n
type S50,i
for,,_tC5x,'csC',il,') I ' , ' )
_ccept *, cs Ci)
continue

500

510
520

530
10
540

SSO
20
c
510

1

S80

50

type 510
for,,_t(!,' initi.l _nd fin_I v.lues of coupling r_tio',
' to be considered??', S)
_ccept *, YO, vf
if CvO.eq.vf) go to 50
type 580
for,,_tC!,' increPlent ',S)
_ccept*, yinc
nv - Cyf - yO)!vinc + 1
go to 60
nv - 1
vinc - 0.0

c
60
650

660

610
.0

type 650
for,,_tC!,' ho. ,,_ny steps in pulse sequence?',S)
_ecept*,npul
do 30 i=l,npul
flip CO-O.O
ph.seCi)-O.O
t_u (i) -0. 0
type 660,i
for,,_tC!,' is step',i3,' • pulse C=l) or _ del_y C-O)?',')
.ceept*,ntype(i)
if Cntype(i).eq.l) go to .0
type 610
for,,_tC!,' enter del_y ti"e in usee',')
_eeept*,t.uCi)
go to 30
type 680
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680
30
c

690
700

for~_t(/,' enter puIs. flip _ngle _nd ph_se (in deg)',f)
_ccept*,flip(i),ph_ •• Ci)
continue

type 690
for"_t(/,' how ~_ny points in the fid?',f)
_ccept*, nfid
type 700
for~_t(/,' how often should s_"pling occur
_ccept*,dt

(us.c)?~,f)

c

600

605
615
610

625

800
590
900
595

open(unit-01,n_".-'"olec.d_t',type-'new',err-eOO)
write <1,600) n
write(1,600) ncp
for"_t(i14)
write(1,610) voff
do 605 i - 1, ncp
write(1,610) d(i)
writeCl,610) cj(i)
continue
do 615 i-l,n
write(1,610) cs(i)
continue
for"_t(e12.6)
wr i te U , 600) nv
writeU,610) vO
IIlriteU,610) vf
write(1,610) vine
writeCl,600) npul
do 625 i=1,npul
writeCl,600) ntypeCi)
write(1,610) flip(i)
writeCl,610) ph_seCi)
write(1,610) t_uCi)
continue
writeCl,600) nfid
wrih<1,610) dt
close(unit=01,err=900)
stop
typ. 590
for"_t(/,' open error!!',/)
stop
type 595
for"_tC/,' clos. error!!',/)
stop
end
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8.4.11. Heteronuclear Mult1sp1n System (1=1/2, 5=1/2)
Main program (requires the same 1nltlal, supplementary program
as 1n section A.4.1.):

c
c
e

• v.ri.tion of DIHKPULSE which .i"ul.t• • • h.t.ronucl •• r
.yst." with on. S-spin .nd n-protons CI, B - 1/2).

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
e

initi.l d.n.ity ".tri. - BC.) + ICz)
only 1 .pin• •
".nipul.t.d.

e

c

r.

si"ul.t.s • g.n.ric w••• puIs• • • qu.nc. on • 6 or l.s.
spin .yst." pr.viou.ly d••crib.d in HETDPQUE.FOR.
V.ri.bl. pul •• int.n.ity i • •v.il.bl ••
Th. fin.l d.n.ity ".tri • •nd • fid i . c~put.d.
FFT2PLOT.FOR i • •bl. to perfor" • fouri.r tr.n.for" on the
'd.t.', .nd plot the sp.ctru".
di"en.ion h(210),.C400) •• dC64,64),zdC64,64)
di"en.10n nu"b(2.64),dCSO),cj(50).i.tC20),i.pCS)
di"ension 1.~C2.64),c.CS).iflipC2)•• (64) ••• (64.64),zzC64,64)
di"en.ion •• (922).i.t.rtC7),nbcC9)
di".n.ion flip(50),ph ••eC50).ntyp.CSO).t.uC,O)
di".n.ion u(4096).hh(20eO).h."C20S0), •• C64).vvC1001)
co"pl •• zy(256),rhoC64.64).phiC64.64).ph."C64,64),phhC64.64)
co"pl •• zzz.uu(64.64).yy(64,64).yd(64.64)
co""on/d.tl/n.nop.voff.d.cJ.c •• nfid.gr.t.ney.nc.t.p.
coftfton/d.t2/nv.vO.vine.npul.ntyp•• fliP.ph •••• t.u
coftfton/•• I ••••• nbc
d.t. hh/20S0*O.OI

e
".tCi.j)-J • Cj-l) 1 2
ind.Ci.j)- CJ-1) • n.t

+
+

i
i

c
e
n"l-n-l
npl-n+l
n.t-2**n
nn.t-n.t
n.t
n.tftl-n.t-l
twopi-S.O • •t.nCl.0)
e.t-l.0.-6
twopi

*

e
e
e
e
e

e

*

••t up the dipol.r h."iltoni.n Cblock di.gon.l when in
Iz b •• i • • •t). Block .ccording to " v.lu•• th.n di.gon.liz.
Hd - au" ov.r i. au" over J, DCi.j) [ICz.i).ICz.j)
(IC.,i).IC •• J) + ICy.i).ICy.J» J

0.' •

nbeCl)-l
nbeCnpl)-l

e
e

e

20
25

fir.t look . t the •• tr.". e •••••• 11 apin. up or .11 down
.c.-O.O
do 20 i-l.n
.c.-.c. + e.Ci)
.cp-O.O
do 25 i-l,nop
.cp-.cp + dCi) + ejCi)
.Cl)--n"I'voff + ecp - .ca
e(n.t)-n"l'voff + eep + .c.
hhCl) - eCl)
1" - ".tCn.t.n.t)
hhCl") - .Cn.t)
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..stO·l

.....to·O
c.ll nu ..sort(nu..b,n,nst)
l.t(l,l)·nu..b(l,nst)
Ist(2,1)-nu..b(2,nst)
l.t(l,n.t)-nu..b(l,l)
Ist(2,nst)-nu..b(2,1)
Ilk k=l

c

c
c
c

40

.I..

no_
ine individu.l block. (gr •• t.r th.n 111 ... tric •• )
only the upp.r tri.ngul.r ... tril .1eM.nt. n••d be co..put.d
do 110 js·l,nl'll
ist.rt(js)·.....tO
i.·n - j.
it.p.2*is - n
kk-O
do 40 j-l,nst
if(nu..b(2,j) .n•• is) go to 40
kk=kk+l
kkk·kkk+l
ist(kk)·nu..b(l,j)
Ist(l,kkk).nul'lb(l,j)
lst(2,kkk)·is
continu•
..st=kk
nbc (js+1> =kk

1..·0
do 80 ..-l, .. st
do 80 1-1,"
1.. =1 ..+1
ij - ... t( ..stO+l, ..stO+I'l)

c
c
c

50
c
c
c

55

fill in the dilgon.1 .lel'lents
if(1 .n....) go to 60
..sk=l
do 50 k=l,n
isp(k)·-l
if«ist(l) •• nd . . .sk) .n•• 0) isp(k)·l
... k·... k + ..sk
continu.
count tot.l proton spin
ips • is
if (isp(l).eq.l) ips • is - 1
it.p • 2*ip. - n..l
h(l .. ). -voff*itsp
kk-O
do 55 i-l,n.. l
ipl·i+l
do 55 j-ipl,n
kk·kk+l
h(I .. )-h(I.. ) + (d(kk) + cj(kk»
continu.
h(l .. ) • h(I .. ) - c.(l)*gr.t*i.p(l)
do 45 i-2,n
h(I .. ).h(l .. ) - c.(i)*i.p(i)
hh <ij) •

* i.p(j)

h <1 .. )

go to 80

c
c

.nd no_, the off-di.gon.l .1....nt.

* isp(i)
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60

70
75

c
c

jlll-l
jsp-O
h (1",) -0. 0
",sk-l
do 75 k-l,n
if«ist(l) •• nd. ",sk) - (ist(",) •• nd. "'5k» 70,75,70
jsp-jsp+l
iflip(jlll)-k
jlll-2
I'Isk-l'Isk * 2
ifCjsp .ne. 2) go to 80
k5- C2*n - iflipCl»*Ciflip(1) - 1)/2
iflipCl) +

iflip(2)

eli",in.te heteronucle.r flip-flop ter",s

c

80
c
c
c

if CkS.gt.n"'l) h(l",) - -dCkS) + 2.0*cj(kS)
hhCij) - h<l",)
continue
di.gon.lize the individu.l blocks of the intern.l h.l'liltoni.n

C

C

piece together the co",plete tr.n5for",.tlon ",.trix for Hint

C

90

do 90 i-l,,,,st
eC",stO+i)-hCi)
continue
do 100 1'1-1,,,,st
bigs - 0.0
do 95 l-l,,,,st
1"'-1 + (I'I-l)*~st
sS(l'Il'IstO+ll'l)-sC11'1)
if (.bsCs(1",» .le. bigs) go to 95
bigs - .bs(s(1",»
11 .. 1

9S
100
-110

continue
continue
",stO=..stO + ",st
"''''stO-I'I",stO + ",st*",st
continue

C

C
C

gener.te IxCxx),Iz(zz),Sx(xd),Sy(yd),.nd SzCzd)
in the spin-product b.sis set.

C

c
C

the initi.l density ",.trix is .1so
rho(O) - Sx + Iz

C

C
c

Iz in the spin-product b•• is h••
off-di.gon.l e1el'lents equ.l to 0.0

C

c
C

do 170 i=l,nst
do 170 j=1,nst
xxCi,j) - 0.0
zZ<i,j) -0.0
xdCi,j) .. 0.0
yd<i,j) -0.0
zd <i, j) • 0.0
rhoCi,j) - Cl'lplx(O.O, 0.0)
kk • 0
di.gon.l e1e",ents (Iz, Sz, rho)

co~puted
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C

• int(./b)

~od(.,b)

C

if (i.ne.j) go to 250
iz.x • ~od(lst(l,i), 2)
jz.x • lst(2,i) - iz.x
zd(i,j) • 0.5*gr.t*(2.0*iz.x - 1.0)
zZ(i,j) - jz.x - (n-l)/2.0
rho(i,j) • c~plx(zz(i,j), 0.0)
go to 170
C

C
C

off-di.gon.l ele"ents (Ix, Sx, Sy, rho)
if 1 spin is flipped.n eleMent is present

C

250

if (i.bs(lst(2,i) - IstC2,j»
IIsp·O

.ne. 1) go to 170

~sll·l

do 220 1I-1,n
if«lst(l,i) •• nd.
1111 • II
lisp-lisp + 1
220

~5k·MSk

+

~sll)

.eq. (lst(l,j) •• nd.

~sll»

~sk

C

C

I spins

C

if (ksp.ne.1) go to 170
if (kk.eq.1) go to 240
xx <i, j) • 0.5
if (j.gt.i) yy(i,j) - cMplx(O.O, -0.5)
if (i.gt.j) yy(i,j) • cMplx(O.O, 0.5)
go to 170
C

C

e
240

170

S spins
xd(i,j) • gr.t/2.0
if (j.gt.i) yd(i,j) • eMplx(O.O, -gr.tI2.0)
if (i.gt.j) yd(i,j) • eMplx(O.O, gr.t/2.0)
rho(i,j) • rho(i,j) + cMplx(xd(i,j), 0.0)
continue

e
C

C

loop over pulse strength v.lues ••••••

C

600

e
e
e

write(l,600) nfid
forM.t(i14)
do 400 iv-1,nv
vv(iv) • d(1)/(vO

+

(iv-1)' vine)

c.lcul.te cycle ti~e in usee (s.Mpling r.te),
.ssu"ing th.t .11 cycles .re of the S.Me dur.tion.

c

410

ndt • 0
ni • npul + 1
nf • npul + ncsteps
do 410 ipul • ni,nf
ndt • ndt + t.u(ipul)
ndt • ndt + (flip(ipul).1000000)/(vv(iv).J60.0)
continue
write(1,600) ndt
wri te <1,600) nv
csr • d(l)/vv(iv)
write(1,610) iv,vv(iv),esr

go to 220

219

for~at

610
1

C//,~x,'vvC',i~,' ) - ',eI2.6,/,10x,
'coupling strength =',fI2.6)

c
c
c

generation of the full ha"iltonianr
Cupper triangle of "atrix only)

HCinternal) + HCrf) •••••

c

230

do 230 j-l,nst
do 230 i-l,j
ij="atCi, j)
ha~Cij) • hhCij) - vvCiv)*xxCi,j)
continue

c
c
c

diagonalize the full

ha~iltonian

and get eigenvectors and energies

c
c

fill in co"plete

transfor~ation

"atrix UUCnst,nst)

c

6

210

do 210 i-l,nst
eeCi) - ha"Ci)
print 6, i, eeCi)
for"at C2x, i~, 2x, 116.8)
do 210 j=l,nst
i j - i nd xCi, j)
uUCi,j) - c~plxCuCij),O.O)
continue

c
c
c

calculate the evolution "atrix for each step

320

kncy • 0
nnfid = 1
ni - 1
nf • npul
if Cnpul.eq.O) go to 290
go to 300
kncy - 0
k • k + 1
kncy - kncy + 1
ni - npul + 1 + Ckncy-l).ncsteps
nf - npul + kncy*ncsteps
do 120 ipul-ni,nf
if CntypeCipul).eq.O) go to 130
tauCipul)-CflipCipul).1000000)/CvvCiv)*360.0)

k -

310
300

0

c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

exa~ine the pulses first
NOTEr pulses "ay be represented by
exp -i*Cv*ICphi) + Hint)*tau - exp -i*ICz)*phi
exp -i*Cv*ICx) + Hint)*tau exp i*ICz)*phi

so, the propagator is
exp -i*HCphi)*t - exp -i*phi*ICz) exp -i*HCx>*t
- exp -i*phi*ICz) U exp -i*HCx)*t Uadj
first the set-up the x-pulse "atrix
do 1-40 i-l,nst
do 1~0 j=l,nst
pha~Ci,j)=c~plxCO.O,O.O)

phiCi,j)=cMplxCO.O,O.O)
if Ci.ne.j> go to 1~0
pha"(i,j) - cexp Cc~plx CO.O, ee(i>*tau(ipul)*cst»
rot - zZCi,j)*phase(ipul)*t~opi/360.0

exp i*phi*ICz)
exp UphUI Cz)
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phi<i,j) - cexp (cl'lplx (0.0, rot»
continue

140
c
c
c

find the x-pulse propagator

c
c

c

call ua"'u (phi,pha""nst,zv)
go to 160

c
c
c
130

now exa",ine the delays
do 150 i-1,nst
do 150 j-1,nst
pha"'(i,j) • c",plx(O.O,O.O)
if (i.ne.j) go to 150
pha",(i,j) - cexp (c",plx (0.0, e(i)*tau(ipul)*cst»
continue

150
c
c
c

the propagator for the internal ha",iltonian is
exp -i*H*t • SS exp -i*E*t SSadj

c
c
c
c

",ultiply, blockwise, SS * PHAM * SSadj
call blkl'lua (phal'l,nst,zv,n)
call blkl'lau (pha""nst,zv,n)

c
c
c
160
120
c
c
c
290

call ua",u (phal'l,rho,nst,zv)
continue
calculate nor"'alization factors

260
270
1

y • 0.0
z - 0.0
do 260 i-1,nst
do 260 j-1,nst
y • y + xd(i,j)*xd(j,i)
z • z + zz(i,j)*zz(j,i)
continue
if (nnfid.eq.1) write(1,270) y, z
for"'at(/, 2x,'nor"'alization constant - (l(z)**2>',
2(2x,f8."»

c
c

generate an FID by cOl'lputing observable. as a function of til'le

c
c
c
c
c

to calculate (X>, (Y>, and (l> for the S-spin
(A> • Tr (A*rho) • su", over i (A*rho)(ii)
• su", over i [ su", over j (A(ij)*rho(ji»

190

avex • 0.0
avey • 0.0
avez - 0.0
do 190 i • 1,nst
do 190 j - 1,nst
avex - avex + xd(i,j)*rho(j,i)
avey. avey + yd(i,j).rho(j,i>
avez - avez + zd(i,j)'rho(j,i>
continue

J
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640

c
400

a"ez - a"ez/y
zzz - c"plx(a"ex/y, a"ey/y)
writ.(1,640) nnfid,zzz,a"ez
for"at(lx,i4,3f16.8)
if (nnfid.eq.nfid) go to 400
nnfid - nnfid + 1
if (npul.eq.O.and.k.eq.O) go to 320
if (kncy.lt.ncy) go to 310
go to 320
continue

c
800
810
900
910
950

close(unit-Ol,err-900)
go to 950
type 810
for~at(/,' open error!!',/)
go to 950
type 910
for"at(/,' close error!!',/)
continue
end

c
c
c
c
subroutine info

c
c
c

reads and print "olecular infor"ation and pulse sequence stored
in hetdpque.dat

c
di"ension d(50),cj(SO),cs(8)
di~ension flip(50),phase(SO),tau(SO),ntype(SO)
co~~on/datl/n,nop,,,off,d,cj,cs,nfid,grat,ncy,ncst.ps
co"~on/dat2/n",,,O,,,inc,npul,ntype,flip,phase,tau

c

600

60S
61S
610

open(unit=01,na"e='hetdpque.dat',type-'old',err=800)
read<1,600) n
read <1, 600) nop
for"at(i14)
read <1,610) "off
do 60S i-l,nop
read(1,610) d(i)
readCl,610) cjCi)
continue
do 615 i=l,n
read(l,610) csCi)
continue
for"at(e12.6)
read(1,610) grat
read (1,600) n"
read<1,610) ,,0
readCl,610) "f
readCl,610) "inc
readCl,600) npul
read(l,600) nc:y
read(l,600) ncsteps
read(l,600) nfid
nn - npul + ncsteps*ncy
do 625 i=l,nn
read(1,600) ntype(i)
read(l,610) flipCi)
readCl,610) phaseCi)
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re.d(1,610) t.u(i)
continue
close(unit-Ol,err-900)

625
c

595

1
565
500

50S

570

575

20
510

1
c
c
c

d(k)-d(k)/4.0
cj(k)-cj(k)/4.0
continue
print 5BO, cs(l)
for",.t (I,' c.rbon che",ic.l shift (in Hz) .',fl0.3)
print 515
for",.t (I,' proton chel'lic.l shifts (in Hz)',/)
print 520, (c.U), i-2,n)
for",.t(6x,Bfl0.2)
do 15 i-l,n
csU)-csU)/2.0

10
5BO
.515
520

15
c

print 525, nil

for",.t(ll,lx,i6,' lI.lue.
print 530, vO
forl'l.t(Bx,'initi.1 v.lue
print 560, vf
for",.t(ex,'fin.l lI.lue
print 535, vinc
for",.t(ex,'increl'lent

525
530
560

535
c
5B5
540

1

545

nl'll-n-l
npl-n+l
type 595,n1'l1
for",.t(/,' the syste", being studied h.s 1',
' c.rbon .nd',iJ,' protons.',/)
type 565, gut
for",.t(' g.",,,,.(S)/g."'I'I.(I) - ',f12.6)
print SOO,lIoff
for",.t(6x,'proton offset freq. - ',f7.1,' HZ',II)
lIoff-lioff/2.0
print 505
for",.t(6x,'dipol.r .nd J couplings (in Hz)',1,6x,Jl(lh-),/)
k=O
do 10 i-l,n",l
ipl-i+l
if (i.eq.l) print 570
for",.t (' c.rbon-proton heteronucle.r couplings')
if (i.eq.2) print 575
forl'l.t (' proton-proton hOl'lonucle.r couplings')
do 10 j-ipl,n
k=k+l
if (IIO.gt.O.O) go to 20
d(k) - -d(k)
cj(k) - -cj(k)
print 510,i,J,d(k),i,j,cJ(k)
for",.t(6x,'D(',il,',',il,') -',f9.2,5x,'J(',il,',',il,') a',
f6.2)

of coupling const.nt considered',/)
- ',e12.6)
• ',e12.6)
- ',e12.6)

print 58S
for",.t (' NOTE, no c.rbon pulses ",.y be gillen.')
if (npul.eq.O) go to 50
print 540,npul
forl'l.t (Sx,'nu"'ber of steps in the proton',
, prep.r.tion pulse sequence -',i4)
print 545
for",.t(II,2x,'st.p',2x,'type',2x,'flip .ngle (deg)',
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1

..

550
30
c
50

type 555, nfid
fOr"it<I,' nu"ber of points in the fid -',i4,

~55

1
2
590
1

40
c
BOO
810
900
910
950

2x,'pulse phise (deg)',2x,'deliY (usec)',II)
do 30 i-1,npul
print 550,i,ntype(i),flip(i),phi.e(i),tiU(i)
for"it(2(3x,i4),3(3x,fB.2»
continue

,

',I,

,
Si~pling occurs It the beginning of elch cycle.')
print 590,ncy,ncsteps
for~lt (!,' there ire',i4,' different cycles consisting',
, of',i4,' ateps elch.',!)
print 545
ni - npul + 1
nf • npul + ncy*ncsteps
do 40 i-ni,nf
in - i - npul
print 550, in,ntype(i),flip(i),phise(i),tiu(i)
continue
go to 950
type 810
for"lt(!,' open error! I',!)
go to 950
type 910
for"lt(!,' close error!I',!)
continue
return
end

c
c
c
c
c
subroutine blk"ul (I,nst,r,n)

c
c
c

blockwise "ultipliCltion of A - X • A
co~plex 1(64,64),r(2S6),zz
di"ension ss(922),x(20,20),nbc(?),s(400)
co""on!ss!ss,a,nbc

e

e

np1 - n+1
kk - 0
ns - 0
do 100 ib-1,np1
nb-nbc <ib)
if (nb.eq.1) x(1,1)-1.0
if (nb.gt.1) elll stuff (nb,kk,.s,x)

e

10
20
30
40

do 40 j-1,nst
do 20 i-1,nb
%%-0.0
do 10 k=1,nb
zz - zz + x(i,k).I(ns+k,j)
rei) - zz
do 30 i-1,nb
i<ns+i,j) • rei)
continue

e
ns - ns + nb
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100

continue
return
end

c

c
c
c

c
c
c

.nother blockwise ".trix "ultiplier A = A • X.dj

c
co"plex .(6~,6~),r(256),zz
di"ension ss(922),x(20,20),nbc(7),s(~00)
co""on/ss/ss,s,nbc

c

c

npl • n+l
kk • 0
ns • 0
do 100 ib=l,npl
nb=nbc <ib)
if (nb.eq.l) x(I,1).1.0
if (nb.gt.l) c.ll stuff (nb,kk,ss,x)

c

10
20
30
~o

do ~O i·l,nst
do 20 j=l,nb
zz·O.O
do 10 k=l,nb
zz • zz + .(i,ns+k).x(j,k)
r(j) • zz
do 30 j=l,nb
.Ci,ns+j) • r(j)
continue

c
100

ns • ns + nb
continue
return
end

c
c
c
c
c
subroutine stuff (nb,kk,uu,u)

c
di"ension uu(922), uC20,20)

c

10
20

do 20 j-l,nb
do 10 i·l,nb
kk·kk+l
u(i,j) • uuCkk)
continue
return
end
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APPENDIX C:
HIGH TEMPERATURE NMR APPARATUS
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Most crystal line silicates melt at temperatures above 800 0 C, and
many melt at much higher temperatures.

In some systems however, true

liquids may persist metastably down to glass transition temperatures
as low as about

450 0 C.

•

These high temperatures create experimental

d Iff Icu Ities that are more severe for magnet Ic resonance than for
other techniques.

In Fourier transform NMR spectroscopy, the nuclear

magnetization Is excited by application of an Intense radlofrequency
pulse.

As the magnetization returns to equilibrium, a weak current

Is Induced In a rf coil which surrounds the sample.

This coil must

be close enough to the sample to detect the very small signal (0.0110 mV) generated by the relaxation of nuclear magnetization and yet
be far enough away to avoid becoming heated.
requires the rf electronics to be as cool

High resolution NMR

as possible to reduce

Instrumental spectral broadening due to poor RLC circuit tuning and
match Ing over a wIde temperature range.
reduce the thermal

noise generated

hence Improve the signa I-to-no Ise.

Coo I rf electron Ics wII I

at elevated temperatures, and
Because of restr i ct Ions on the

bore diameter of high field superconductlng magnets and the necessary
prox ImIty of sens It Ive electron Ic components to the samp Ie, compromIses of reso Iut Ion and/or sens It Iv Ity must be made In the des Ign
of high temperature NMR probes.
Nonetheless, NMR spectroscopy has been performed at temperatures
as high as 1700 0 C. 36
past:

Two general approaches have been taken In the

the rf coil needed to excite the magnetization and receive the

signa I has been pIaced either outs Ide or Ins Ide the furnace.
effect of the design on the slgnal-to-nolse ratio

~

The

of an NMR ex per-

...
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Iment Is

compared
.t.
'I'

= C Vs

using

the

T -1/2

-1/4 V a
P
c

c

fol lowing

simplified

expression 6 ,44
(80)

•

C Is a constant, Vs Is the sample volume, Tc Is the coil temperature,

Vc Is the col I volume, p Is the resistivity of the coil material (pos-

slbly a refractory metal much less conductive than copper) which may
Increase rapidly with temperature, and a has been estimated as -1/3
or -1/2.
In the first approach, the rf coil Is kept at low temperature,
surrounding the

furnace,

its thermal

Insulation,

and the

sample

contalner. 37 - 39

The cool rfcoll ensures the electronic stability

(c Ircu It tun Ing and match Ing over a wIde temperature range) and the
low noise operation of the detection system, but severely reduces
the ratio of coil volume to sample volume [the "fill ing factor",
Vs /(2V c })' and
avaIlable for

thus

lowers

Insulation

the

overall

sensitivIty.

The

space

Is also generally very limited, reducing

the maximum temperature obtainable.

In the second approach,36,40-43

the rf coil Is placed close to the sample, Inside the furnace.

While

this design Increases the filling factor and maximum temperature, It
a Iso necess Itates the use of exot Ic co I I mater Ia Is, and resu Its In
low slgnal-to-nolse ratios and relatively poor resolution because of
Instrumental broadening.
C.l.

Technique
To overcome the seemingly divergent requirements of maintaining

cool rf electronics (for maximum resolution and sensitivity) and to
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s imu Itaneous Iy opt imi ze the f i I II ng factor, an a Iternat Ive approach
has been developed. 102

The sample is pneumatically shuttled between

a furnace and a room temperature rf coil.

Both the high temperature

furnace and NMR probe (wh Ich conta Ins a II the rf electron Ics) are
enclosed in a double walled stainless steel water jacket which Is
mounted In the 8.9 cm bore of a vertical 42 kG superconductlng magnet
as shown In Figure 53.
The samp Ie In the lower pos It Ion

Is located at the po Int of

maximum magnetic field Ho In the solenoid; In the upper position, the
field Is somewhat lower.

Each shuttle cycle Is synchronized with the

rf pulse generation and data collection by the spectrometer computer.
An acquisition cycle consists of shuttl ing the sample down

15 cm

from the center of the furnace to the rf coil center (. 0.2 seconds),
a high resol utlon NMR measurement Is taken (0.1-0.5 seconds), then
the sample Is returned to the center of the furnace (. 0.2 seconds)
where It rema Ins for 10 seconds (for temperature equ I II brat Ion and
also, 10 seconds> 5 Tl).

One or more rf pulses are given during

each cycle, and a single free Induction decay Is recorded.

The 90 0

pulse times were about 20 psec, and a 200 Watt broadband transmitter
was generally used.

The results of 2 to 400 such cycles are averaged

together for every high resolution spectrum
C.2.

~btalned.

Furnace
The non-Inductively wound furnace consists of 0.020" 30% Rh-70%

Pt thermocoup lew Ire threaded through 20 two ho Ie, 8 mm diameter
alumina tubes.

A Pt(6%Rh)-Pt(30%Rh) thermocouple also contained In

229

Figure 53:

Cross section of high temperature NMR apparatus.

Horizon-

tal dimensions are somewhat exaggerated for clarity, and
the draw Ing

Iss Imp Ilf led.

The bore of the magnet Is

8.9 em, the overal I length of the apparatus Is about 170
em.

(1) Water Jacket plenum.

(2) Water jacket (double

walled type 316 stainless steel).
support rod.

(4) Alumina tube.

drive cylInder

(not

shown).

(5) Connection to sample
(6)

(7) Furnace control thermocouple.
windings).

(3) Alumina sample

Thermal

(8) Furnace (vertical

(9) Boron nItride sample container.

coil on air cooled, teflon support.
brass plate.

Insulation.

(10) Rf

(11) Water cooled

(12) Superconductlng solenoid (cryogen

dewar, superlnsulatlon, and shim coIls not shown).
Sample container In position for rf pulse.

(14) TunIng

electronics on support plates (schematic).

(15) Probe

support and aIr supply tubes.

cl

(13)

(16) Blanket gas Inlet.
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